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( i) 
ABSTRACT 
Central to this thesis are the following two complementary problems. 
Firstly , what geometric properties of a Banach space , or its duals, are 
sufficient to imply reflexivity? Secondly , to determine conditions 
sufficient for a Banach space to admit a norm under which it and its duals 
have specified geometric properties? Herein are presented positive results 
concerning the second problem which indicate that established positive 
results for the first cannot be extended . 
It is towards the second question that attention is largely directed. 
As it turns out, the possession of a weakly compact generating set is 
sufficient for certain renorming properties . Spaces with such a generating 
set have a very strong decomposition property, _ which enables various 
results about them to be established by transfinite induction on their 
density character . As a consequence of certain mapping theorems , 
characterizations of topological spaces homeomorphic to weakly compact sets 
are obtained . Also examined , although not very deeply, is the connection 
between the properties of having a weakly compact generating set , and 
having an equivalent smooth norm. 
The class of weakiy compacily generated spaces includes all separable 
and all reflexive spaces . It also include s those Banach spaces which have 
finite codimension in their biduals . After showing that it is possible for 
a Banach space to have finite (but non- zero) codimension in its bidual, 
some strong renorming theorems for s uch spaces are established . The 
properties of gen eralized bases in such spaces are also discussed. 
(ii) 
STATEMENT 
The material presented herein is primarily expository . The only 
(non-trivial) results which the author claims as original are counterexample 
1 . 3 . 6 , lemma 3 . 2 . 3, theorem 4.4 . 5 and the unattributed results of sections 
3 . 7 and 4 . 5. Results have been attributed to their originators wherever 
possible . In those cases where a result and its proof are not due to the 
same person , attribution has also been made as tb the originator of the 
proof . Certain of the proofs given are either new, or substantial 
modifications of the original proofs. These include theorems 3 . 5.6 and 
3 . 8 . 1 , corollaries 1 . 8 . 10 and 3.4 . 7 , fact 4 . 2 .l and lemma 3.7.11. 
(David Yos t) 
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CHAPTER 0 
PRELIMINARIES 
0.1 Introduction 
This thesis gives an account of various geometric properties that a 
normed space may possess. Specifically, we investigate the smoothness and 
convexity properties of the norm. Qur central concern is with an attempt 
to answer the question: "Which spaces admit equivalent norms with good 
convexity or smoothness properties?" Of course, we make substantial 
excursions in order to study other interesting properties of such spaces. 
This chapter contains some basic results of functional analysis, and 
some remarks on the notation and terminology used throughout. Also 
included, because it doesn't seem to belong anywhere else, is a section on 
generalized bases for normed spaces. The results of that section will be 
useful at several later stages. 
l 
In chapter one, we define and relate a number of smoothness and 
convexity properties that a norm may possess. There is a partial duality 
between the concepts of smoothness and convexity, which is discussed at some 
length . We also examine the related concepts of orthogonality and semi-inner 
products. Some interesting results, to the effect that smoothness 
properties of the higher duals of a Banach space force reflexivity, are 
included. Such results indicate the limitations to possible renorming 
theorems. 
Chapter two contains the basic tools of the theory of renorrning . The 
most powerful results are Troyanski's sufficient condition for local uniform 
convexifiability, and Asplund's averaging technique . It follows (though by 
no means immediately) from Troyanski's result that members of a large class 
of spaces can be given equivalent locally uniformly convex norms. Counter-
exampl arc Elven (in various places ) to show that none of the other 
convexity properties (except those strictly weaker than local uniform 
convexity) give rise to such good renorming theorems. This makes local 
uniform convexity a very important property . 
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Chapter three is concerned with a large class of locally uniformly 
convexifiable spaces , viz. the weakly compactly generated (WCG) spaces. As 
well as obtaining good renorming theorems for WCG spaces, we study a number 
of their other properties . A fundamental result is that (non-separable) WCG 
spaces have a very strong decomposition property i.e. they admit many non-
trivial projections . This decomposition allows one to establish results 
about WCG spaces by transfinite induction on their density character. Other 
interesting results are certain mapping theorems, and the permanence of the 
WCG property. WCG spaces have now been studied extensively, and no claim is 
made that our account is complete. For example, no mention is made of the 
strong differentiability spaces of Asplund. Similarly, we include no Krein-
Milman type theorems (e.g. the result of Lindenstrauss [106, p . 178] to the 
effect that any weakly compact convex subset of a Banach space is the closed 
convex hull of its strongly exposed points). 
Rosenthal ' s counterexample to the heredity problem is only mentioned in 
passing, as are related results of John and Zizler. 
A small class of WCG spaces , the class of quasireflexive spaces, is the 
subject of chapter four. We begin by establishing the non-trivial result 
that there are quasireflexive Banach spaces which are not reflexive. An 
interesting result is that of Valdivia to the effect that any quasireflexive 
space is the direct sum of a reflexive and a separable space . This result, 
together with the results of the previous two chapters, is then used to 
obtain a very strong renorming theorem for quasireflexive spaces with 
deficiency one. That theorem, together with the fact that such spaces 
exist, provides a host of counterexamples for a problem raised in chapter 
one: is there a strictly convex, non-reflexive, third dual space? (A 
separable counterexample for this problem was first given by Smith.) 
Finally, we examine Markusevic bases in quasireflexive spaces, and 
generalize certain results of James, Johnson and Singer . 
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Inevitably, the presentation of chapters one, two and three overlaps to 
some extent with that given by Diestel [28]. It is pertinent to indicate 
where our treatment differs from his . 
Chapter one contains several smoothness and convexity properties not 
ment ioned in [28]. Some of those are included in order to discuss the 
duality problem. Others are given so that we can construct the counter-
example in chapter four , mentioned above. In addition we relate semi-inner 
products for normed spaces t o the other material of the chapter, and give 
some applications . 
Most of the results of sections 2.1 and 2.5 are not in [28]. Our 
account of Troyanski ' s theorem, like that in [28], follows Troyanski ' s 
paper . Section 2.4 gives the only self- contained account of Asplund's 
averaging known to the author. 
Theorem 3.1 . 4 gives a new criterion for a Banach space to be WCG. Our 
presentation of the mapping theorems follows Reif [87], in that we first 
show that every WCG space has a Markusevic basis. This enables us to prove 
theorems 3 . 3.3, 3 . 3 . 4 and corollary 3.3 . 5 in the reverse order of that given 
in [28] . That approach avoids certain measure theoretic results, and 
enables us to postpone a discussion of continuous function spaces until a 
more appropriate stage. Though an easy consequence of certain results of 
Bessaga, it seems to have gone unnoticed that corollary 3.4.7 also follows 
from the WCG r enorming theorems. Many of our re s ults on Eberlein compacts 
will not be found in [28]. In any case, our proof of theorem 3.5.8 follows 
[85], rather than [90] . Most of the results of §§3.7 and 3. 9 are only 
mentioned in passing by Diestel, if at all . 
Also included are the solutions of certain probl~ms which were still 
unsolved when [28] was written. On e is that the continuous image of an 
Lberlein compact is an Eberlein compact, due to Benyamini, Rudin and Wage. 
Another is the aforementioned example of Smith. 
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There is another aspect in which our approach differs from most authors. 
In the literature , many of the results given here are established only for 
real Banach spaces . We see little point in stating the results only for 
real Banach spaces, when little or no modification to the proofs are needed 
to establish the results under more general hypotheses. In any case, we are 
forced to consider incomplete spaces in part of chapter three. Usually, 
when we say that X is a normed space over IK, we mean no more than that. 
X may. be complete or incomplete, and IK may be R or ~. Of course 
there are whole sections where the completeness assumption is needed 
throughout, or where the scalars must be real throughout. At the beginning 
of those sections, we point out that all space therein are assumed to be 
complete, or real, as required. We also list those sections here. In 
chapter 4 (but not elsewhere) all spaces are assumed to be Banach spaces. 
The order structure of the reals is essential in establishing the basic 
renorming theorems. So the scalars are taken to be real throughout chapter 
2, section 3.4 and section 4.4 (but not elsewhere). 
0.2 Some Basic Results of Functional Analysis 
For completeness, we state here some well-established results that will 
be indispensable for all that follows . A few proofs and examples are 
included . Of course , results such as the Hahn-Banach and open mapping 
theorems are taken for granted. 
THE EBERLEIN-SMULIAN THEOREM. A weakly sequentially closed subset of a 
weakly compact set ~s weakly closed. Hence a subset of a normed space is 
weakly compact iff it is weakly sequentially compact. 
An immediate consequence of the Eberlein-Smulian theorem is that a 
Banach space is reflexive iff every closed separable subspace is reflexive. 
JAMES' THEOREM [47]. Let A be a bounded, weakly closed subset of a 
Banach space X. Then A is weakly compact if (and only if) lfl A 
attains its suprenwn for every f EX*. Consequently X is reflexive if 
(and only if) Vf E S* 3x ES f(x) = 1. 
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KREIN'S THEOREM. Let A be a weakly compact subset of a Banach space, 
B the closed absolutely convex hull of A Then B is weakly compact. 
Proof. Clearly sup { lf(x) I : x E A} - sup { lf(x) I : x E B} . The result 
follows at once from James' theorem. II 
Now we give examples to show that both James' theorem and Krein's 
theorem fail in incomplete spaces . First let X be or l p 
(1 Sp < 00 ) , Y = sp (e I , and suppose that A 
n-
is any absolutely convex 
weakly compact subset of Y. We show that sp(A) must be finite dimensional, 
from which it follows that the closed absolutely convex hull of the compact 
set { e In 
n 
n EN} is not weakly compact in Y 
Suppose that A is not contained in any finite dimensional subspace of 
Y. Then sp(A) n sp (e , e _1 , ... 1 t {o} for each n, since n nt -
sp(e , e 1 , ... 1 has finite codimension in Y. Hence we can inductively n n+ 
construct a sequence (y) c spA\{o} , and a strictly increasing sequence 
n 
(m ) c N 
n 
such that 
absolutely convex, we may suppose that 
n 
. . . ' m l} . n+ Since A lS 
Y E A for each n. Putting n 
X 
n 
) 
~_.J 
-& 
2 y. , makes 
& 
a Cauchy sequence in A . Now A is weakly 
i=l 
compact as a subset of X, hence weakly closed in X. But then A . is norm 
closed in the Banach space X , and so is complete (in the norm topology). 
Thus x + x for some x EA . 
n 
00 
Clearly supp(y .) n supp (y ,I = ¢ 
. & J' for 
't t J , SO X ) -'t - 2 y . -
, -J & 
does not have finite support. But then x t Y, 
i=l 
6 
which is a contradiction. 
This shows that Krein ' s theorem fails in the incomplete space Y. The 
following counterexample to James ' theorem is due to James [48]. 
space , and if 
then 
It is easy to see that Y is reflexive, and hence that every f E Y* 
attains its norm on U(Y) . Let 
Then every sequence in Y with exactly one non-zero component is the sum of 
two elements of A . It follows that X = sp(A) contains every finite 
sequence, and hence is a dense subspace of Y. If x EX is a linear 
combination of n elements of A then, for every m , 
{ Aml' "-m2' . . . ' A } has at most 2n distinct members. Hence the sequence mm 
( 1/n) does not belong to X X . not a Banach Nevertheless, 
' 
so lS space. 
every f EX* attains its norm on U(X) . 
For let f EX'* . We may consider f as an element of Y* 
' 
whence 
f(y) = llfll for some y E S(Y) • From the construction of Y , it is easily 
seen that f(y) = f 11A11 + (f21A21+f22 11. 22 ) + .... for some sequence of 
scalars (f · f f · f f f · ) Let x EX be obtained from 11' 21 ' 22' 31' 32' 33' .. · . . 
y by replacing "- with ni, 
maxf I Anl I ' . . . ' I Anni} 
' 
if fni > 0 - ' 
-max{ I Anl I , . . . ' I "-nnl} 
' 
if fni < 0 . 
This does not decrease the above sum, so f(x) ::: f(y) = llfll . Clearly 
llxll = IIY II - l , so I f(x) I :5 llfll llxll - llfll Hence f(x) = llfll i.e. f 
attains its norm at x E S(X) . 
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Recall that the bounded weak* topology on X* 
' 
bw* , is the strongest 
topology which coincides with the weak* topology on bounded sets. That . lS, 
Ac X* is bw* closed iff An 1U* is weak* closed, for all X > 0 . A 
special case of Grothendieck's completeness theorem then asserts that 
{F E X** : F . lS bw* continuous} is precisely the closure of TI(X) . in 
X** . Hence X is a Banach space iff every bw* continuous linear 
functional on X* is weak* continuous. An application of the separation 
theorem then yields 
THE KREIN-SMULIAN THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space, A a convex 
subset of X* . Then A is weak* closed if (and only if) A is bw* 
closed. 
Another useful consequence of that fact is the following 
PROPOSITION 0.2.1 . Let X be a normed space, <Y, z> a dual pair, 
T X* + Y linear . 
(i) If T maps bounded, weak* convergent nets to a(Y, Z)-convergent 
nets , then T . i,s bw* to 0 ( Y, Z) continuous . 
(ii) If, i,n addition, X is complete, then T is weak* to a(Y, Z) 
continuous . 
Proof. (i) Let B be any a(Y , Z) closed subset of Y, and put 
A T- 1 (B) Let X > 0 (xc) be . An XU* w* Since - a net in X X - . 
' ' 
. 
Cl 
A n XU* lS bounded, Tx a(Y ,Z) - Tx . But X E A 
' 
so Tx E B . Since 
Cl Cl Cl 
B is a(Y, Z) closed, Tx E B , whence X E A . Obviously X E XU* also. 
Thus A n XU* is weak* closed. It follows that A= T- 1 (B) is bw* 
closed. 
(ii) For each z E Z , z o T : X* + IK will be bw* continuous, hence 
weak* continuous . This is precisely the statement that T is weak* to 
o(Y, Z) continuous. 
If Y is a s ubspace of X, we use D(X*, Y) (or just D(Y)) to 
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denote those f EX* which attain their norm on U(Y) . The second part of 
James ' theorem states that a Banach space X is reflexive iff D(X) = X* . 
When D(X) is dense in X* 
' 
X is said to be subreflexive. It has been 
known for some time that not every normed space is subreflexive. In [11], 
Bishop and Phelps showed that every Banach space is subreflexive. This well-
established result has been extended in comparatively recent times by 
Bollobas [13], so we include a proof. We may take IK = R , since the complex 
version of the Bishop-Phelps theorem follows at once from the real version . 
LEMMA [12, p. 29] . Let f, g ES*, E > 0 and suppose that 
lg(x)I s E/2 whenever x EU n ker f. Then either llf-gll SE or 
ilf+gjJ S E • 
Proof ( R.E . Huff, [ 28 , p. 2]). By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is 
an h EX* which agrees with g on ker f, and has 11h11 S E/2 . Clearly 
g - h - \f for some A E R. Then 
11-I\II = lll gll-llg-hll l s 11h11 s E/2 . 
If A> 0 then llf-gll = IJ(l-\)f-hll s 11-\j + llhlJ SE. If A< o· then 
llf+gll - ll(l+A)f+hll s 11+\I + llhJJ s E • // 
THE BISHOP-PHELPS-BOLLOBAS THEOREM. Let X be a real Banach space, 
s , f S* I 1-f( z) I 2 Then there . E E (0, 3/5] , z E E , < E /2. &Sa w E S 
and g ES* with g(w ) = l , llz-wJJ < 2 IJf-gjJ S E • E + E , 
Proof. Let T = 3.. u n ker E f, C be the convex hull of T u U , and 
Z - {x EU f(x-z) > o} Put 2+E K = Ef(z) and partially order 
x s y iff llx-y II < Kf(y-x) 
Note that f(x) < f(y) whenever x < y . 
z by: 
If W c Z is totally ordered, then (f( x)) is a bounded, monotonic, 
xHI 
hence convergent, net in R By definition of the order relation, W 
itself is then a Cauchy net in X 
this y is an upper bound for W 
So W ~ y for some y EU. Clearly 
By Zorn 's lemma, Z has a maximal 
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element w EU 
Certainly w EC. Suppose that w is an interior point of C Then 
w + az EC for some a> 0 , and so w + az = AY + (1-A)x for some 
x E T , y E U , A E [O, l] Then, since f(z) > 0 , 
f(z) s f(w) < f(w+az) - Af(y) + (1-A)f(x) 
- Af(y) 
whence f(y) > f(z) , and y E Z • Furthermore 
lly-wll - II ( 1-_A) (y-x) +az II -
< (1-A)( llyll+llxll) + a 
-
< (1-A) (1+( 2/E)) + a -
< K(l-A+a)f(z) 
s K((l-A)f(y)+af(z)) 
- Kf((l-A)(y-x)+~z) -
- Kf(y-w) . -
' 
i.e. w < y , contradicting maximality. Thus w must be a boundary point 
of C. 
Since Uc C, C has non-empty interior. By the Hahn-Banach 
separation theorem, there is a g ES* with g(w) = sup g(C) . But 
1 - llgll = sup g(U) S sup g(C) - g(w) < 1 , so g(w) = 1 . For any 
x EU n ker f we have 2 -xETcC 
E 
and so g((2/E)x) S 1 . However 
llf +g II > f( W) + g( w) ~ f( z) + 1 > 1 ~ E , so, by the previous lemma, 
llf-gll S E • 
Now by maximality, 
llz-wll < Kf(w-z) 
2+E l ) 
= sf(z) f(w )-f( z) 
< 
2 
< E + E // 
COROLLARY (Bishop-Phelps). Every Banach space {s subreflexive. 
Following Bollobas , we show that this result is the best possible in 
the sense that for any EE (0, 1) there is a Banach space X with fixed 
x ES, f E S* , such that f(x) - 1 - E212 , yet either llf-gll::: E or 
llx-y II ::: E whenever y E S , g E S* , g( y) = 1 • 
EXAMPLE. Let X = R2 have the parallelogram with vertices at 
(E-2, 1), (E, 1), (2-E, -1) and (-E, -1) as its unit ball. Let 
x = ( 0 , 1) , f(A, n) = tEA + (1-(E~l2))n . Then x ES, f ES* and 
2 f(x) = 1 - E 12 . However if g E S* and llf-gll < E then 
g(E-2, 1) < f(E-2, 1) +E S 1 and g(-E, -1) < f(-E, -1) + E < 0 . So 
g attains its maximum at either (E, 1) or (2-E, -1) . In either case, 
y E S , g( y) = 1 => llx-y II ::: E • 
Finally we give an application of the Bishop-Phelps theorem that will 
be useful later. 
PROPOSITION 0.2.2 [104]. Let X be a Banach space., y a closed 
subspace and . y -+ X the inclusion map. If D(Y) . subspace of 1,. 1,.S a 
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X* then it is isometric to Y* . If p X*-+ D(Y) . such that Pf= Pg ., 1,.S 
whenever fjY = glY then im P* C im i** 
Proof. Let R : D(Y)-+ Y* be the restriction map . Obviously R . lS a 
linear isometry. By the extension theorem, R (D( X*, Y)) = D(Y*, Y) . 
Subreflexivity of 
of R . 
Y , together with continuity of -1 R yield surjectivity 
It follows that R* : Y**-+ D(Y )* is also an isometry. Thus a typical 
element of im P* is P*(R*F) = FRP , where FEY** . For each 
-f E Y* , let f E X* be a Hahn-Banach extension of f. Define G : Y*-+ IK 
-by G(f) = F(Pf Y) Our hypothesis ensures that G is well defined. It 
is easily checked that FR(Pf) = i**G(f) for each f EX* and so 
P*(R*F) = i**G E im i** . I I 
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0.3. Notation and Terminology 
Most of our notation is fairly standard and, in any case, a list of 
symbols is given as an appendix . Nonetheless, a few remarks might be in 
order . 
If < X, Y) . a dual . we write is pair, 
AO 
= {y E y . 'r/x E A, l<x, y>I < 1} . 
-
for each Ac X , and 
Bo= {x EX 'r/y EB, l<x, y>I s l} 
for each B c Y . If ( Y, Z ) is another dual pair, then this notation, 
though slightly cumbersome , at least distinguishes AOO (which is a subset 
of Z ) from (A 0) 0 (which is a subset of X ). 
If f is a function with domain A , we define the support of f to 
be supp(f) = {x EA : f(x) to} . If f is continuous then supp(f) . is 
open . There is no need for supp(f) to be closed (unless A is discrete). 
Next, A is a gen erating set for X iff the linear span of A 
(denoted sp(A) ) is (norm) dense in X. By Mazur ' s theorem, this is the 
same as saying that sp(A ) is weakly dense in X. We define the density 
character of X , dens X , to be the minimum cardinality of a generating set 
for X. When X is infinite dimensional, dens X is the same as the 
minimum cardinality of a dense subset of X . If X is finite dimensional, 
then dens X is just dim X, the Hamel dimension of X A set B c X* 
i s total over X iff n ker f = {o} . This is equivalent to the 
fEB 
requirement that B be a weak* generating set for X*. The weak* density 
character of X* 
' 
w* dens X* , is the least cardinality of such a set. We 
establish a few useful results concerning density characters. 
PROPOSITION 0.3.l. (i) w* dens X* S dens X. 
(ii) w* dens X** S dens X . 
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(iii) dens XS dens X* . 
Proof. (i) Let {x. 
~ 
i EI} be dense in X, card I - dens X. For 
each i , choose f. E S* 
~ 
such that f. (x.) = !Ix.II . 
~ ~ ~ 
It is easily checked 
that {f.} is total over X, whence w* dens X* S card I. 
~ 
(ii) By Goldstine ' s theorem, n(X) is weak* dense in X** . 
(iii) As in the familiar proof that X is separable whenever X* 
separable . / / 
PROPOSITION 0.3.2. Let A be any generating set for X . Then X 
has a generating se-t B c A with card B = dens X . 
. is 
Proof. To avoid trivialities, suppose X to be infinite dimensional. 
Assume without loss of generality that A is linearly independent. If 
M = spq) (A) , then M is dense in X, and card M - card A • It is easy to 
see that any dense subset of a metric space contains a dense subset of 
minimum cardinality . So let N c M be dense in X, with card N = dens X. 
We may suppose that Of N. 
Now M may be regarded as a vector space over q) with Hamel basis 
A • Since N c M\{o} , each b EN can be uniquely expressed as 
... +\a 
n n 
where a } c A 
n 
and 
Putting B - U Ab , we have B c A , and card B - card N - dens X. 
bEN 
Finally , N c sp(B) so B generates X. II 
PROPOSITION 0.3.3. Let M be a closed subspace of X _, <P : X + X/M 
the canonical surjection. If Ac M _, B c X _, A generates M _, and tp(B) 
generates X/M _, then A u B generates X . Hence 
dens X = dens M + dens X/M. 
Proof. Suppose that f EX* annihilates Au B. Then 0 f E M , so 
f = gtp for some g E (X/M)* But then g(cp(B)) - f(B) = {o} , so g = O 
Thus f = gcp = 0 , and Au B must generate X. 
It follows that dens XS dens M + dens X/M . If X is finite 
dimensional, equality is easily es tablished . If not, then dens X is 
infinite and s o dens M + dens XIM S dens X + dens X = dens X. II 
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We define ordinals as sets on which the membership relation defines a 
total order . Thus every ordinal is the set of all it s predecessors . If a 
and B are any ordinals, the statements a< S , a EB and a c B have 
the same meaning . We identify cardinal numbers with their initial ordinals. 
In this way, every cardinal is an ordinal. We use a, B, ... , ~' µ to 
denote arbitrary ordinals, reserving the symbols K and K for infinite 
cardinals. The cardinality of a set A is denoted card A . The so-called 
. • IK -- 2Ko . power of the continuum is c = card 
The classical Banach spaces l (n), l, c 0(r), C(K) p p are 
sufficiently well known to be left undefined here. It is useful to know 
that the weak topology on c
0
(f) coincides with the product topology on 
norm bounded sets . Thus a sequence in c 0 (f) is weakly convergent iff it 
is bounded and converges pointwise. It follows from the Riesz-Kakutani 
theorem and the bounded convergence theorem that a sequence in C(K) also 
converges weakly iff it is bounded and pointwise convergent. Parentheses 
are used to denote functions defined on some specified index sets - e.g. 
sequences , nets, elements of l c r) p and so on . That is, 
(x , 
. y-
map y ~ X . Braces are reserved for sets: A = {x : x E A} • y 
a sequence space and is a sequence of normed spaces, then 
x E X , (llxnll) E E} under the obvious norm. 
n n 
denotes the 
If E . is 
E(X ) 
n 
If P and Q are projections with QP = P, we write PS Q. If D 
is a directed set , we call (p I an increasing net of projections if 
· a- aED 
Finally , we borrow a term from the group theory . To say that X is a 
P-by-Q space means that there is a closed subspace M, having property 
P, such that XIM has property Q . 
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0.4 Generalized Bases 
Let fx. : i EI} and {f . : i EI} be subsets of X and X'* 
. 1., 1., 
. 
respectively (with a common index set I) . We say that (x.' f.) . EI is a 1., 1., 1., 
biorthogonal system iff f .(x .) - cS • • A generalized basis for X [3] . - is 
1., . J 1.,J 
biorthogonal system (x . , f .) for which (fi) total over X . is i.e. 1., 1., 
n ker f. - {o} An equivalent requirement is that sp (f.) be weak'* - . 
iEI 1., 1., 
dense in X'* (x. , f. I for 
1, 1., , 
A Markusevic basis [3 ] is a generalized basis 
which (x .) 
1., 
X - sp (x .) 
. 1., 
generates X . i . e . 
Unlike Schauder bases , Markusevic bases have not been extensively 
studied . The author believes that Markusevic bases have not been given the 
attention t hey deserve and has attempted to introduce them wherever possible. 
All of the deep results of chapter three ultimately rest on the fact that 
any WCG space admits a continuous linear injection into c
0
(r) , for some 
r . The admission of s uch a map is closely related to the possession of a 
Markusevic basis . 
PROPOSITION 0.4.1 [ 3]. Let (xi , fi ) be a generalized basis for 
X . Then (X • , f . I 1., 1.,, uniquely determines (x.) 1., is a Markusevic basis iff 
(X. ~ g . I 1., - 1.,, is also a generalized basis~ then . 1, . e . if f. - g. 1., 1., for 
all . 1, • 
Proof. ~ Let (xi' gi ) be another generalized basis, and fix 
j EI . Then f . agrees with g . on {x .} , which generates X. Hence 
J J 1., 
f . = g . . 
J J 
~ If (x . , f. ) is not a Markusevic basis for X, then there is a non-
1., 1, 
zero f EX'* which annihilates each x . . 
1, 
element of I and put 
Let 1 be a distinguished 
f.or g . - f. 
1., 1., 
. 1.,-f:l. Certainly 
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(x . ' g.) 
i, i, 
is a biorthogonal system for X , distinct from ( X • , f . ) . Now 
i, i, 
suppose that for all . i, Then for all . i, ' 
and so 
X -
- f (x )xl - -f (-f(x)x1)x1 - -
- f( x )f (x1 )x1 = 0 - ' 
since f fills x1 . So (x., g .l 
. indeed a generalized basis for X. II lS i, i,, 
COROLLARY 0.4.2. Let (x ., f .) be a Markusevic basis for X . If 
. i, i, 
M. - sp {x . : J -f i } then l!f .II = lld (x ., M.) . 
i, J i, i, i,· 
Proof . . For each i E I there is , by the Hahn-Banach theorem, a 
g . E X* with g .(x .) = 1, g .(M. ) - 0 
i, i, i, i, · i, 
and llg , II = lld(x . , M.I . By the 
i, i, 1,,' 
previous result, f . = g . . 
i, i, 
II 
Clearly any Markusevic basis (xi ' fi) satisfies llxillllfill > 1 for 
all . i, We call (x ., f .) 
. i, i, 
a nor mal Markusevic basis iff 
for all . i, • 
Of fundamenta l importance in chapter three will be theorems asserting 
the existence of certain maps into c
0
( f) . We include some of the simpler 
results here . 
THEOREM 0.4.3 [34]. A necessary and sufficient condition for X to 
admit a continuous linear injection into c
0
(r) ~ whose range includes 
{ey: y Er} -is that X has a generalized basis (xy, fy) such that (fy) 
i,s bounded with O as its only weak* limit point. 
X y 
Proof. NECESSITY . Let (e g ) be the usual basis for c 0 (r) . Put y' y 
where is the given injection. It 
is routine to verify that (xy, fy) is a generalized basis for X. Since 
T is continuous and has dense range , T* must be injective and weak* to 
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weak* continuous . Now {gy} u {o} weak* compact . l 1Cr) lS ln ' so 
T* I {gy} u {o} is a weak* homeomorphism. Thus 0 . the only weak* limit lS 
point of {fy} . 
SUFFICIENCY. If 0 . the only weak* limit point of {fy} then lS 
(fy(x) )yEf E c 0( r) for each x E X . So define T . X-+ c 0(f) by . 
( Tx ) ( y) = f (x) . Then T is linear , injective and continuous (since {fy} y 
is total and bounded). The biorthogonality condition implies that 
In the necessity part of the preceding proof , the requirement that im T 
contain each e was only needed to ensure that (x f) was a biorthogonal y y' y-
system . A similar remark applies to the sufficiency part. So we have also 
proved 
THEOREM 0.4.4 [34]. A necessary and sufficient condition for X to 
admit a continuous linear injection into c
0
(r) is that X* has a bounded 
total subset of the same cardinality as r ~ whose only weak* limit point is 
0 . 
Dyer [32] gives analogues of these results for mappings into C
0
(K) , 
K a Boolean space . 
-LEMMA 0.4.5 [33]. If X* is weak* separable~ then X has a 
countable generalized basis. 
Proof. Let (fn ) be a bounded , weak* generating set for X* , and 
define T : X-+ l 2 by ( Tx) ( n) = ( lln) f ( x) . n Then T is continuous and 
injective . Let 
Then 
(l) be a maximal orthogonal system contained in im T. 
n 
is the required basis. II 
THEOREM 0.4.6 [34] . A necessary and sufficient condition there be a 
continuous linear injection T: X-+ c0 ~ with {e :.n EN} c im T ~ is n -
that X* be weak* separable. 
Proof. NECESSITY . By theorem 0 .4. 3, X has a countable generalized 
basis (xn' fn) . Obviously (fn) is a weak* generating set for X* . 
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SUFFICIENCY . By the previous lemma, X has a countable generalized 
basis (xn, f n) . We may suppose that llf nil = 1/n , whence O is the only 
weak* limit point of (fn) . The result follows from theorem 0.4.3. // 
A result that will prove useful later is · 
COROLLARY 0.4.7. If X has a Markusevic basis (x, f I ~ then there y y-
~s a continuous linear injection T: X + c 0(r) ~ with im T containing 
each e y 
Proof. By definition , (x f I is a generalized basis. We may y' y-
that {fy} bounded . Let (fa) be a net . {fy . y E r} suppose lS in 
fa 
w* f . If it not the case that f CY. fy frequently, then is --
' 
fa(xy) - 0 eventually . So f f {fy} ~ f - 0 Theorem 0.4.3 . the - - . gives 
result. // 
When X is a dual space, it is sometimes of interest to know when the 
injection T is weak* to weak continuous . We now give one criterion for 
this to be the case . Others will be presented in §3.3. 
THEOREM 0.4.8. Let X be a Banach space. A necessary and sufficient 
condition that there be a weak* to weak continuous linear injection 
( X f ) With 
. y' y 
{e } c im T is that there be a biorthogonal system y 
{x} u {o} a weakly compact generating set for X . y 
Proof. NECESSITY. Let (e g' be the standard basis for c 0 (f) . y' y-' 
By hypothesis , there is a continuous linear inj e ction 
T : (X*, w*) + (c 0(r), w) with dense range. Then T* 
is also a continuous linear injection with dense range. Let X - T*g y y ' 
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Clearly (xy, fy) is a biorthogonal system. Since {g} u {o} 
. y 
is weak* compact T*({gy} u {o}) = {xy} u {o} must be weakly compact. 
Furthermore {gy} generates l 1 (r) , and T* has dense range; so {x } y 
generates X. 
SUFFICIENCY [87]. If (x f I has the stated properties then y' y-
(fy' n(xy)) is a generalized basis for X* . 
Since {x} u {o} y is weakly compact, then {n(x )} u {o} must be y 
weak* compact. So {n(x )} is bounded, and its only weak* limit point is y 
O . As in theorem 0.4.3, the map T: X*-+ c 0(f) , (Tf)(y) = f(x I . y- is a 
continuous linear injection whose range contains {e} . y Clearly T maps 
bounded weak* convergent nets in X* to weakly convergent nets in c 0(r) . 
So T is weak* to weak continuous. // 
A Markusevic basis (x f I for X is said to be shrinking if y' y· 
THEOREM 0.4.9. If (xy, fy) is a shrinking Markusevic basis for X ~ 
and {x} y is bounded~ then {x} u {o} y is weakly compact. Hence if X 
a Banach space~ there i-s a weak* to weak continuous linear injection 
T 
Proof. Let 
{ e } C im T . y 
be any sequence in {x} y If for some y , 
. 
1-S 
x - x infinitely often, then (x) obviously has a subsequence convergent 
n y n 
to X y If not, then f (x ) -+ O y · n for all y . Since 
X* , X 
n 
~o in that case. By the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, 
is weakly compact. // 
generates 
{x} u {o} y 
So much ~or the properties of spaces with generalized bases . Now we 
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turn to existence results for (coun tab le) Markusevic bases . 
PROPOSITION 0.4.10 [75, p. 171] . Suppose X &S separable~ and tha.t 
Y is a closed~ weak* dense separable subspace of X*. Then X ha.s a 
countable Markusevic basis (xi, fi) with sp (fi) = Y. 
Proof [59]. The result is trivial if X is finite dimensional, so we 
suppose that X, Y are both infinite dimensional . Let (yn) and (g) be 
· n 
sequences which generate X, Y respectively . . As Y is total over X, we 
The required Markusevic basis will be 
constructed by the following inductive algorithm . Suppose that a 
biorthogonal collection ( ) k( n) xi, fi i=l has been defined, and satisfies 
( i) sp (y 
1 
(i i ) sp (g 1 
yn) c sp(x1 
gn) c sp(fl 
xk(n)) ' 
f k(n)) C J . 
If Yn+l E sp (x1 ... xk(n)) , set k = k(n) and proceed directly to 
( ~·: ) . If not, set k = k(n) + l , 
k(n) 
) 
. _ .J f • (y 1 ) X • • & n+ & Then i=l 
fi(xk ) - 0 for i < k Since o(X, Y) is a Hausdorff topology, there is 
an fk E Y such that fk (xk) - 1, fk(xi) - 0 for i < k. Then 
to ( ~·:) . 
(*) If gn+l E sp(f1 ... fk) , let k(n+l) - k and we are done. If not, 
let k(n+l ) - k + l , 
infinite dimensional 
n 
fk(n+l ) - gn+l - [ g l(x.)f. · i=l n+ & & Since 
k 
n 
i=l 
ker f. -t { 0} . 
& 
So we can find a point 
X . lS 
xk(n+l) EX such that fi(xk(n+l)) = 0 for i < k , and 
fk(n+l)(xk(n+l) ) = l . We have now constructed a biorthogonal collection 
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(X . f .) k. ( n+ l) . h ( 1 ( ) 
. &' & &=l wit sp y1 ... yn+l) c sp x 1 ... xk(n+l) and 
gn+l) c sp(f1 ... fk(n+l)) c Y. This completes the inductive 
step . 
The base case is easily established: J·ust let x1 = y 1 , f - g 1 , and l 
k(l) = 1 . This completes the proof . II 
Pelczynski [82] has shown that (x f I may be chosen so that 
n' n-
llx llllf II< l + s for all n , for any fixed s > 0 . No example of a 
n n 
separable space which does not admit a normal Markusevic basis is known . 
COROLLARY 0.4.ll [77]. Every separable space luis a countable 
Markusevic basis. 
COROLLARY 0.4.12 [75, p . 171]. If X* is separable, then X has a 
countable shrinking Markusevic basis . 
It is also of interest to relate the size of a Markusevic basis to the 
density character of the space it generates. 
PROPOSITION 0.4.13. If (xi' fi)iEI is a Markusevic basis for X, 
then card I= dens X. 
Proof. In the notation of corollary 0.4.2, we have f. (x. I = 1 , yet 
& &' 
f.(M .) = {o}. & & So no proper subset of { X •} & generates X • II 
We close with another definition . A Markusevic basis (x., f.) will 
. & & 
be said to be bounded iff for some constant K we have 
II ), f. ( x )x. S Kllxll , for every finite J c I . A countable Markusevic iEJ & & 
basis is bounded iff it is a Schauder basis, with basis constant the least 
such K. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
SMOOTHNESS, CONVEXITY AND ALL THAT 
In this chapter , we investigate some of the geometric properties that a 
normed space may (or may not) possess . Specifically, a variety of smoothness 
and convexity properties is studied . Smoothness is shown to be closely 
related to differentiability of the norm. Orthogonality of points in a 
normed space is defined, and its connection with smoothness and convexity 
exhibited . In smooth spaces, the orthogonality relation i s shown to arise 
from a semi-inner product. This semi-inner product (which reduces to the 
usual inner product in Hilbert spaces) is applied to solve certain problems 
in general normed spaces. We show that certain smoothness properties of the 
higher duals of a Banach space imply reflexivity, and, in subsequent chapters, 
give counterexamples to show that those smoothness conditions are the 
weakest s uch conditions sufficient for reflexivity. The duality between 
smoothness and convexity is discussed at some length. 
1.1 Smoothness and Semi-inner Products 
A support map is any map X r-+ f 
X 
X-+ X* which satisfies 
2 f (x) = llxll , 
X 
f ' = Af for all x EX, 
I\X X 
;\ E IK • 
support map satisfies the parallelogram l aw 
Any 
Often we will only be interested in the restriction of the support map to S 
i . e . the map X ~ f : s -+ S* . 
X 
No confusion will arise if we also refer 
to that restriction as a support map . The Hahn-Banach theorem guarantees 
that any normed space has at least one support map. 
We say that X is smooth at x E S iff (3!f ES*) f(x) = l , and 
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that X is smooth iff X is smooth at each x ES. Strictly speaking, we 
should say that the norm of X is smooth , but no ambiguity arises from this 
sloppy terminology , which we maintain for all the geometric properties 
considered here. Clearly X is smooth iff X has a unique support map. 
Geometrically smoothness of X means that there is a unique supporting 
hyperplane for every point on the un1t sphere. 
Following Lumer [74] we say that a map 
inner product iff 
[. ' • J X X X -+ IK 
(i) x 1-+ [x, y] is a linear function, for each y EX, 
(ii) x ¥ o ~ [x, x] ER+ , 
(iii) I [x, y] 1 2 < [x, x J [y, y J , 
(iv) [x, \y ] - A[x, y] 
. . is a semi-
Lumer does not insist on condition (iv) in his definition, but we shall 
soon see that its imposition causes no hardship. A semi-inner product is 
said to be compatible with the norm on X whenever [x, x] = JJxlJ 2 , in which 
case (X, [•, •]) is called a semi-inner product space, or s.i.p. space. 
Such semi-inner products are the only ones which will be considered. It is 
easily checked that the formula [x, y] = f (x) y gives a one-one correspondence 
between semi-inner products and support maps. So we have 
PROPOSITION 1.1.l [37]. Every normed space is a semi-inner product 
space. 
Obviously a normed space is smooth iff it has a unique semi-inner 
product. An s .i. p . space X is said to be continuous at x [37] iff 
re[y , x+Ay]-+ r e [y, x] as A-+ 0 in R, for every y ES. Crucial to 
our study of smoothness will be 
LEMMA 1.1.2 [37]. Let (X, [•, •]) be any s.&.p. space~ x, y ES 
and \ER+. Then 
re[y,x] 
IJxll 
< llx+\yJi-lJx!I < 
A 
re[y,x+\y] 
llx+\ylJ 
Proof. 
r e [y,x] 
llxll 
? 
= re[x+:\y ,xJ-llxJI ·· 
A llxll 
< I [x+:\y ,x] I-JlxJ1 2 
:\ llxll 
< llx+:\y II- llx II 
:\ 
= llx+:\y II 2 - !Ix II llx+:\y II 
1cllx+1cyll 
< re[x+:\y,x+:\y]-l[x,x+:\y]j 
1c 11:x:+Ay 11 
= re[x,x+:\y]+Are[y,x+:\yJ-l[x,x+:\y]j 
1cllx+1cyll 
< re[y,x+:\y] 
llx+1cy 11 II 
COROLLARY 1.1.3. If x 1-+ f is any support map~ then 
X 
_re~f~x(~y_) < llx+:\yll-llxll 
llxll :\ 
ref "' (y) 
< x+11.y 
llx+Ay II 
+' E X "' E IR+ • Jor any x, y ~ 11. 
We that the X . Gateaux differentiable at say norm on lS 
p(x' y) - 1 . llx+Ayll-llxll - im A 
:\-+Q 
AE IR 
X iff 
exists , for all y EX. When it exists, the limit p(x, y) is referred 
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to as the Gateaux differential of the norm at x, in the direction y • If 
p(x, y) exists for all x, y ES we say that X has Gateaux differentiable 
norm. It is not difficult to see that p(x, Ay) - Ap(x, y) , and 
p(:\x, y) = sgn A.p(x, y) for At O . The main r esult of this section is 
THEOREM 1.1.4. Let x ES. The following are equivalent: 
(i) X is smooth at x; 
(ii) X has a support map which is norm to weak* continuous at 
X ; 
(iii) X has a semb-bnner product which is continuous at x; 
(iv) the norm of X is Gateaux differentiable.at x. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii) [38, adapted from 15]. Suppose that the support 
map is not norm to weak* continuous at x . Then there is a sequence 
such that X + X 
n 
but Passing to a subsequence, 
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we may suppose that fx has a weak* neighbourhood V which does not contain 
By the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, (f ) must have a weak* cluster 
X 
n 
point, f E U* . Now 
I f ( x) -1 I - I f ( x) - f x ·( x n) I 
n 
< lf(x)-f (x)I + If (x)-f (x) I X X X n 
n n n 
< lf(x)-f (x) I + llx-x II 
X n 
n 
for all n , whence lf(x)-11 = 0 . But f E U* and llxll = l , so 
llfll - l X Since is not a weak * cluster point of f . , i.e . supports 
X . is So x has two distinct support functionals i.e. 
not smooth at x. 
(ii)~ (iii). Naturally we choose the semi-inner product to be 
compatible with the support map i.e. [x, y] = f (x) for all x, y EX. y 
Now fix x, y ES. 
Then + )...y )... + 0 . IR whence fX+Ay 
w* fx A + 0 X +x as in 
' 
as 
Thus ref A (y) + re f (y) )... + o . re[y, x+)...y] + re[y, x] as 
' 
i.e. as 
x+ y X 
)... + 0 in IR 
(iii)~ (iv) [37]. This is immediate from lemma 1.1.2. In fact , 
p(x, y) = re[y, x]!llxll . 
(iv) ~ (i) [79]. Let xi-+ f be any support map . 
X 
For any y ES, 
corollary 1.1.3 yields 
. 
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< llx+Ali 11-11 xii A E IR+ , 
- A ' 
ref (y) 
X 
> llx+Ay 11-1! xii A E IR 
- A ' 
Thus ref (y) = p(x , y ) . Then im f (y) - ref (iy) - p(x, iy) and so 
X X X 
fx(y) is uniquely determined for all y E S. Hence X is smooth at x. II 
We note that norm to weak* continuity of a support map implies its 
uniqueness i . e . smoothness of X . 
1.2 Orthogonality 
Having a semi-inner product defined on a normed space allows us to 
define an orthogonality relation between vectors. Following Giles [37] we 
say that x is normal to y iff [y, x] = 0. An earlier notion, due to 
Birkhoff [10] is this: x is said to be orthogonal to y (written x 1 y ), 
iff !!xii< llx+Ayll for all scalars A It is clear that 1 satisfies 
( i ) x 1y~x111.y for all A , and 
( ii) X 1 X ~ X = 0 . 
These two notions of orthogonality are not very different, as the 
following result shows . 
THEOREM 1.2.l [37]. If x is normal to y ~ then x is orthogonal 
to y . In a smooth space~ the converse is also true. 
Proof. If [y, x] = O then, for any scalar A , 
ll,-x;!! 2 = ![x , x]+;\[y, x]j = j[x+11.y, x]j S llx+11.yllllxll 
and so llxll S llx+Ay II . 
Conversely, suppose that x l y in a smooth space X. Then, for any 
A E IR , llx+Ayli 2 - llxll llx+11.yll > 0 Hence 
[x, x+Ay] + 11.[y, x+11.y ] - I [x, x+11.y]j > O 
and so 11.[y , x+11.y] ~ O . 
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But then 
>O, 11.>0, 
[y' x+11.y] 
By theorem 1.1.4, X is a continuous s.1 . p. space. So 
[y, x] = lim [y, x+11.y] = 0. II 
11.-+0 
Thus normality and orthogonality coincide in smooth spaces. This is 
all that we could wish for. Giles' concept of normality is of little use in 
unsmooth spaces since the semi-inner product (and so also the normality 
relation ) is not uniquely defined in any such space. Now we set out to 
obtain another characterization of smoothness. 
THEOREM 1.2.2 [45, p. 268]. Let x EX~ f E X*\{o} . Then 
x I ker f iff I f(x) I = llfll. llxll . 
Proof. Suppose f(x) f: 0 (otherwise there is nothing to prove). 
=> Put 11. = lf(x)llllx ll ; then o s 11. s 11 f 11 . For any y E ker f, we 
have x l y so 
lf(x+y)I = lf(x)I = 11.!lxll S 11.ilx+y!I . 
Since X = { a(x+y) : a E IK, y E ker f} , this means that llfll < 11. . Hence 
11. = llfll , If( x) I = llfll. llxll · 
Let y E ker f. If 11. E IK then 11.y E ker f, so 
llxll = lf(x)llllfll = lf(x+11.y)!Jllfll S llx+11.y!I ; 
i . e . xly. II 
COROLLARY 1.2.3 [45, p . 268]. Every non-zero vector is orthogonal to 
some hyperplane through the or&g&n. 
Proof. For any support map x r-+ fx we have fx(x) - llfxll llxll whence 
x I ker f . II 
- X 
COROLLARY 1.2.4 [45, p . 268] . Let x, y EX~ x f: O ~ 11. E IK. 
Then x 1 11.X + y if f 3f E S * : f ( x) = llx II ~ A = -f ( y) If( x) . 
Proof. To avoid trivialities, suppose that x , 11.X + y are linearly 
independent. If x I AX+ y , the Hahn-Banach theorem gives us an 
0 f E sp( Ax+y) with llfll - l , f( x) = llxll . The converse follows from 
theorem 1 . 2 .1. Finally we have 
[y' 
!Al= lf(y)lllf(x)I S llfllllylllllxll - llyllll!xll · II 
THEOREM 1.2.5 [45, p. 274]. The following are equivalent: 
(i) X is smooth; 
(ii) orthogonality . X . right additive., . X l y ., i,n 1.,S ·1.,.e. 
xlz=}xly + z . ., 
(iii) orthogonality . X right . . E X ., i,n 1.,S un1.,que., i,.e. x, y 
xi: 0 =} ]!A . X l AX+ y . . 
Proof. (i) =} (ii). Suppose x l y , x l z . Theorem 1.2.1 gives 
x] - [z' x] - 0 Hence [y+z, x] - 0 so X l y + z - - . -
' 
. 
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( ii) =} (iii). By corollary 1.2.4, there is a A such that X l AX + y 
Now suppose X l AX + y and X l µx + y . Then X l -lJX - y . Right 
additivity yields x 1 (A-µ)x. If Ai:µ then x 1 x and x = 0 • But 
xi: 0 , so A=µ. 
(iii)=} (i). Let x ES. For any y EX, 3!A : x 1 AX+ y . If 
f ES* is any support functional for x, then, by corollary 1.2.4, 
f(y) - -A i.e. X is smooth at x . II 
We conclude this section with a discussion of some other orthogonality 
relations which have been considered from time to time. In [10] Birkhoff 
showed that any three-dimensional space for which the orthogonality relation 
is symmetric , and which has the property that there is at most one 
perpendicular from a given line to a point not on that line, must be an 
inner-product space. Obviously this result extends to any normed space of 
dimension greater than three. The first study of the orthogonality relation 
along the lines presented here was due to James [45]. Accordingly, a number 
of authors erroneously refer to Birkhoff's orthogonality relation as James' 
orthogonality relation . Two other orthogonality relations were defined by 
James [44]. They are 
. 
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ISOSCELES ORTHOGONALITY: x lI y iff llx-y II = llx+y II , and 
PYTHAGOREAN ORTHOGONALITY: X lp y iff 2 2 2 llx-y II = llx II + IIY II . 
Ficken [36] showed that X is an inner-product space iff 
llxll = IIY II ~ llax+By II = II Bx+ay II \la, 6 E IR • 
This condition is equivalent to 
llx+y II = llx-y II ~ \IA. llx+'Ay II = llx-'Ay II . 
Thus homogeneity of the isosceles orthogonality relation forces X to be an 
inner-product space . 
Clearly lI and 1p (unlike 1) are necessarily symmetric relations. 
J ames [45] showed that lI is homogeneous iff it is additive; and hence 
that additivity of lI forces X to be an inner-product space. He also 
showed that 1p is homogeneous iff it is additive iff X is an inner 
product space. So in non-inner-product spaces, neither of these relations 
is homogeneous or additive . Non-additivity of an orthogonality means that 
it cannot be defined in terms of a generalized inner product with any 
reasonable properties . It seems then that neither lI nor 1p are natural 
generalizations of the usual orthogonality relation for Hilbert space. 
Apparently lI and I ~ 
1.3 Strict Convexity 
do not relate well to smoothness either. 
Following [17, p . 404] we say that X is strictly convex iff the 
conditions x ES, y ES, 'Ax+ (1-'A)y ES, 0 <'A< l imply that 
x = y . Since the function 'A f-r 11>..x+(l->..)yll is convex, this is equivalent 
to the requirement that S contains no proper line segment . The following 
two characterizat ions of strict convexity are sometimes useful. 
PROPOSITION 1. 3.1 [92]. X is strictly convex iff llx+yll < llxll + IIYII 
whenever x and y are linearly independent. 
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Proof. Suppose that llx+y II - llx II + IIY II . We need only consider the 
case x i= 0, y -f. 0 . Then x!llxll , y/JJyll and 
x+y _ llxJI x IIY II ~ 
llx+y II - llx II+ IIY II · 11xlf + !Ix II+ IIY II · IIY II 
all belong to S . By strict convexity, xi //xii = y I 1/y I/ and so x, y are 
linearly dependent . 
Suppose that 'Ax+ ( 1-'A )y ES for Then 
1/x+y I/ = 2 = l/x/1 + 1/y I/ , so the stated condition tells us that x, y and 
-
t (x+y) must all lie in a one-dimensional subspace of X. Since the unit 
sphere of IK is strictly convex, we obtain x = y . II 
PROPOSITION 1.3.2 [8]. Let [•, •] be any semi-inner product on X. 
Then X is strictly convex iff I [x, y] I < llxJJ /Jyll whenever x and y are 
linearly independent. 
Proof. Suppose I [x, y] I = JlxlJ. lly II . · Assume without loss of 
generality that llx II = IIY II - [x, y] = 1 . Then [y , Y] = 1 , so 
['Ax+(l- 'A)y, y ] = l for O <'AS 1. It follows that 11>-x+(l-'A)yll - 1 for 
0 SAS 1. By strict convexity, x = y • 
Suppose that x, y 
(0 <'A< 1 ) . Then 
and z - 'Ax + (1-'A)y are all unit vectors 
1 - [ z , z ] = 'A [ x , z ] + ( 1-A ) [y , z ] 
But I [x, z] I S llxll llzll = 1 . Similarly I [y, z] I S 1 Strict inequality 
is precluded by ~·: so 
' 
[x, z J = [y , z J = 1 . By the stated condition, x 
and z must be linearly dependent, as must y and z . By strict 
convexity of the unit sphere of IK , x = y = z . So S contains no proper 
line segment . // 
Th e next result illustrates the duality between smoothness and strict 
convexity . 
THEOREM 1.3.3. (i) [ 65 , p . 37] . If X* is smooth~ then X is 
strictly convex . 
(ii) (van Neumann [l, p . 301]) . If X* is strictly convex~ then X 
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-is smooth. 
Proof. (i) If X is not strictly convex , we can find points 
x, y , t(x+y ) E S with X -:/; y . Let f E S* 
' t[~] = l . Then 
f(x) = f(y) = 1 (otherwise 11!11 > 1 ) ' so TI(X) and TI(y) are distinct 
support functionals for f. Thus X* is not smooth . 
(ii) Suppose X is not smooth , i . e . some x ES has two distinct 
support functionals f and g. Then (Af+(l-A)g)(x) = l whence 
JIAf+ ( 1-A )gJJ = 1 for O < A < l . So X* is not strictly convex. / / 
Next , a technical result before we establish an analogue of theorem 
1 . 2 . 5 . 
LEMMA 1.3.4 [45, p . 259] . Fix x, y EX and define f: IK-+ IR by 
fCA) - 11 Ax+y II . Then there is an a E IR such that 
ax+ y 1 x iff a minimizes f . In particuZ:ar a 
. . . 
a un-ique m-in-imwn . 
Proof. 
a.x + Y 1 x <=* lla.x+y II ~ lla.x+y+\xJJ VA 
<=* f(a) ~ f(a+A) VA 
. . . 
minimizes f. 
In fact~ 
is unique iff f has 
Since f is continuous , and large outside compact subsets of IK , it must 
have a minimum . // 
THEOREM 1.3.5 [4 5] . X is strictly convex iff the orthogonality 
relation is left unique . 
Proof. ~ Suppose orthogonality is not left unique . By lemma 1.3 . 4 
there are non-zero vectors x, y s uch that the function f(A) = IIAx+yll 
attains its minimum at two distinct points A0 , Al . Since f is convex, 
we must have i I AX +y II = II A X +y II 0 for all A between AO and A 1 . But then 
the line segment joining 
is not strictly convex . 
A0x+y 
IIA0x+yj! 
and 
A1x+y 
IP, 1 x+y 11 
lies entirely in S , so X 
----------------------------------...... 
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~ If X is not strictly convex then , for some distinct points X and 
y we have ll:\x+(l-:\)yli - 1 for 0 < :\ < 1 Set U = X + y V - X - y 
' 
-
- -
' 
-
f(;\) ll \v+u II If 0 < :\ < 1 then f(1c) - 2 jl+A NO 1-:\ - 2 The - + --y - . - - - I 2 "" -2 
convex function f is constant on [ O, l] and so attains its minimum 
there . By lemma 1 . 3 .4, AV+ u 1 V whenever OS AS 1. So orthogonality 
is not left unique . // 
The question of left additivity seems to have been generally ignored. 
It is easy to see that left additivity implies left uniqueness ; the proof 
of that is much the same as the proof of the corresponding right-handed 
statement . It follows that left additivity implies strict convexity. 
Unfortunately the converse is false , so we cannot obtain a result which is 
completely dual to theorem 1.2.5. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 1.3.6. Let X be the strictly convex real space 
a = ( - 1 , 1 , 0 ) , b = ( -1 , 0 , 1 ) and x - ( l, 1, 1) . Then , for any 
A E IR , we have 
and 
So a 1 x and b 1 x . However 
3 lla+b+~xll = 2 
~ ~ 
3 -~ < 1s 4 - lla+b 11 , 
and so a+ b _t x . Thus orthogonality in X is not left additive, despite 
the strict convexity of X . 
1.4 Uniform Smoothness and Uniform Convexity 
Following [17, p . 396] we say that X is uniformly convex iff there 
is a function o R+ + R+ S such that x, y E , 
' 
.. 
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l - llx+2y < cS ( c-) =} llx-y II < c- • • l · f · ~ ~ Equivalent y, in terms o sequential 
convergence , X is uniformly convex iff ( X ) (y ) C S 
. n - ' n ' 
llx +y II -+ 2 =} x - y -+ 0 . We say that X is uniformly smooth iff there 
n n n n 
is a function cS IR+ -+ IR+ E S such that x , 
!IY II ::: cS ( s) =} llx+y I! + llx-y II < 2 + E IIY II . 
(This is equivalent to the definition given in [25].) The aim of this 
section is to establish the complete _duality between the above two concepts 
viz. we will show that X is uniformly smooth/convex iff X* is uniformly 
convex/smooth . First we give a result analogous to theorem 1.1.4. This 
necessitates some more definitions. 
We say [37] that X is a uniformly continuous s.i.p. space iff its 
norm is defined by a semi-inner product which satisfies 
re[y , x+\y] -+ re[y, x] as A -+ 0 in IR , uniformly with respect to 
x, y ES. The norm of X is uniformly Frechet differentiable iff 
P(x' Y) = 1i·m llx+AY~l-llxl! . t ' f 1 f E S exis s uni orm y or x, y . 
\-+O 
The next result 
1tE IR 
is essentially due to Smulian [101] and Day [25]. 
THEOREM 1.4.1. The following are equivalent . 
(i) X has a norm to norm uniformly continuous support map. 
(ii) X is a uniformly continuous s.i.p. space. 
(iii) The norm of X is uniformly Frechet differentiable. 
(iv) X is uniformly smooth. 
(v) X* ~s uniformly convex. 
Proof. (i) =} (ii). Let [•, •] be the s.i. p . a ssociated with t he 
given support map . Then, if y ES , 
lre [y, x+\y]-re [y, xJI = lre {f \ (y)-f (y)} I 
X+Ay X 
as A-+ 0 in R, uniformly with respect to x, y ES. 
---------------------------------~-
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(ii)~ (iii). As A~ 0 in R, re[y, x+Ay] ~ re[y, x] and 
llx+Ay II ~ llxll both uniformly with respect to x, y E S . The result follows 
from lemma 1.1.2. 
(iii)~ (iv) [38]. By hypothesis, there is a function o R+ ~ R+ 
such that 
llx+yll-llxll-p(x,y) I < s 
y 2 
and 
I llx-yll-llxll+p(x,y) I < s 
IIY II 2 
whenever x ES, llyll < o(s) . But then llx+y II +llx-y 11-2 llxll IIYII 
is uniformly smooth . 
(iv)~ (v) (after [21]). We may suppose that 
< s , i.e. 
llx+\y II + llx-\y II < 2 · + ! AS whenever x, y E S and O < A ::: o ( s) . Put 
01 (£) ~ ~ £0(£) and let f, g E s~ be given, with l - t;gl s 01 (£) . 
For any- x, y ES it follows from our hypothesis that 
1 
re f(x+oy) + re g(x-8y)::: 2 + 3 so and so 
re(f-g)(y) Si (1-re[f;g)(x)) + ~ . Choose x ES so that 
[t;g) (x) > t;gl - 01 . Then 
re(f-g)(y) < ~ [1 
401 s 
< -+-
- o 3 
= s . 
Since th.is holds for all y E S , we have llf-gll < s . Thus X* is 
uniformly convex . 
(v) ~ (i) [38]. Recall the parallelogram law: 
X 
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Thus, for any x, y ES, 4 S llf +f llllx+yll + llf -f llllx-yll · X y X y By assumption, 
lf;g > 1 - <S(s) =} llf-gll < E for any f, g E S* So 
llx-yll < cS(s) =} 4 s 2llf +f 11 + 2.cSCs) 
X y 
=} llf -f II < E • X y 
Thus x ~ f is norm to norm uniformly continuous. // 
X 
The duality between uniform smoothness and uniform convexity follows 
from the above result, and the following, the Mil'man- Pettis theorem. 
THEOREM 1.4.2 ([80], [83]). Every uniformly convex Banach space is 
reflexive. 
Proof [72, p . 127]. Let FE S** . By Goldstine's theorem, there is 
a net (x I 
. a: in s s uch that TI (x I . a: w* --r F. Then w* ---+ 2F 
a, B-+ 00 It follows that lim llxet+x611 - 2 . By uniform convexity, a, B 
lim llxa-.".-BII = 0 i.e. 
a, B 
(x ) 
Cl 
is a Cauchy net. Let X - lim X 
Cl 
Cl 
TI(x)-+ TI(x) whence F = TI(x) 
Cl 
So TI is surjective. II 
Then 
as 
Theorem 1.4.2 has been given a sequence of successively shorter proofs 
since it was first discovered (independently) by Mil'man and Pettis in the 
late 1930s. Another proof (as short , though not as elementary as that above) 
will be presented in section 1.7. 
The duality result , again essentially due to Smulian [101, p. 648] and 
Day [25] now follows. 
THEOREM 1.4.3. The following are equivalent . 
(i) X* has a norm- to-norm uniformly continuous support map. 
(ii) X* 1,,S a uniformly continuous s.i,.p. space. 
(iii) The norm of X* is uniformly Frechet differentiable . 
(iv) X* is uniformly smooth. 
(v) X is uniformly convex . 
Proof. By theorem 1 . 4 . 1, (i) ... (iv) are equivalent. 
(iv)~ (v). By theorem 1.4.1, X** will be uniformly convex. Hence 
X is uniformly convex, being a subspace of a uniformly convex space. 
(v) ~ (iv). If X is uniformly convex then so is its completion 
which, by theorem 1.4.2, must be reflexive . So X** is uniformly convex, 
whence X* is uniformly smooth by theorem 1.4.1. // 
1.5 Smoothness and Reflexivity 
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Here we define some more smoothness properties and show that certain of 
these, when possessed by sufficiently high duals of a Banach space, ensure 
reflexivity . The higher the dual space , the weaker the smoothness condition 
needed to force reflexivity . From our previous duality results, and those 
to be established in subsequent sections, it follows that certain convexity 
conditions on dual spaces also yield reflexivity. Thus the higher duals of 
non-reflexive Banach spaces possess poor smoothness and convexity properties. 
There are two possible generalizations of uniform Frechet 
differentiability of the norm which suggest themselves. We say that the 
norm is Frechet differentiable at x iff the limit p(x, y) exists 
uniformly for all y ES . It is uniformly -Gateaux differentiable in the 
direction y iff the limit p(x, y ) exists uniformly for all x ES · 
Naturally, we say that X has Frechet differentiable norm iff the norm is 
Frechet differentiable at each x ES ; that X has a uniformly Gateaux 
differentiable norm iff the norm is uniformly Gateaux differentiable in each 
direction . Similarly we say that [ •, •] is strongly continuous at x iff 
re[y, x+\y] + re[y , x] as A+ 0 in R , uniformly with respect to 
y ES. Then X is a strongly continuous s.i.p. space iff its s.i.p. is 
strongly continuous at each x ES. 
LEMMA 1.5.1 [101]. If the norm of X i,s Frechet differentiable at 
X E s ., then f -+ f 
n X 
(for any support 
functional f ) . 
X 
Proof [84, p. 981]. Suppose that x ES , f (x) -+ 1 
n 
but f -h- f . Passing to a subsequence, we may suppose that, for some 
n X 
E > 0 , and for all n , l!f n -f xii ::: 2E: • We can then choose a sequence 
such that re(f -f ) (y ) ::: 2:: 
n x- n 
re(l-f (x)) 
n -
for all n . Put 
X 
n 
- -----y . 
E n 
Recalling that llxl! = 1 = f ,,,.(x) we have 
"" 
l!x+xnll - !!xii - re f x( xn) > If n ( x+.-;:-;n) I - re f-r( x+xn) 
> re (f -f ,,,.) ( x+x ) 
n .. 0 . n 
- re(fn -fx) (x) + re(fn -f x) ( xn) 
re(l-f (x)) 
- re(fn(x)-1) + En re(fn-f) (yn) 
- re(l-fn(x)){-1 + : re(fn -f) (yn)} 
> re(l-fn(x)){-1+2} 
Thus 
llx+xnll-llxl!-ref x( xn) 
---~-----,..----- > E 
J!xnll 
for all n yet !lxn 11 = ~ re ( 1-f n (x)) -+ 0 . So the norm of X is not 
Frechet differentiable at x. II 
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Now we relate some of the properties defined hitherto. The equivalence 
of (i) and (iii) is due to Smulian [102]. 
THEOREM 1.5.2. Let x ES. The following are equivalent. 
(i) X has a support map which ~s norm to norm continuous at 
.'"C • 
(ii) X has a s . i.p. which is strongly continuous at x. 
(iii) The norm of X is Frechet differentiable at x. 
Proof . (i) ~(ii)~ (iii). These follow, mutatis mutandis, from the 
proof of theorem 1.4.1. 
(iii)~ (i) [38]. The Frechet differentiability of the norm at x 
implies its Gateaux differentiability ther,~. Ey theorem 1.1. 4, X has a 
support map which is norm to weak* continuous at x. Suppose (xn) c S , 
X -+ X . 
n 
-+ f 
X 
Then f 
X 
n 
w* 
whence fx (x)-+ fx(x) - 1. 
n 
and the support map is norm to norm continuous at 
By lemma 1.5.1, 
x. II 
We call X a strongly smooth space whenever it has a norm to norm 
continuous support map . This is consistent with the terminology of [68, 
p . 140], where x ES is called a strongly smooth point iff (fn) c S* , 
Let us say that a support map is quasi-continuous in the direction y 
if ref , (y)-+ re fx(y) as A-+ 0 in 1R, uniformly with respect to X+Ay 
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x ES . (We resist the temptation to give an analogous definition for 
semi-inner products . ) If X has a support map which is quasi-continuous 
(i . e . quasi-continuous in each direction y ES) then, by corollary 1.1.3, 
X must have a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. The converse is also 
true, but we postpone its proof until the next section . There we define a 
convexity property dual to uniform Gateaux differentiability, and establish 
some results similar to theorems 1.4.l and 1.4.3. 
Our l ast smoothness property lies between the concepts of smoothness and 
strong smoothness. We say that X is very smooth [29, p. 265] iff it has a 
norm to weak continuous support map. Since it is not altogether obvious we 
.. ----------------------------------... 
prove 
PROPOSITION 1.5.3. If X 1,.s vePy smooth and Y 1,.s a subspace of 
X ~ then Y is vePy smooth . 
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Proof. Let yn + y in S(Y) , and let gn' g E S(Y*) support yn' y 
respectively. Extend and g to and f E S(X*) . Then 
st ill support for all F E X** . F(f ) + F(f) . i.e. so 
n 
Let 1,. : Y + X denote the inclusion map. For any GEY** , we have 
i**G EX** and s o G(gn) = (i**G)(fn) + (i**G)(f) = G(g) . Thus 
An interesting of this property is . by consequence given 
THEOREM 1 . 5. 4 [104] . If X . smooth Banach space~ then 1,.S a vePy 
dens X = dens X* . 
Proof. Let {x. . E I} be dense X , with card I= dens X 1,. in By 1,. 
the Bishop-Phelps theorem , D = D(X*, X) is dense in X* . Since X is 
smooth , D = {f : x EX} . 
X 
For any x EX, there is a sequence 
such that X. + X 1,. But X is very smooth, so 
w 
--+ f . 
X 
By Mazur's 
n 
theorem , fx is the limit of a sequence of rational convex combinations of 
the f ' s . 
x . 
1,. 
n 
This shows that D c A , where 
follows that A is dense in X* , whence 
A= spffi{f : i EI} . 
'¥ X • 1,. 
dens X* ~ card A= card I= dens X. II 
Now we turn our attention to reflexivity. 
It 
PROPOSITION 1.5.5 [101, p. 648] . EvePy uniformly smooth Banach space 
is Peflexive. 
Proof. If X is uniformly smooth , then X* is uniformly convex, 
hence reflexive, by theorems 1 . 4.1 and 1.4 . 2 . II . 
LEMMA 1 . 5. 6 [ 39 J . Let X be a Banach space., (x ) 
a: 
(f cJ a net -in s:1r with fa (xa) - 1 and f -+ f E s:1r • - a 
weakly convergent then f attains its norm on u . 
Proof. Since TI( X) is weakly closed, we have 
some X E X . Then w X ~X so 
a 
= 1 
since f -+ f 
a 
Hence f attains its norm at x. 
TI (xa) 
II 
a net in s., 
If (n(xa)) 'l,S 
w 
n(x) for ~
THEOREM 1.5.7 [39] . A Banach space is strictly convex and reflexive 
iff its dual is very smooth. 
Proof. Given theorems 1.1.4 and 1 . 3 . 3 we need only show that a Banach 
space X is reflexive whenever x:1r is very smooth. So let 
fi-+ Ff: s:1r-+ 5:1r:1r be a norm to weak continuous support map, and fix 
f ES* . By the Bishop-Phelps theorem, there are sequences (f ) c S* , 
n 
such that f -+ f and f (x) = 1. 
n n · n 
As X* is very smooth, 
But so, by smoothness, 
n(xn) - Ff . Thus (n(xn)) is a weakly convergent sequence. By lemma 
n 
1 . 5 . 6, f attains its norm on U. By James' theorem, X is reflexive. II 
COROLLARY 1.5.8 [102]. If X is a Banach space with X* strongly 
smooth., then X is reflexive . 
The next result has a number of simple proofs; we give one now, and 
another in chapter four . 
THEOREM 1 . 5. 9 ( Giles [3 9], Day [27, p . 70] and others). If X 
Banach space with X*** smooth at each point of n1(X*) then X is 
reflexive. 
. 
-is a 
Proof. Let f 1->- Ff : S * -+ S * * be c1ny s upport map, and s uppose 
(fn) c S* , fn-+ f ES* . Then n1 (fn)-+ n1(f) , n2(Ff) supports 
n 
whence 
u) 
--+ 
supports 
Thus 
By smoothness, 
is norm to weak continuous i.e. 
very smooth. By theorem 1.5.7, X is reflexive. // 
X* 
COROLLARY 1.5.10 (Dixmier [30, p. 1070]). If X is a Banach space 
with X**** strictly convex~ then X is reflexive. 
Of course this follows immediately from theorems 1.3.3 and 1.5.9. 
However Dixmier's proof, which considerably predates theorem 1.5.9, seems 
simple enough to be worth including. It will be given in chapter four, 
along with Day ' s proof of theorem 1 . 5 . 9 . 
1.6 More Convexity 
Here we investigate some notions of convexity intermediate between 
uniform convexity and strict convexity. Probably the most important of 
these is the following : X is said to be locally uniformly convex 
(Lovaglia, [73]) iff 
w E S we- > O -::i~ > 0 w E S llx-y II > c- =} I x+
2
y <_ 1 - ~ • VX , V e.- , ..:JU , vy , c.- U 
A useful characterization is this: X is locally uniformly convex iff 
x -+ x whenever (x) c S, x ES and !Ix +xii-+ 2 . We say that X is 
n n n 
weakly locally uniformly convex [70, p. 261] iff u) X ----+- X 
n 
whenever 
40 
lS 
(x) c S, x ES and !Ix +xii-+ 2 . (Weak local uniform convexity was also 
n n 
defined by Lovaglia but his definition is weaker than ours.) Obviously each 
locally uniformly convex space is weakly locally uniformly convex, and every 
uniformly convex space is locally uniformly convex. 
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Now suppose that X is a weakly locally uniformly convex space and 
that x, ~(x+y ), y ES If (x) is the sequence (y, y, y ... ) in S, 
n 
then llx +xii -+ 2 
n 
and so w X -r X. 
n 
Hence X = y . This shows that every 
weakly locally uniformly convex space is strictly convex. 
LEMMA 1.6.1 [28, p. 32]. (i) If X is locally uniformly convex~ 
w 
x -.+ x and llx II -+ llx II then x -+ x . 
n n n 
( · ·) If X* · l ll "+' l fn w*----'- f and llfnll -+ llfll && &S oca y un&Jorm y convex~ ___,, 
then f -+ f . 
n 
(iii) If X* is weakly locally uniformly convex~ w* f and 
llf n II -+ llfll then f ~f n 
y E S 
Hence 
Proof. (i) -1 -1 (y ) C S , Put y = llx II x y - llxll X Then 
' 
-
n n n n 
and w Then w 2y and so Yn --+- y . Yn + y --+-
2 - ll2ylJ S liminf IIY +yll S limsup IIY +yll < 2 . 
n n 
IIY +y II -+ 2 • n By local uniform convexity, 
(ii), (iii). Similarly. // 
y -+ y whence x -+ x. 
n n 
Now we exhibit the (partial) duality that exists between these convexity 
properties , and the intermediate smoothness properties considered earlier. 
THEOREM 1.6.2. (i) [73]. If X* is locally uniformly convex~ then 
X is strongly smooth. 
(ii) [29, p . 266]. If X* &S weakly locally uniformly convex~ then 
X ~s very smooth. 
Proof. We establish (i) and (ii) simultaneously . In either case X* 
is strictly convex, so X is smooth . Let x 1-+ f be the unique norm to 
X 
weak* continuous support map , and suppose (x) c S, x ES, x -+ x. Then 
n n 
w* f . 
X 
By lemma 1.6.1, -+ f 
X 
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(or uJ ) --+ f . 
X 
This 
demonstrates that the support map is norm to norm (or weak) continuous, and 
hence that X is strongly (or very) smooth. // 
Combining theorem 1.6.2 with our previous duality results, and the 
results of the previous section, we see that any one of the following 
conditions is sufficient for a Banach space X to be reflexive: 
X uniformly convex or uniformly smooth, 
X* uniformly convex or very smooth, 
X** weakly locally uniformly convex or very smooth, 
X*** weakly locally uniformly convex or smooth, 
X**** strictly convex or smooth . 
It is natural to ask if any of these conditions can be weakened i.e. are any 
of the conditions 
X locally uniformly convex or strongly smooth, 
X* locally uniformly convex or smooth, 
X** strictly convex or smooth, 
X*** strictly convex, 
strong enough to force reflexivity? 
In each case the answer is no. In §2.4 we will show that has an 
equivalent norm, Ill· Ill say, under which X - ( c O, Ill ·Ill) is locally uniformly 
convex and strongly smooth , X* is locally uniformly convex and smooth, and 
X** is strictly convex . In §4 . 4 we exhibit a non-reflexive Banach space X 
for which X*** is strictly convex ( and so X** is smooth). For the latter 
construction , we will need the following convexity properties. 
If T is any topology on X, we say that X is T-uniformly convex 
iff X 
n 
- y 
n 
~o whenever llx +y 11 -+ 2 • 
n n 
When T lS a 
weak or weak* topology , we have some alternative characterizations. It is 
easily checked that X is weakly uniformly convex if-f 
't/s > o 'vf E S* 36 > 0 \Jx, y E S , l - x;yll < cS ~ I f(x-y) I < S • 
' ' ' 
-
Similarly, a dual space X* is weak* uniformly convex iff 
\JS > 0 \Jx E S , 3o > 0 Vf, g ES* l - lf;g < 0 ~ lcf-g)Cx)I < S 
' ' ' 
-
Note that with these characterizations, our original definition of 
T-uniform convexity could just as well have been phrased in terms of nets, 
rather than sequences . 
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. 
Before giving the promised counterparts to theorems 1.4.l and 1.4.3, 
another definition will be convenient . Let us say that X is directionally 
uniformly smooth iff 
\;/s > O , Vy E S , 38 > 0 , Vx E S , I A I S o ~ llx+Ay II + llx-Ay II < 2 + I A Is . 
PROPOSITION 1.6.3 [101 ]. The following are equivalent. 
(i) X* is weak* uniformly convex. 
(ii) X has a quasi-continuous support map. 
(iii) X has uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. 
(iv) X is directionally uniformly smooth. 
Proof. ( i) ~ ( ii) . Fix y E S . For any x E S , A E IR we have 
However 
Hence 
llfx +fx+).._yll < llfxll + llfx+AYII 
- 11x II + 11x+).._y II 
< 2 + I Al 
- l + re f A (x+).._Y-AY ) - x+ y 
- l A re f x+).._y (y) + llx+Ay II -
> l - IAI (l+IAI) + (1-IAI ) 2 
-
2 
as A -+ 0 in IR , uniformly with respect to x ES • 
By weak* uniform convexity , I (f x -f x +Ay) (y ) I -+ 0 as A -+ 0 in IR , 
uniformly wrt x E S . re f , (y ) -+ re f' (y ) 
X+l\y ,; X 
as As required, we have 
A-+ 0 , uniformly· with respect to x ES • 
(ii)~ (iii). This is immediate from corollary 1.1.3. 
(iii)~ (iv). This follows, rrrutatis mutandis, from the proof of 
(iii)~ (iv) in theorem 1.4.1. 
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(iv) ~ (iJ This is much the same as (iv)~ (v) of theorem 1.4.1, so 
we will not repeat all the details. We may suppose that there is a function 
cS : IR+ x S -+ IR+ such that lly+AXII + lly-Axll < 2 + I A I El3 whenever x, y E S , 
!Al < O(E, x) . Put l - 6 EO(E, x) . Now fix X E s ' E > 0 
simply write cS 1 for cS 1 (E, x) , cS for cS(E, x) . Suppose that 
f, g E S* , l - I f+2g < cS 1· Choose 8 real so that, if 
ie 
x' = e x 
j(f-g)(x)j = (f-g)(x') . For any y ES we have, by hypothesis, 
re(f+g)(y) + cS re(f-g)(x') s·2 + c5El3 . 
Choose y E S so that ~Cf+g)Cy) > ll~Cf+g)II - o l Then 
l(f-g)(x)I = (f-g)(x') < E, which shows that X* is weak* uniformly 
convex. II 
A similar argument yields 
PROPOSITION 1.6.4 [101]. The following are equivalent. 
(i) X ~s weakly uniformly convex. 
(ii) X* has a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm. 
(iii) X* is directionally uniformly smooth. 
and 
then 
In the reflexive case, weak and weak* uniform convexity coincide. Thus 
PROPOSITION 1.6.5 . . Suppose that X is reflexive. Then X is 
weakly uniformly convex/uniformly Go.teau:x; differentiable iff X* is uniformly 
Gateaux differentiable/weakly uniformly convex. 
As has already been suggested, our primary concern is with obtaining 
positive renorming results . That being the case, we nominate local uniform 
convexity as the most important convexity property examined herein . For, as 
we shall see, many spaces (in particular , all separable and all reflexive 
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s paces) admit equivalent locally uniformly convex norms . This is not the 
case for most other convexity properties. As noted in [112] any weakly 
uniformly convex norm on Z1 would have to be uniformly convex, by Schur's 
lemma . Since z1 is not reflexive, it follows that not every separable 
space admits a weakly uniformly convex norm . 
It is also interesting to note that Z
00 
does not admit a weakly locally 
uniformly convex norm [ 70 , p . 261]. However, .as we show in section 2.1 , 
does admit a weak* uniformly convex norm . Thus the two pairs of convexity 
properties considered in this section are, in general, not related. 
1.7 Duality 
l 
00 
In this chapter we have considered a variety of smoothness and convexity 
properties , and the relationship between them . We have seen that the 
concepts of uniform smoothness and uniform convexity are in complete duality 
i . e . X has one of those properties iff X* has the other. In the 
reflexive case, the concepts of smoothness and strict convexity are in 
complete duality . Similarly , the intermediate properties, uniform Gateaux 
differentiability of the norm , and weak uniform convexity, are dual to one 
another for reflexive spaces . It is natural to ask if the same duality can 
be obtained for the other intermediate properties. 
First we investigate strong smoothness and local uniform convexity. We 
have seen that X is strongly smooth whenever X* is locally uniformly 
convex . The roles of X and X* cannot be interchanged. For we shall s e e 
in section 2 . 2 that admits a locally uniformly convex norm . However 
l = c* is separable, whereas Z = l* is not; by theorem 1.5.4 the 1 0 00 1 
corresponding norm on z1 = ci cannot be strongly smooth (or even very 
smooth) . It would be pleasant if X was locally uniformly convex whenever 
X* was strongly smooth , as this would lead to complete duality in the 
reflexive case. Regrettably , this is not the case. According to [20, 
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p . 90], K. W. Anderson constructed a (reflexive) non-locally uniformly convex 
space with a strongly smooth dual. To date, the author has been unable to 
obtain a copy of Anderson's counterexample, so it cannot be included here. 
Similar remarks apply ·to very smoothness and weak local uniform 
convexity . The example of c0 again shows that the roles of X and X* 
cannot be interchanged in theorem 1.6 . 2 . It would be nice if X was weakly 
locally uniformly convex whenever X* was very smooth. Given theorem 1.5.7, 
this is equivalent to asking if weak local uniform convexity is a consequence 
of reflexivity and strict convexity . Again the answer is negative, as 
proposition 1 . 7 . 2 (below) shows . 
LEMMA 1.7.l [101 , p . 645]. If X* is strongly smooth~ then every 
norm&ng sequence &S Cauchy i.e. if f ES*~ 
then (x ) is a Cauchy sequence. 
n 
(x ) c S and 
n 
Proof. We have (n(xn)) c S** , and n(xn)(f) + 1 . By lemma 1.5.1, 
(n(xn)) is a convergent sequence in X** II 
PROPOSITION 1.7.2 [73, p . 233] . If X* is strongly smooth and X 
&S weakly locally uniformly convex~ then X is locally uniformly convex. 
Proof. Suppose that (xn) c S , x E S - and jjxn +xii + 2 . Then 
xn ~ x . Let f ES* support x . Then f(xn) + f(x) = 1. By lemma 
1.7 . 1 , (x ) 
n 
is a Cauchy sequence. It follows that x + x. 
n 
II 
This result shows that Anderson ' s space cannot be weakly locally 
uniformly convex , despite having a very smooth dual. 
With the exception of strict convexity, all of the convexity properties 
discussed hitherto have been (or can be) defined in terms of sequential 
convergence , in either the norm, weak or weak* topologies. In certain cases 
two sequences are involved. Weaker properties are obtained by holding one 
sequence constant - this can be viewed as a localization process. One 
wonders if strict convexity can be given a similar formulation. We could 
ask: is every strictly convex dual space weak* locally uniformly convex 
(i.e. does w* ~~+- f whenever f E S* , llf +fll -+ 2 ) ? 
n 
Again Anderson's space - call it X - settles the question in the 
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negative . For X** is strictly convex, since X* is smooth and reflexive. 
However X** cannot be weak* locally uniformly convex, since X . lS 
reflexive but not weakly locally uniformly convex. 
Nonetheless, it is possible to define (as in Cudia [21]) convexity 
properties which are dual to the strong smoothness property. We will do 
this below . First we recall that our main task is to obtain some positive 
renorming results. As we remark at the end of . this section, not every 
locally uniformly convex space admits an equivalent norm with the properties 
about to be discussed . The lack of a complete duality result for local 
uniform convexity will not be any hindrance to us . To establish that X 
admits a strongly smooth norm , it is sufficient to show that X admits a 
norm under which X* is locally uniformly convex. Thus a stronger duality 
statement than theorem 1.6.2 is not necessary for our purposes. 
Apart from their intrinsic interest, the duality results about to be 
presented are only included for a single application, given in the following 
section . The convexity properties about to be defined will not be mentioned 
in subsequent chapters, since they have no application there. So , when we 
refer to the seven convexity properties from chapter one, we will mean the 
seven convexity properties defined up to this point . Now we present Cudia's 
definitions and r esults. 
We say that X is uniformly weakly convex iff f ES* , 
(x ) , (y ) C S , 
n n 
We will say that X* . lS 
uniformly weak* convex iff x ES, (f) (g) c S* n ' n - ~, 
I (f +g )( x )I + 2 => f - g + 0 . Equivalently , X is uniformly weakly n n n n 
convex iff 'rjr, > 0 ' Vf E S* , Jo > 0 
' 
'r:Jx, y E S , 
1 - r[~] < 0 => llx-y II :5 f, ; and X* . uniformly weak* convex i ff is 
'r:Jr, > 0 
' 
'r:Jx E S , Jo> 0 
' 
'r:Jf, g E S* , 1 - [o/] (x) :5 0 
PROPOSITION 1.7.3 [21]. The following are equivalent. 
(i) X is strongly smooth. 
(ii) 'r:Jr, > O ~ 'r:Jx ES~ 38 > o ~ Vy ES~ 
(iii) X* . uniformly weak* convex. 1,,S 
Proof. (i) => (ii). As . (iii) => (iv) of theorem 1 .4. 1. in 
(ii) => (iii). For f, > 0 
' 
x E S put o*(r,, x) E rE 
= i+ 0 2' 
=> llf-gll 
xl 
) 
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< f, • 
-
Suppose f, g ES* and 1 - [o/] (x) < 8* . Choose 8 real so that if -
i8 
x' = e x then t (f+g)(x') = lt(f+g)(x) I Then, for any y ES, 
llx 1 +Oyll + llx '-Oyll S 2 + 4-0E , where O = 0 [ ~, x] . Hence 
re f(x '+oy) + re g(x'-oy) S 2 + tEO 
Then 
. i.e . (f+g )(x') + 0 re(f-g)(y) < 2 + tEo . 
re(f-g)(y) St [2 + E20 - (f+g)(x')] 
= £ + ~ [1 - (~lex,) l 
2 o 2 J J 
r, 20 * 
<2+-0-
- f, • 
Since y E S was arbitrarily chosen , we have llf-gll :5 E • 
( iii) => ( i) . We suppose that ll f-gll < E · whenever f, g E S* and 
1 - (f +g~ ( X) :5 0 ( E: , X) , 2 ) If x, y E S , llx-y II ::: o ( E: , x) the parallelo-
gram law gives 
and so 1 -
4 - (f +f )(x+y) + (f -f )(x-y) 
· X y X y· 
< I (f +f ) (x) I + 2 + 2llx-yll 
. X y 
::: llx-yll ::: cS(E:, x) whence llf -f II ::: t: • 
X y This 
shows that X has a norm-to-norm continuous support map, i.e. X is 
strongly smooth . II 
An almost identical argument yields 
PROPOSITION 1 . 7. 4 [21]. X is uniformly weakly convex iff X* 
strongly smooth. 
It is clear that uniform weak and weak* convexity coincide in the 
reflexive case . Thus 
THEOREM 1 . 7. 5 [21]. · Suppose that X is reflexive. Then X 
strongly smooth/uniformly weakly convex iff X* is uniformly weakly 
convex/strongly smooth. 
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. 
-is 
The next result follows immediately from proposition 1.7.4 and corollary 
1.5.8, but it is interesting to give a direct proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.7.6 [21]. Every uniformly weakly convex Banach space 
(a fortiori~ every uniformly convex Banach space) is reflexive. 
Proof. Let f ES*. There is a sequence (xn) c S such that 
f (xn) . -+ 1 Then f (x +x ) -+ 2 -+ 00 If X . uniformly weakly . as m, n lS m n-
then -+ 0 . (xn) . . a Cauchy If X . convex, X - X i.e. lS sequence. lS a m n 
Banach space, then X -+ X for some X E s . Clearly f attains its norm n 
at X . By James ' theorem, X is reflexive. II 
Combining proposition 1.7.3 and theorem 1.6.2, we see that every 
locally uniformly convex dual space must be uniformly weak* convex. 
Anderson ' s space shows that a uniformly weakly convex space need not be 
locally uniformly convex. One is then tempted to say that local uniform 
convexity property is too strong (compared with uniform weak convexity) to 
obtain good duality results, but this is not strictly accurate. We will see 
49( a) 
ADDENDUM. M.A. Smith ('Some examples concerning rotundity in 
Banach spaces', Preprint) claims that Anderson's example, cited on p. 46, 
is erroneous. Smith considers the space Y = l , given the norm 
2 
//(A . )//= fill (A.)/1/ 2 + 
't l 't 
00 
where lll(ii)II! I 
i=2 
It is easy to check that Y is reflexive and strictly convex. Now 
So Y is not weakly 
locally uniformly convex, thereby settling one question raised on p. 46. 
Smith also shows that Y has property H --that is, x ~ x whenever x 
n n 
and llx II 
n llxll - By passing to subsequences and using the weak lower 
u) 
--+ X 
semicontinuity of the norm, this can be established once it is known that 
Ill · Ill has H. That Ill • Ill has H follows readily from the fact that the 
Euclidean norm has H. This is as much as Smith claims. However, we have 
PROPOSITION. A Banach space Xis uniformly weakly convex iff it is 
reflexive, strictly convex and has H. 
Proof. ~ Reflexivity is given by proposition 1.7.6. Strict 
convexity and H follow routinely from the definition of uniform weak 
convexity. 
<= * Suppose (x ) , (y ) c S, f E S and I f(.r;c + y ) I ~ 2 . 
n n n n By passing to 
subsequences and using the Eberlein-Smulian the orem, we may as well suppose 
X 
n 
~ x, u) Yn --+ y for some x, y EU. Then lf(x + y) I = 2 , which forces 
llx + y II = 2 and t hus llx II = IIY II = 1 . By H, x ~ x and y ~ y . 
n n 
By strict 
convexity , x = y. Sox - y ~ 0, as requi red . 
n n 
* 
II 
By proposition 1.7.4, Y is strongly smooth, despite the fact t hat 
Y is not locally uniformly convex . 
in chapter two that there are many nonreflexive, locally uniformly convex 
Banach spaces. Given proposition 1.7.6, it follows that local uniform 
convexity does not always imply uniform weak convexity. Of course, any 
reflexive locally uniformly convex space must be uniformly weakly convex. 
1.8 Applications of Semi-Inner Products 
The results of this section are of a somewhat ad hoc nature. In the 
-
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literature, semi-inner products are most often considered with applications 
to operator theory in mind. To study this topic would require a substantial 
digression from our course, so we only present a smattering of results. 
First we show that normal Markusevic bases are orthonormal, and give an 
application to bases in Hilb.ert space. Next we give a generalization of the 
Riesz representation theorem for Hilbert space. Following that, we answer 
the question: "When is the support map a (non-linear) homeomorphism between 
X and X* ?" Finally we characterize linear isometries in terms of semi-
inner products. 
PROPOSITION 1.8.l. Distinct members of a normal Markusevic basis are 
orthogona Z. 
Proof. Let (x., f.l be a normal Markusevic basis for X. By 
'l, -i-
suitable choice of support map, we have f = f . . 
X. 'l, 
'l, 
If [. ' • J 
semi-inner product associated with such a support map, then 
By theorem 1.2.1, 
[x., x.] = f (x.) = f.(x.) = 8 ... 
'l, J X •. 'l, J 'l,' 'l-J 
x. 
'l, 
J 
is orthogonal to x. 
J 
for i i: j . II 
is the 
COROLLARY 1.8.2 (R.H. Lohman [28, p. 43]). Distinct elements of 
normal Schauder bases are mutually orthogonal. 
LEMMA 1.8.3. Every Hilbert space is smooth. 
Proof. By linearity of < • , • ) in the second co-ordinate, every 
Hilbert space is a continuous s.i.p. space. II 
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With a bit of epsilonics we could have shown that every Hilbert space 
is uniformly smooth. This will follow effortlessly from our subsequent 
results . 
COROLLARY 1 .8.4 [74]. In a Hilbert space~ there is a unique semi-
inner product. Hence Birkhoff's orthogonality agrees with the usual Hilbert 
space orthogonality. 
COROLLARY 1.8.5 [63, p. 977]. Normal bases in Hilbert space are 
orthonormal . 
We will say that an s .i. p. sDace X has the Riesz representation 
property iff Vf EX* , 3!y EX: f(•) = [•, y] . 
PROPOSITION 1.8.6. CX, [•, •]) has the Riesz representation property 
iff X is smooth~ strictly convex~ and every ·f EX* attains its norm on 
u. 
Proof. ~ Let x 1-+- f be the support map associated with [•, •] . 
X 
Then the Riesz representation property is equivalent to (Vf E X*)(3!y EX) 
f = f . y If f ES* supports x ES then f = f . X So the support map is 
unique, i.e. X is smooth. If AX+ (1-A)y ES for O :5 A :5 l , then 
d(x, sp(x-y)) - l. By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is an f ES* with 
f(x) = l which annihilates sp(x-y) . But then f supports both x and 
y . The Riesz representation property forces x = y . So X is strictly 
convex . Obviously every f ES* attains its norm on U. 
<= EXISTENCE. Let f E X* . By hypothesis, ilfil - f (y 0) for some 
YO E S • Put Y = llflly O ; then f(y) - IIY 11
2 
and IJy II = llfll . :Sy 
smoothness f = fy . Then, for any x EX, f(x) = fy(x) = [x, y] . 
UNIQUENESS. Suppose [x, y 1] = [x, y 2] for all x . Then 
IIY 1 11
2 
= UJ1 , Y1] = [y1 , Y2] :5 lly1 JJ.JJy 2 JJ . Thus lly1 11 :5 IIY 2 11 • Similarly 
Jly 2 11 :5 IIY111, so LY 1 , Y2] = JJy 1 11.JJy 2JJ. By proposition 1.3.2, y1 and 
y
2 
are linearly dependent . It follows that y1 - y 2 • II 
James' theorem now gives us 
THEOREM 1.8.7 (Tapia [105]). A Banach s.i.p. space has the Riesz 
representation property iff it is smooth~ strictly convex and reflexive. 
It seems to be unknown whether an incomplete space can have the Riesz 
representation property. It is easy to see that the completion of such a 
space must be reflexive, but not strictly convex. The counterexample to 
James' theorem constructed in section 0.2 comes to mind, but it is easy to 
check that that space is neither smooth nor strictly convex. 
Invoking theorem 1.5.7, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.8.8. A Banach s.i.p. space has the Riesz representation 
property iff it is smooth and has a very smooth dual. 
The first version of theorem 1.8.7 was due to James [45, p. 288] who 
showed, by much the same methods used here, that any smooth uniformly 
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convex Banach space satisfied Vf ES* , 3!x ES, f = p(x, •) . Giles 
[37] modified the standard proof of the Hilbert space representation theorem 
to show that any smooth uniformly convex Banach space possessed the Riesz 
representation property. Our proof of theorem 1.8.7 is somewhat different 
from that given by Tapia. He defines a generalized inner product as the 
right-hand Gateaux differential of the functional 
( X, y) - lim 
A -i-o 
2 2 llx+Ay II -llxll 
2A 
2 f( • ) = ~II· II . i.e. 
(Mazur [79, p. 75] has shown that this limit always exists .) Clearly 
< x, y> - llxllp(x, y) if X is smooth, in which case we then have 
<x, y> = [y, x] . So this generalized inner product is virtually identical 
with our semi-inner product , in smooth spaces. However Tapia [105, p. 572] 
also shows that the map y 1--+ ( x, y > is linear for each x EX iff X . lS 
smooth . Thus the generalized inner product lacks certain properties of the 
semi-inner product . This is of little consequence, since the semi-inner 
product is not even uniquely defined in unsmooth spaces. 
LEMMA 1.8.9. Every Hilbert space is uniformly convex. 
Proof. In view of the parallelogram law, we may take 
COROLLARY 1.8.10 (The Riesz representation theorem) . Every Hilbert 
space has the Riesz representation property. 
Proof. By lemmas 1.8.3, 1.8.9 and theorem 1.4.3, every Hilbert space 
is smooth , and has a very (in fact, uniformly) smooth dual. // 
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In a Hilbert space, additivity of the inner product in the second 
coordinat~ implies that the support map (being the inverse of the Riesz 
representation map) is additive. It follows that any Hilbert space is 
(conjugate ) linearly isometric to its dual, and hence uniformly smooth, as 
claimed. By the parallelogram law, additivity of a support map implies that 
the associated s.i.p. must be an inner product. So in a non-Hilbert space, 
additivity of the support map cannot be hoped for. Klee [65, p. 35] posed 
the problem: when is the support map a homeomorphism (with respect to the 
norm topologies)? We will need some topological results before that question 
can be answered. 
THEOREM 1.8.11 ([40], [93]). Let (T , p) be a complete metric 
space~ S a subset of T. Then S admits a complete metric d 
(equivalent top I SJ iff S . ~s a set. 
This result is quite well known . A proof may be found in [31, p. 308]. 
LEMMA 1.8.12 [ 64 ]. Let G be a topological group which is not 
meagre in itself. Then G has no proper dense G0 subgroup. 
Proof. Suppose that 
00 
H - n 
n=l 
u 
n 
is a dense proper subgroup of G ' 
with each U being an open set . Then each U is also dense, whence G\U 
n n n 
00 
is closed , and nowhere dense in G. Then G\H - U is meagre in 
n=l 
G . Choose x E G\H. Then the coset xH is meagre, since it lies inside 
G\H . But H is homeomorphic to xH, and so must a l so b e meagre in G . 
Thus G =Hu (G\H) is meagre in itself . II 
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PROPOSITION 1.8.13 [64]. Let d be a translation invariant metric 
for the topological group G. Suppose that G has an equivalent corrrplete 
metric . Then d is a complete metric . 
..., ..., ..., 
Proof. Let (G, d) be the completion of (G, d) . Then (G, d) is a 
complete metric space in which we regard (G, d) as being isometrically 
embedded as a dense subset . Since d is translation invariant, the 
..., 
natural group operations on G are well defined . (sample calculation: if 
(xn) r-v (an) and (yn) r-v (bn) then 
d (x y , ab ) s d (x y , x b) + d(x b , ab) 
n n n n- n n n n · n n n n 
= d(y , b) + d (x, a)~ O 
n n· n n 
and so (x y ) r-v (ab ) . Thus multiplication is well defined.) It is then 
n n· n n 
..., 
routine to check that G is isomorphically embedded in G By theorem 
..., 
..., 
1 . 8 .11, G . lS a subgroup of G By lemma 1.8.12, G = G . So d . lS 
a complete metric . II 
THEOREM 1.8.14 [21]. The support map from X to X* . i,s a 
homeomorphism iff X is a strongly smooth~ uniformly weakly convex Banach 
space. 
Proof. ~ Since X* is always a Banach space, proposition 1.8.13 tells 
us that X must also be complete. Norm to norm continuity of the support 
map means , of course, that X is strongly smooth. Surjectivity of the 
support map forces reflexivity of X, by James ' theorem . From this, norm to 
norm continuity of the inverse of the support map implies that X* is 
strongly smooth . By proposition 1 . 7 . 4, X must be uniformly weakly convex. 
¢:: By propos ition 1 . 7 . 6 , X must be reflexive . By proposition 1 .7.4, 
X* must be strongly smooth i.e. the support map from X* to X** = n(x) 
is continuous . Thus the inverse of the support map on X is also continuous, 
and hence a homeomorphism . II 
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COROLLARY 1.8.15. If X is locally uniformly convex~ strongly smooth 
and reflexive~ then X is homeomorphic to X* . 
Finally , we use the semi-inner product to characterize linear 
isometries . 
THEOREM 1.8.16 [67]. A necessary and sufficient condition that an 
operator TE L(X) be an isometry is for it to satisfy the identity 
[x, y] = [Tx, Ty] for some semi-inner product [ •, •]. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. Suppose that T is an isometry and 
let ( . . ) 
' 
be any semi-inner product on X . For any x, y EX we have 
(< ,j2 x, ,j2 y ) ) E l 
00 
Let LIME l! be any Banach limit and define 
[x, y] = LIM(< 'Tx, 'Ty>) Routine calculations show that [•, •] is a 
semi-inner product. Translation invariance of LIM yields 
[Tx, Ty]= [x, y] thus establishing necessity. II 
COROLLARY 1.8.17 [67]. A bijection TE L(X) is an isometry iff it 
satisfies [Tx, y] = [x , T-1y] for some sem&-&nner product [ •, •] . 
Proof. ~ Let [•, •] be the semi-inner product given by theorem 
1 . 8 .16 . Then [Tx, y] - [Tx, T(T-1y)] - [x, T- 1y] 
<= [Tx, Ty] = [x, T- 1Ty] = [x, y] ' so T is an isometry. II 
The last two results have obvious specializations to smooth spaces. 
PROPOSITION 1.8.18 [67]. Eigenvectors of a linear isometry T ~ 
corresponding to distinct eigenvalues~ are orthogonal. 
Proof. Let Tx = AX , Ty= µy , Atµ. Then IA! = lµI - l , so 
- -1 Al.l - Aµ . With respect to a suitable semi-inner product, 
[x, y] = [Tx, Ty]= Aµ- 1 [x, y] But Aµ-l t l , so [x, y] - 0 . By 
theorem 1 . 2 .1, x and y are orthogonal. II 
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CHAPTER TWO 
RENO RM ING 
We say that a normed space is P-able iff it admits an equivalent norm 
with property P. Generally, P will be some smoothness or convexity 
property . In this chapter, the order structure of the scalar field is 
essential to many of our arguments, so we assume throughout that IK = IR • 
There seem to be few, if any, satisfactory results concerning renorming of 
complex spaces. The problem cannot be reduced to the real case because if 
X is a complex space, and Ill· Ill is a norm for the underlying real space, we 
have no guarantee that the identity lllxlll = IIJixlJI holds. 
Our main concern is with convexifiability criteria. Conditions for 
smoothability then follow from the duality results of chapter one. 
Naturally, we must be careful to ensure that any renorming of a dual space 
is a dual renorming. The most useful result presented here is Troyanski's 
sufficient condition for local uniform convexifiability. Another important 
result is Asplund's averaging procedure. This technique enables one to 
merge two equivalent norms into a third (equivalent) norm which inherits all 
of the convexity properties of the original two norms . First we present 
some miscellaneous facts about renorming. 
2.1 Basic Results 
LEMMA 2.1.l [26, p. 518], [65, p. 37] . Let 111·111 be a norm on X* 
equivalent to the dual norm II · II ~ and let C* be the Ill ·Ill-unit ball of 
X* . Then the following are equivalent . 
(i) 111 • Ill 'l-S the dual of some norm on X ~ equivalent to 11 • 11 . 
(ii) 111 • 111 i-s a weak* lower semicontinuous function. 
(iii) C* is weak* closed. 
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Proof . (i) ~ (ii) is well known . (ii)~ (iii) is obvious . 
(iii)~ (i). Let C be the unit ball of the norm on X corresponding 
to Ill · Ill . - i . e . C = {x : 't;/ f E C *, If( x) I s 1} . By the bipolar theorem, 
c0 - C* . Thus Ill· Ill is the dual norm of the gauge of C . I I 
PROPOSITION 2.1.2 [111, p . 428]. Any separable space can be renormed 
so that its dual is weak* uniformly convex . 
Proof. Let (x .) be a sequence which is dense in the unit ball of 
. 'l, 
X • Define a new norm, Ill· Ill , on X* by 
It is easy to check that Ill· Ill is a norm on X* , and that 
llfll S lllflll S v'2Jlfll for all f E X* . 
Now suppose that is a net in X * , - f E X * with 111 f 111 S 1 and 
Cl 
Then fa(xk) ~ f(xk) for each k. A routine truncation argument 
Since II· II is weak* lower 
semicontinuous, Jlfll 2 S liminf llf IJ 2 . Thus 
Cl 
lllflf S liminf llf all 2 + lim I 2-kf a (xk) 2 
Cl Ci. 
< liminf lllf 1112 S 1 . 
- Ci. 
By lemma 2 .1. 1, Ill • I II . a dual norm. lS 
Now suppose that (fn ) and (gn) are sequences in X* with 
lllfnlll = lllgnlll = 1 , lllfn +gnlll ~ 2 · Since 
/. 2-k(fn+gn) (xk) 2 + I 2-k(fn-gn) (xk)2 - 2(~ 2-kfn(xk)2 + L 2-kgn(xk)2] 
and 
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we have 
But lllf n +gnJl12 -+ 4 , so /, 2-k (f n-gn) (x7J 2 -+ 0 . It follows that 
(fn-gn) (xk)-+ 0 for each k. Since (fn), (gn) are bounded, and sp(xk} 
is dense in X , we must have Thus 111 • 111 is weak* 
uniformly convex on X* . II 
An identical argument can be used to show that X is weakly uniformly 
convexifiable whenever X* is separable . 
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. (i) [65, p . 37] . X ~s strictly convexifiable if 
(and only if) there is a strictly convex space Y., and a continuous linear 
injection T: X-+ Y . 
(ii) If Y . is strictly convex., and T : ·x*-+ Y is a weak*-to-weak 
continuous linear injection., then X can be renormed so that X* 
s trictly convex . 
Proof. (i) Putting lllxlll = !!xii + IITxll defines a new norm on 
equivalent to the original norm. This norm obviously satisfies 
lllx+y Ill ::: llx II + IIY II + IITx+Ty II , 
Using proposition 1.3.l we have 
x , y linearly independent~ Tx, Ty linearly independent 
~ l!T:x:+Ty !I < IITxll + IITy I! 
~ lllx+y Ill < ll!xlll + IIIY Ill · 
Thus ( X , Ill· Ill) is strictly convex . 
V 
./l ' 
(ii) The same construction as in (i) gives a strictly convex norm on 
X* , which happens to be weak* lower semicontinuous . By lemma 2 . 1.l this 
new norm is a dual norm . II 
PROPOSITION 2. l .4 [50] . If i'l ~s a weak* closed (in particular., 
finite dimensional) subspace of X* ., then the functional f 1-+ d(f , N) 
weak* lower semicontinuous . 
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Proof. Let M = l] C X 0 • By the bipolar theorem, MO= H and so 
' 
X*IN ~ M* . The restriction map R : X* + M* is weak*-to-weak* continuous. 
By composition , d(f , ll) = llf+IJIIX*IN = IIRfllM* is a weak* lower semicontinuous 
function of f . I I 
X** 
unit 
Now we give a suffi cient condition for X to be renormable so that 
is strictly convex . 
LEMMA 2. 1 . 5 [51 ]. Let TE L( X, Y) ., and let U* and V* be the 
balls of X* and Y* respectively . Then 
(i) U* + T* (V* ) - {x EX llxll+IITx!I ::: 1} 0 . - ., 
(ii) (u*+T* ( V*)) 0 = {x* * E X** 
Proof. We have , for any x E X , 
ll~**l!+ll~**x**II < 1} . 
x E (u*+T*( V*)) 0 ~ lf( x )+g(Tx ) I < l for all f EU* , g EV* 
~ !!xii + IITxll S 1 by the Hahn-Banach theorem . 
But T* is weak * to weak * continuous , so U* + T*(V*) is weak* closed. By 
the bipolar theorem , U* + T*(V*) = (U*+T*(V*)) ~ which establishes (i). An 
identical argument gives (ii). II 
PROPOSITION 2.1.6 [ 51 ]. Let T : X** + Y be a weak* to weak 
continuous linear injection . If Y i s strictly convex., then X can be 
renormed so as to make X** strictly convex . 
Proof. Define S : X + Y by S - TnX. Routine calculations show 
that S**nx = TI?Tix . Thus S** 
' 
X** + Y** agree on But 
both S** and TIYT are weak* to weak* continuous, and TIX(X) is weak* 
dense in X** . So S** = ny1} . Define a new norm on X by 
lllxlll - llxll + IISxll Then the Ill · Ill unit ball of X** is, by lemma 2 . 1. 5, 
{x lllxlll ::: l} OO = {x* * llx**!l+l!S**x**II < l} . 
Thus 
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IJJx**III - llx**II + Jlny(Tx**)II 
= llx**II + IITx**II for all x** E X** . 
As in proposition 2 . 1.3, 11 1· 111 is a strictly convex norm on X**. II 
2.2 c0(r ) 1s Locally Uniformly Convexifiable 
The following construction is due to Day [26]. Let x E c
0
(f) . Then 
x has countable support , which may be enumerated as 
supp (x) = {y1 , y 2 , y 3 , ... } in such a way that 
JlxlJ - lx(y 1) I > lx(y 2) I (1) 
Define D(x) to be the l 2-norm of the sequence [2-nx(yn)] It is easy 
to check that ~IJx JJ < D(x) 1 < JJxJI , and that 
V3 
D(;\x) for any 
;\ E R D is known as Day ' s norm on c
0
(f) . To show that D is a norm 
on c 0 (r) , equivalent to the sup-norm , we need only show that it is 
sub-additive . This we now proceed to do. 
LEMMA 2.2.1 [86 ]. Let (sn), (tn) be non-increasing sequences of 
non-negative reals , and S : IN+ IN a permutation of the positive integers. 
If > s 
_..; n 
(ii) 
converges , and ns + O , then 
n 
's t <_ '°"'s t 
L n S( n) 1, n n ' 
(iii) if m E IN and { S ( 1) , ... , S ( m) } I- { 1 , . • . , m} then 
Proof. (i) 
But 
(s -s ) (t -t ) < > s t - .> .. snt 0 (n) . m m+ 1 m m+ 1 - _., n n - µ 
First note that t ) + 0 
n 
o s s 1 (t + ... + t) < nsntl + O n+ 1 n-
since 
k k 
) s t 
n n 
- ) ( S -S 
1
) ( t + . . . + t ) . 
~ n n+ l n 
n=l 
... 
n=l 
Hence 
Similarly 
(ii) Since (sn) and. (tn) are non-increasing, the right hand side 
of (i) is non-negative. 
(iii) I.f {S(l) 
Hence 
S(m)} f; {l, ... , m} then 
m 
> to ') 
. :. , µ(1., 
1., =l 
< 
-
m-1 
) 
1 ... - ~ 
i=l 
t. 
1., + t l m+ 
and so 
( s -s ) [ ; t. -
m 
teed ( s -s ) ( t -t 1 < ) -m m+l m m+l- m m+ l . ., 1 1., ., 1.,= i=l 
(X) 
( n n 
ts c i l] < ), s -s > t. ) - (n n+l) .· ' -1.,, _, 
n=l 1.,,=l i=l 
(X) (X) 
- ), s t > 8 ntf3(n) by (i) - . n n , 
n=l n=l 
II 
LEMMA 2.2.2. Let (yn) be an arbitrary sequence in r, and let 
Then 2 D( x) . Hence 
n r . l 2 D(x) 2 = sup i~l _2-~x(Bi) , where the suprenwn is taken over all finite 
Proof. Let supp(x) = (a) be ordered so as to_satisfy (1). In the 
n 
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following calculations, those elements of (y ) which do not belong to 
n · 
supp(x) may he ignored. Thus we may regard (yn) as a permutation of 
( 0: ) • 
n 
Applying lemma 2 .2.1 (ii) with 
It follows at once that 
n 
sup }. __ ,, 
i=l 
s 
n 
and 
2 D(x) . 
t =x(o:) 2 
n n· 
gives 
The reverse inequality is obvious, from the definition of D. II 
PROPOSITION 2.2.3 [26]. D . 1,,s a norm on c 0(r) ~ equivalent to the 
sup-norm. 
Proof [86]. As has already been remarked, only the subadditivity of 
D requires demonstration. So let x, y E c 0(r) and suppose that 
supp (x+y) = (yn) has been ordered so that (1) is satisfied . The previous 
lemma, and the triangle inequality in l
2 
, give 
s D(x) + D(y) . / / 
Day [26, p . 524 ] gives a slightly simpler proof of proposition 2.2.3 
and of the strict convexifiability of c 0(r) 
We need lemma 2 . 2 .1 to establish 
without using lemma 2.2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2.4 [86]. Day's norm on c 0(r) is locally uniformly 
convex . 
[
X +XI 
Proof. Suppose that D(xn) = D(x) = 1 , and D n2 j -+- 1 . In order 
to show that D(x -x)-+- 0 , first pass to an arbitrary subsequence of n . 
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For notational simplicity, the subsequence will still be referred to as 
(X I . 
n-
Now fix E > 0 , and suppose that supp(x) = (ak);=l , 
supp(x +x) = (s 100 have all been enumerated to n nk·k=l 
.. 
satisfy (1). Then, using lemma 2.2.2, 
0 SL 4-k(x(Snk)-xn(snk)) 2 
kr 2 -- 2 21 
= L 4- _2x (snk) +2xn (Bnk) - (x+xn) (snk) j 
s !, ~-k[2x(ak)2+2xn(ank)2-(x+xn) (Bnk)2] 
-+ 0 as n -+ 00 • 
It follows that, for all k , 
Let K be the largest integer for which > E 16 Then 
is strictly positive. Passing to a subsubsequence , we may suppose that 
The second and third lines of (2) will then differ by less than o . So 
Recalling the definition of o , lemma 2.2.1 (iii) yields 
(2) 
( 3) 
{S , ... , SK}= {a ... aK } for all n. Passing to a subsequence again, 
nl n · 1 
we may suppose that S = a nk T(k) for all n E IN , 1 < k < K where T 
. is 
some permutation of {l, ... , K} . By (3), xn(ak)-+ x(ak} for 1 < k SK 
6 4 
Hence there. is an N = N( E) such that 
( 4) 
( 5) 
we may replace supp (x ) = ( a k) 
n · n-
by a 
sequence whose first K + 1 terms are and apply lemma 
2 . 2 . 2 . Then 
D (x ) 2 -
n 
1 . 
By construction , !x(y)! < E whenever af {a, ... ,a}. Since 
42 1 K 
co 
~ -k 1 , we have 4 --
3 .'+K K+l 
1 --
Combining ( 6 ) and ( 7) ' 
Hence 
and so 
D(x) 2 < 
K 
-k ( ) 2 ~ 4 X _ak· 
k=l 
. then using (5) yields 
2 
X (y) 
n 
4K+l 
< 
< 
K 
;' 
__ ., 
k=l 
2 
E 
K+2 4 
-k 2 E 4 
4K+2 
E 3E 
< - + 16 4 
2 
E 
+ 
3 . 4K+2 
2 
E 
+ 
3.4K+2 
Combined with (4), this gives llx -xii< E whenever n > N. 
n 
(6) 
(7) 
We have now shown that every subsequence ·of (x) contains a subsub-
· n 
sequence for which llx -xii < c . 
n 
Since II • II is equivalent to D, this 
completes the proof . I I 
It follows that Day ' s norm on c 0(r ) is strictly convex. An 
immediate consequence of proposition 2 . 2 . 3 is 
COROLLARY 2.2.5. If there is a continuous linear injection 
T : X + c 0 ( r ) then X _ is s trictly convexifiable. If in addition X = Y* 
and T i s weak * to weak conti nuous~ then Y can be renormed so that 
X = Y* is strictly convex. II 
It is worth noting that there is no converse to corollary 2.2.5. 
Dashiell and Lindenstrauss [ 23 ] have constructed strictly convex spaces 
which do not admit continuous linear injections into c (f) for any set 
, 0 ' 
r . 
2.3 Troyanski's Theorem 
Our first lemma is stated without proof by Troyanski [106]. 
LEMMA 2.3.l. Let {pA : A EA} be a collection of continuous 
functions defined on X ~ each of which is either a seminorm~ or a linear 
functional . Suppose that~ for each x EX~ Qx = (pA(x))AEA belongs to 
Then D o Q . . &Sa sem&-norm on X . 
then 
If x ,xEX~ 
n 
Qx + Qx 
n 
Proof. For any y E c 0 ( A) we have, by lemma 2 . 2.2, 
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where the suprenum is taken over all finite sets { Al ... An} c A , n E IN • 
y, z EX. It follows that Do Q is subadditive, and hence a serninorrn. 
Then 
But D(Q(xn+x)) + 2 , so D(Qxn+Qx) + 2 . Since D is locally uniformly 
convex, D(Qxn-Qx) + 0 • II 
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THEOREM 2.3.2. (i) [106]. Let T: X + c 0(f) be a continuous 
linear injection~ and let {SA : A E_A} c L(X) be a collection of operators 
satisfying 
(ii) irn SA separable~ for each A~ 
(ii i J for each x E X ~ ( II SA x II ) A EA E c O ( A ) ~ 
if A(x) = {A EA : x f ker SA}~ then (iv) X E sp [ u lm sA] . 
"AEA(x) 
Then X &S locally unifoI'lTlly convexifiable. 
(ii) [SO]. If in addition X is a dual space~ each SA is weak*-to-
weak* continuous~ and T is weak*-to-weak continuous~ then the renorming 
is a dual renoI'lTling. 
Proof. (i). CONSTRUCTION. For each A E A PA (x) - IISAxll . 
' 
- lS a 
seminorrn on X with pA(x) s JJxlJ Let FA (x) - ~ PA (x) for each 
' 
. -
11.EA 
finite AC A Then each FA 
. 
also a with . lS seminorm, 
FA (x) < card A . llx!I Let be a sequence dense in 
each A , and put 
. . . ' Then is a finite 
dimensional subspace of X , for each n EN , finite Ac A. Set 
Again, this gives a seminorm, with EnA(x) S llxll . Finally , define 
. Then each G 
n 
is a semi-
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norm with G (x) ::: (1+n2) llxll . 
n 
We assume that {o}, IN, A, r are disjoint 
sets . Let 6 = {o} u Nu r u A and define Q X-+ c 0(6) by 
llx 11 
' 
cS - 0 
' 
cS-nEIN 
' ( Qx) ( cS) -
' 
cS=AEA, 
(Tx) ( y) 
' 
cS=. yEf. 
Q is non-linear, of course. We define Ill· Ill on X by lllxlll = D( Qx) 
(i) VERIFICATION. By lemma 2. 3 . 1, 111 • !Jj is a seminorm on X • By 
construction ffxff S ff Qxlf S max{~, ff Tff} • ffxff , so 111-111 is a norm on X , 
equivalent to JJ • JJ • 
Now s uppose that IIJx Ill = IJJxJJI = l , and IIJx +xiii -+ 2 • 
n -n 
By lemma 2~3.1, 
JJQx -Qxll -+ O • 
n 
This immediately yields 
Gk (xn) 
PA (xn) 
-+ Gk(x) for each 
-+ pA(x) for each 
Tx -+ Tx . 
n 
k E N 
' 
A E A 
' 
We want to show that lllxn -xiii -+ 0 ; first we show that the sequence 
is totally bounded . Fix E > 0 . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(x ) 
n 
By hypothesis (iii), l\(x) - {A EA: pA(x) > o} is countable. It may 
be written as 
and PA (x)-+ 0 • From (iv) it follow~ that there is a finite B c f\(x) , 
n 
and m EN, such that d(x , YmB) < E/3 . i.e . 
Enlarging B and m 
and that b - PA (x) 
m 
if necessary, we may assume that 
PA (x) is strictly positive_ Choose 
m+l 
Note that 
(4) 
••• ' A } 
m 
k > { E:+3 llxll} max m, 3b . By definition of Gk , there is a finite set Ac A 
with card A~ k such that 
Suppose that B cf= A 
We then have 
Then A. f A for some j ~ m. Then 
J 
k+l 
- .l PA .Cx) 
'Z, = l 'Z, 
i#j 
= PA _(x) - PA (x) 
J k+l 
::: PA (x) - PA (x) - b . 
m m+l 
Gk(x) - (EkA(x)+kFA(x))::: EkD(x) + kFD(x) - EkA(x) - kFA(x) 
> k(FD(x)-FA(x)) - EkA(x) 
:::: kb - II x 11 > E: / 3 
which contradicts (5). So B c A . 
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(5) 
Adding (4) and (5) gives Gk(x) - kFA(x) < 2s/3 . According to (1) and 
(2), there is an NE N such that 
and 
Adding the last three inequalities yields 
Hence 
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EkA(xn) + kFA(xn) < Gk(xn) 
< s + kF A ( x n) , 
that is EkA(xn) < s whenever n > N. 
Recall that (xn) is bounded. Then for each s > 0 , all but finitely 
many members of (xn) lie within a distance € of a bounded subset of some 
finite dimensional subspace YkA . It follows that (xn) is totally 
bounded . 
Thus every subsequence (x~) of (xn) has a convergent subsubsequence 
say x" -+ x" . 
n 
x -+ x as required . 
n 
From (3), and the injectivity of T ' x" = X • Hence 
(ii) If X is a dual space, and each S -A is weak* continuous, then 
each pA , and hence each FA will be weak* lower semicontinuous. By 
proposition 2 . 1 . 4, each EnA will be weak* lower semicontinuous. Being a 
suprenum of weak* lower semicontinuous functionals, each G will be weak* 
n 
lower semicontinuous. Since T is weak*-to-weak continuous, it follows 
that 
So 
w* 
xa-----+ x ~ l(Qx)(o)I s liminf I (Qxa)(o)I for each o . 
For any n EN , o1 ... on E ~ we then have 
n 
I 
i=l 
n 
) 
-- ~ 
i=l 
liminf 
a 
< liminf D(Qx ) 2 
a 
a 
2 D(Qx) - sup ~ [2-iQx (o.) ) 2 s liminf D(Qx ) 2 . 
i=l -i J a a 
Thus Ill· Ill is weak* lower semicontinuous , and hence a dual norm. I I 
The real applications of Troyanski ' s theorem must wait until the next 
chapter . Here we present a few well established results which are simple 
consequences of theorem 2 . 3 .2. 
COROLLARY 2.3.3. Every separable space is locally uniformly 
convexifiable . 
Proof. If X is separable , then there is an isometric embedding 
Define T: X + c 0 by ( Tx) ( n ) = 
1 ( l)Jx) ( n ) . 
n 
Put I\.= {o} 
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and let s0 be the identity map on X. Then all the hypotheses of theorem 
2 . 3 . 2 are satisfied . II 
An easy consequence of lemma 1. 6 . l is 
COROLLARY 2.3.4 ( Kadec [62]). C[O, l] (and hence every separable 
space) can be renormed to be strictly convex~ and to have the property that 
x + x whenever 
n 
w 
X --r+- X 
n 
and !Ix I! + !!xii . 
n 
II 
Corollary 2 . 3 .4 predates theorem 2 . 3.2 by over a decade. As might be 
expected, Kadec established corollary 2.3.4 by explicitly constructing a 
suitable norm on C[O, l] , rather than by the methods of Troyanski. In 
section 5 we show how to construct a locally uniformly convex norm on any 
separable space. 
Since it will be needed again later , we single out 
LEMMA 2.3.5. Define T : l 
00 
to be (Tx)(n) 
-is a weak* to weak continuous linear injection . 
- ! x(n) 
n 
Then 
. 
T 
Proof. Obviously T is a linear injection. Suppose that (x ) lS a 
a 
bounded net in l ' 00 
w* 
X X . 
a 
Then xa(n) + x(n) whence 
(Txa)( n) + (Tx)(n) for all n . Clearly (Txa) is a bounded net, so 
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w Tx ~>-
et 
Tx . So T maps bounded weak* convergent nets to weakly convergent 
nets . I I 
PROPOSITION 2.3.6 [5, p. 41]. If X is a Banach space with separable 
dual~ then X can be renormed so that X* is locally uniformly convex. 
Proof. If X* is separable, then so is X. Let ~ : l 1 + X be a 
continuous surjection. Then ~* X* + l is a weak* to weak* continuous 
00 
linear injection . Composing ~* with the mapping of lemma 2.3.5, we obtain 
a weak* to weak continuous linear injection T: X* + c 0 . Putting 
A= {o} , s
0 
the identity on X* , fulfils all the hypotheses of Troyanski's 
theorem . I I 
COROLLARY 2.3.7 [66, p. 27]. If X* is separable~ then X can be 
renormed so that X* is strictly convex~ and has the property that f + f 
n 
whenever w* fn -~ f and llf n II + llfll . 
PROPOSITION 2.3.8 [6]. For any set r ~ l 1(r) is dually locally 
uniformly convexifiable . 
Proof. Let T l 1 (r) + c 0(r) be the formal identity map. It is not 
hard to check that T maps bounded weak* convergent nets into weakly 
convergent nets, so T is a weak*-to-weak continuous linear injection. For 
each y Er , let Sy Z1 (r) + l 1 (f) be the weak*-to-weak* continuous operator 
S X = x(y)e . Obviously each im s lS separable, and (lls xii) E c 0(r) . y y y y y 
If f(x) - {y Sx :f- o} then - y 
X - ) x(y)e - ) S X - -y _., y yEf(x) yEf(x) 
Thus 
x E sp [ U im Sy] . 
yEf(x) 
So all the hypotheses of theorem 2.3.2 are satisfied. II 
It now follows from theorem 1.6 . 2 that 
COROLLARY 2.3.9. For any set r ~ c
0
(r) is strongly smootha,ble. 
Restrepo [89] observed that a separable Banach space is strongly 
smoothable iff its dual is separable. This is an easy consequence of the 
Bishop-Phelps theorem and corollary 2 . 3 . 7 . 
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In 1966 , Bonic and Frampton [14] deduced from this that c
0 
is strongly 
smoothable . So corollary 2 . 3.9 has been known for some time, at least for 
the separable case . The proof given by Bonic and Frampton is, of course, 
non-constructive . However N.H . Kupier [14 , p . 897] explicitly constructed a 
strongly smooth norm on co . This norm has the added advantage of being 
rearrangement invariant i . e . JjxoBII - !!xii for any X E co and any -
' 
permutation , B 
' 
of the positive integers . S~nce any X E c 0(r) has 
. ~ 
countable support, it is easy to extend Kup1er ' s norm to a Frechet 
differentiable (i . e . strongly smooth ) norm on c 0(r) . This does not seem 
to have been previously observed . 
2.4 Asplund's Avera ging 
To avoid any ambiguity , here we use II · JI* to denote the natural norm 
on X* , dual to the norm 11 · 11 on X . A central result in the theory of 
renorrning is the following powerful result, whose proof occupies most of this 
section . 
THEOREM 2.4.1 (Asplund [4]) . Let 11 · 11 1 and 11 · 11 2 be -two equivalent 
norms on X . Then there is a third equivalent norm on X ~ 
II · II = A (II · II 1 , 11 • ll 2) which inherits any convexity properties that II · II 1 or 
11 · 11 2 may possess . Furthermore~ 11 · 11* (res pectively 11·11*\ 11·11***) 
inherits all of the convexity properties of both 11 • II * and II • II * l 2 
(respectively II · II{* and II · II~* ., 11 • llf ** and II · II~** ) . 
(The convexity properties under discussion may be any of the seven 
introduced in chapter one.) 
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The third norm A (II· II 1 , II · 11 2) is known as the Asplund average of 11 • IJ 1 
and ll • JI 2 . The object of the construction which follows is to ensure that 
A (. ' . ) has the following properties . 
(i) A (II· 11 1 , II · 112) is a norm , equivalent to II · 111 and II • 11 2 . 
(ii) A ( 11 • // 1, II· II 2) inherits every convexity property of II · II 1 
and 11 • 112 . 
It would be ridic.ulous not to insist on condition (i). Property (ii) 
will , of course , give us half of Asplund's theorem. Properties (ii) and 
(iii) between them give us the other half of Asplund's theorem viz that the 
dual norm A* inherits the convexity properties of I! · JI { and II · /I~ ( and 
similarly for A**, A***). 
It turns out to be more convenient to work with the squares of the 
norms , rather than directly _with the norms themselves . Note that if· 
l; (x) - .tJ/xl/ 2 then 
( iv) l; X + IR is a convex function; 
( V) [; f is bounded below, for each f EX* ; 
(vi) l; is homogeneous of degree two . 
Henceforth any real-valued function on X denoted by a Greek letter will be 
assumed to satisfy (iv) and (v). If l; : X + IR is nonnegative, then 
{x EX : V2l;(x) < l} = t; - 1([0, .tJ) is convex. Thus if l; also satisfies 
(vi), and l;(x) > 0 for x t O , then V2l;( • ) is a norm on X. 
The dual of l; is the function l;* : X* + R defined by 
l;*(f) = sup (f(x)- l;(x) ) Condition (v) ensures that l;* is always defined. 
X 
Useful consequences of this definition are the following 
LEMMA 
Proof. 
2.4.2. If 2 E,:(x) = ~llxll ., then E,:*(f) = ~llfll 2 . 
E,:*(f) - sup (f(x)-~llxll 2) 
xEX 
- sup sup 
xES :\EIR 
- sup sup 
xES ;\E IR 
2 
- sup ~f(x) 
xES 
- ~llfll 2 I I 
LEMMA 2.4.3. (i) E,:* is always convex. 
(ii) If E,: is second degree homogeneous, so &S E;,*. 
(iii) ().. E;, )*(f) = )..E;,*(tt- 1f) (;\ E IR) • 
(ivJ E;, = n - f
0 
., f
0 
E X* => E;, *(f) = n~ (f+f0 ) . 
(vJ E;, s n => n* s E;,* • 
Proof. Routine calculations. II 
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What we will do in fact is to define the Asplund average, A(E;,, n) , of 
two equivalent functions E;,, n : X ~ R. ( By equivalent, we mean that 
aE;, s n s bE;, for some a, b ER+ .) We will then show that if E;,, n are 
homogeneous of degree two, and strictly positive for x t O , then 
(i)* A(E;,, n) is second degree homogeneous, and equivalent to 
both E;,, n ; 
( .. ) . ll ~: A(E,:, n) inherits any convexity properties of E;,, n ; 
( i i i ) ~·: A * ( E;, , n ) = A ( n * , E;, * ) . 
We must also show that if E;,(x) - ~llxll 2 , then E;, is P-convex iff II· II 
P-convex . For this to make sense, we must also define what is meant by 
P-convexity of any E;, : X ~ R. This will be done in due course. First, 
the construction . 
. 
lS 
Let ~ n be equivalent functions , homogeneous of degree two. so' o 
may suppose thJt no < ~ s (l+C)n 0 for some positive constant C - . 0 
~ = t ( E; +n ) l O 0 . Then E; 1 lS equivalent to both E;o and no ' and is 
homogeneous of degree two . Similarly t(E;;+n;) . equivalent to E;* lS 0 
n; , and is homogeneous of degree two. Unfortunately, 
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We 
Put 
and 
However, t (E;;+n;) is the dual of a second degree 
homogeneous function . For each f EX* , and any E;, n : X + IR , 
t(E;*+n* )(f) = sup f(x);E;(x) + sup f(y);n(y) 
X y 
_ [f(x+y )-E;(x+y) f(x-y )-n(x-y) I 
sup . 2 + 2 j 
x,y 
= sup sup [tcx) - t, ( X +y ) ; T) ( X -y ) J 
X y 
- sup ftc x) inf t, (x+y) ;n<x-y) J -
X , y 
= [x I--+ inf t,(x+y );n<x-y) J \n . 
y 
This motivates us to define the infimal convolution average, E; On , 
of E; and n by 
CE; o n)(x) = inf E; (x+y)+n(x-y) 
2 y 
It is easy to check that E; 0 n - f is bounded below for each 
f E X* . Since ~, n are assumed to be second degree homogeneous, E; 0 n 
is also . 
Following Asplund [4] we inductively define sequences of functions 
E;n+l = t (t;, +n ) ' nn+l = E;n ° nn . n n 
LEMMA 2.4.4 [4]. (i) If nn < E;n then n s nn+l S E;n+l < E; . - -n n 
(ii) For all n ., nn < nn+l < E;n+l < t;,n < (1+4--nc)n . - - - - n 
Proof. (i) 
Hence n (x) 
n 
For any x, y E X , 
n (x) - n (~(x+y+x-y)) -
n n 
n (x+y) +n (x-y) 
< 
n n 
- 2 
E; ( x+y) +n ( x-y) 
< 
n n 
- 2 
< (E;n o nn) (x) - nn+l(x) Next - -
n 
1
Cx) -
n+ 
E; (x+y)+n (x-y) inf _n ____ n__ _ 
2 y 
E; (x+O)+n (x-0) 
n n 
<-------
2 
- E;n+l(x) 
Finally, nn < c ~ c - ~ (E; +n) s E; . 
- sn sn+l n n n 
(ii) By induction on n . The base case is clear. 
Inductive step: suppose that n s n 1 s E; 1 s E; s (1+4-nC)n . n n+ n+ n · n 
follows from (i) that n < n < c < c Put a= (1+~4-nC)_ . 
n+l - n+2 - sn+2 - sn+l · 
Then 
For any x, y E X 
2 
l+a E;n+l(x) 
sn+l = ~ (E;n+nn) < ~ ( 1+4-nC+l) n - an - -n n 
we have 
l+a r2=J -
2a2 E;n+l 
-
l+a 
-
l+a F [ a ( x+u ) + a(x-y)l 
-
2a2 :,n+ 1 1 +a l+a J 
< l+a [ l ( ) a l 
- ~2 ~l~ E; 1 a(x+y) + ~l~ E; l(x-y)I 2a +a n+ , +a n+ J 
- ~[E; l(x+y) + l_ s l(x-y)l n+ a n+ 
< ~(s (x+y)+n (x-y)) 
n n -
since < min{ E; , an } . 
n n 
Taking the infinum over y , 
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It 
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and so 
t;;n+ l 
l+a 
< -2- nn+l 
_ ( -n-1 ) 
.1+4 c nn+l 
as required. / / 
It follows from lemma 2.4.4 that the sequences (t;;n) and (nn) have a 
common (pointwise) limit, which we call A(~ 0 , n 0) . It is easy to check 
that A (~0 , n 0) is a convex, second degree homogeneous function, and that 
< A(c ) < c So (i)* is satisfied . n - s , n - s . To check that (ii)* is satisfied, 
we must first define our various convexity properties. We say that 
~ : X -+ IR lS 
uniformly convex if 
1/E > 0 , 36 > O , \Jx ES , \Jy , llx-yll > E"' i;.(x) - 21;.(X?) + i;.(y) > 8 ; 
locally uniformly convex if 
1/E > 0 , \Jx , 38 > 0 , \Jy , Jlx-yll > E"' /;,(x) - 2/;,rx;y) + i;,(y) > 8 , 
weakly uniformly convex if 
VE> O , Vf ES* , 38 , Vx ES , Vy , 
lf(x-y)I > E"' i;.(x ) - 21;.[x;y) + i;.(y) > 8 ; 
weakly locally uniformly convex if 
VE > O , Vf E S* , Vx , 38 > O , Vy , 
lf(x-y)I > E"' i;.(x) - 21;.[x?) + i;.(y) > 8 ; 
strictly convex if 
x t y"' i;.(x) - 21;.[x;u) + i;.(y) > O • 
Note that it is immaterial which norm on X we use in these definitions . 
In the case of dual spaces, we say that ~ : X*-+ IR is 
weak* uniformly convex if 
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'r/s > O , 'r/x , 38 , 'rlf E S* , 'rig , 
I (f-g)(x)I > E => E,(f) - 2s[t;gJ + S(g) ". 0 ; 
weak* locally uniformly convex if 
'r/s > o , 'r/x , 'r/f , 38 > O , 'rig , 
I (f-g )(x)I > E => E,Cf) - 2s [t;gJ + S(g) > 0 . 
To establish (ii)* we will need 
LEMMA 2.4.5 [4] . Let A= A(~ 0 , n0) • For any n E IN~ x, y EX , 
A ( x) - 2A [ x;iiJ + A ( y ) > 2 -n [S OC x) - 21'; 0 [ x;uj +S O ( y ) - 2 -n I SO ( x ) +S O ( Y ) 1 ] 
Proof. 
and so 
Then 
Let i'.'; 
n 
n-1 . 
-n ~ 1., 
- 2 ,> 2 n . 
i=O 1., 
Then c; 
n 
is convex and 
By l emma 2.4.4, 
( 2-n-4-nC) ~ 0 + c; = ~ - 4-nc~ · n n o 
s A 
2~ [~,, 
0 2 J J 
+ sn(x) - 2snrx;u] + sn(y) 
> 2-n (soCx) -2So rx;iiJ +So(y)-2-nc(t;o(x)+So(y)) l + o . // 
Given lemma 2 . 4 . 5 , a routine epsilon i c argument shows that A(~0 , n0) 
inherits any convexity property which t,;o happens to possess. A similar 
argument shows that the same lS true for no . So (ii)~': lS satisfied. 
Before establishing (iii)~':, two more results are needed. 
LEMMA 2.4.6 [43, p . 63] . If E,;, n X ~IR~ and t; is continuous~ 
then sup (-t,;(x)-n(x)) = min (t,;*(f)+n*(-f)) 
X f 
Proof. Since E,;, n are always assumed to be bounded below, 
y - sup (-t,;(x)-n(x)) is finite . Let f EX* . For any x EX we have 
X 
Hence 
E,;*(f) + -n*C-f) - E,;*(f) f(x) + n*(-f) - (-f)(x) 
E,;*(f) + n*C-f) :::: Y 
Consider the sets A, B c X (±) IR defined by 
A - { (x, ;,\) 
B - { (x, ;,\) 
;,\ < -y-n(x)} , 
;,\ > E,;(x)} . 
7 9 
.,. 
" 
Obviously A and B are disjoint convex sets. Since t; is continuous, B 
is open . By the Hahn-Banach separation theorem, there exist a ER and 
(-f0 , B) EX*(±) R ~ (X@ R)* such that 
S;,\ - f 0 (x) s a for (x, ;,\) EA 
and 
Now B > 0 , otherwise inf (B;,\-f0 (x)) - - 00 B 
Assume without loss of 
generality that B - l. Then 
-y - n(x) - f
0
(x) s a 
and 
E,;(x) - f 0 (x):::: a for all x EX. 
Then 
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l;*(f0) + n*(-!0) - sup (f0(x)-l;(x)) + sup (-f0(x)-n(x)) X X 
<-a+ (y+a) = y. 
Given ~·: , we obtain y - min (l;*(f)+n*(-f)) . // 
f 
PROPOSITION 2.4.7 [43]. If l; , n X ~ R ~ and l; is continuous 
then [i;;n]' - I;' 0 n' 
Proof. By lemmas 2 .4. 3 and 2 .4. 6, 
If 
sup 
X 
(-~l;(x)-(~(x)-f(x))) 
- min ((~l;)*(g)+(~-f)*(-g)) 
g 
= min (~l;*(2g)+(~)*(f-g)) 
g 
= min (~l;*(2g)+~*(2f-2g)) 
g 
- Cl;* o n*)Cf) // 
equivalent norms on X, then each c n is similarly related to some sn' ' 1n 
norm on X. Since n0 S nn s l;n s l;0 all these norms are equivalent. So 
each c n is continuous, and proposition 2.4 . 7 gives sn' ''n l;* = l;* o n* . 
n+l n n 
We have seen that the identity ~( l;*+n*) = ( l; on)* always holds , so 
n* = ~ (l;*+n*) . Hence 
n+l n n 
A( n*, l;*) = lim n* = lim l;* . 
n n 
However, l;* < A*(l; n) < n*, from which we n - O' o- - n 
and (iii)* is established . 
To complete the proof of Asplund's theorem, it remains only to show that 
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P-convexity of E_, is equivalent to P-convexity of the corresponding norm.// 
PROPOSITION 2.4.8. If E_,(x) - ~llx11 2 ~ then E_, 1.,s strictly convex iff 
II · II is strictly convex . 
Proof. If x, y ES*, x-/- y , then 
< E_,(x ) + E_,(y) 
- 1 . 
~ Suppose x -/- y . Then 
~ [x+2y ] l II 2 s. = 8 x+yll 
l 2 
::: 8 ( llxll+llyll) 
= ~E_,(x) + ~E_,(y) . 
If x and y are linearly independent , we will have strict inequality at 
.,. 
" If llxll -/- lly II , strict inequality occurs at ·'· ·'· .. 'i, ..... If x, y are 
.,. 
" 
linearly dependent and llxll - IIYII then y = -x -/- 0 ( since X -/- y ) . Then -
' 
~r~i - O < ~E_,(x) + ~E_, (y ) So E_, lS strictly convex. II - . 
PROPOSITION 2.4.9. Define E_,* on the dual space X* by 
E_, *( f) = ~llfll *2 · Then E_,* is weak* uniformly convex iff II· II* . weak* 1.,S 
uniformly convex. 
Proof (after [4]) . ~ This is a straightforward consequence of the 
definitions . 
~ By hypothesis 
'r;/€ > 0 , 'vx ES , 38 - cS(x, €) , wf h E S * , V ' 
lct-h)(x)I > € 
(No confusion arises if we omit the stars in this proof.) 
Fix x ES, € > 0 . By putting 
~ f+h < 
2 l - cS • 
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, s > 1 , 
we need only consider the case s S 1. 
Now let f ES* , g EX* be given, with j(f-g)(x)j > s . We 
consider two cases . 
CASE I: lllfll-llglll > s/2. 
In this case, we have 
[f+g] 2 f+g 
2 
2 
~(f) - 2~ -2- + ~(g) = -tllfll - 2 + -tllgll 
2 2 2 
::: -tllfll - tc llfll + II g II) + -tllg II 
2 2 
= tCllfll-llgll) ::: ~6 ::: cS 0(x, s) . 
CASE I I: I llfll-llgll I < s/2 . 
Let h = g!llgll . (g "I- 0 since s S 1 . ) Then 
jh(x)-g(x) I _ jgcx) I I llgll-11 llgll 
< llxll . I llglJ-1 I 
< s/2 
whence 
l(f-h)(x)j > lf(x)-g(x)I - jh(x)-g(x)I 
> s - s/2 . 
By our assumption, l - t;hl ": o[x, ~] . 
In the two subcases which follow, the inequality ~": A;l will be 
useful. 
CASE IIA: llgll S 1 . 
Put A = 1/llglJ . Then A ::: 1 and f + g - IJgll (f+h+( A-l)f) so 
2 2 f+h \-1 [ ( J 2 l > llgll t\ - -2- + -2- + t 
= llgll2 rN + A;l + t;h l [N -A;l -
> llgll 2(A+o)[l - t;h l 
> llgllO (x, ~] -
CASE IIB: llgll > l . 
Put A = Ilg II , then f + g = f + h + ( \-1) h , so 
E, ( f) - 2 E, ( f ;e:J + E, ( g ) - J, -
( f+h \-11 2 2 > t - -2- + -2- + t\ 
_ ( Q \-1 JT+-2-+ 
> (A+oi(i - llt;h ] 
> (1 -~Jo(x, ~] 
This establishes that ~ is weak* uniformly convex . II 
\-1 
2 
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f+h' 
2 J 
t;h l 
Permuting the order of the quantifiers in the proof of proposition 2.4.9 
will establish analogous results for (weak ) (local) uniform convexity and 
weak* local uniform convexity . We omit the details . 
Although the main applications of Asplund ' s technique must await the 
next chapter, a few results are available to us already. 
PROPOSITION 2.4.10. (i) Any separable space X can be renormed so 
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that X &S locally uniformly convex and X* is weak* uniformly convex. 
(ii) If X* is separable~ then X can be renormed so as to be weakly 
uniformly convex~ with X* locally uniformly convex . 
PROPOSITION 2.4.11 [ 27 , p . 161] . We can renorm c 0(r) so that both 
strongly smooth . 
We now give the counterexample promised in section 1.6. Let X = C • 0 
The map given in lemma 2.3 .5 is a weak* to weak continuous linear injection 
from X* * into Since is strictly convexifiable, it follows from 
proposition 2 . 1 . 6 that X can be renormed so as to make X** strictly 
convex . By proposition 2 .4.11, X can be renormed so that both X and X* 
are locally uniformly convex . Asplund's averaging then gives us another 
norm with all of these properties . But X is not reflexive. 
In chapter four , we show that X need not be reflexive even if X*** 
is strictly convex . Note that X = c 0 cannot serve as a counterexample in 
that case because Day [ 26, 
smoothable . 
p . 522] has shown that X** - l is not 
00 
2.5 Extending Norms 
We give several results concerning the extension of convex norms from 
subspaces of separable spaces and from pairs of complementary subspaces. 
First we need the following characterization of local uniform convexity. 
LEMMA 2.5. l. X is locally uniformly convex if and only if 
whenever 2[11x 11 2+11xll 2l - llx+x 11 2 -+ 0 . 
n J n 
Proof. Sufficiency of the condition i s obvious . To establish 
necessity, suppose that X is locally uniformly convex and that 
X -+ X 
n 
O S (/Ix 1/-llx//) 2 
n 
- 2(J1xnJ12+Jlxl1 2] 
-+ 0 
So //x // -+ /Ix// . If x - 0 , we are finished . If not, n 
X 2 
n X 
llxn/1 + ff 
-+ 4 . 
It follows that 
111:: 11 + ll~II ~ 2 whence X n X -l!x-11 -+ ff 
n 
required . / / 
Thus x -+ x as 
n 
THEOREM 2.5.2 [ 56] . Let (x, 11 · 11
1
) be separable~ Y a closed 
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subspace of X ~ and II · II a locally uniformly convex norm on .Y ~ equivalent 
to l/ · /1 1 - . Then X has an equivalent locally uniformly convex norm 111·111 
which coincides with 11 · 11 on Y . 
Proof. Assume with loss of generality that II · II S II· /1
1 
on Y . Then 
the gauge of the convex hull of {y E Y : 1/y II S l} u { x E X . lS 
an equivalent norm on X which coincides with I/ · II on Y . We may 
unambiguously denote this gauge by /I · /I , and work with it rather than /I· 11
1 
on X . 
Let (zn) be a sequence dense in S(X)\Y For each n , there is an 
fn E YO such that fn (z) - 1 , llf)I = 1/d(zn , Y) . · (d represents the 
distance with re spect to II • II . ) Let T 
n 
CX) 
x 1-+ f (x)z and let A 
n n - I 1 2 · i=l 21.,(l+IIT-II) 
. 1., 
Define 111 • IJI on X by 
X + sp (z) be the projection 
n 
Since T .y = 0 whenever y E Y , Ill~ Ill a grees with II · II on Y . Clearly 
1., 
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-}' llx11 2 s lllxlll2 s r-}' + /,. + l + 1l 11x11 2 , so 111-111 is a norm equivalent to 11-11 
' ) 
on X . Now s uppose that lllx Ill = lllxlll = 1 , IJlx +xiii + 2 · n n Then 
Obviously ) A . + 0 ~ Vi , A . + 0 whenever 
~ ni, ni, 
1., 
each (\ .) is a sequence of non-negative reals ; it follows that 
ni,-
2(11xnl12+Jlx1!2] - l!xn+xll2-,. 0 , 
2[d(xn, Y) 2+d(x, Y) 2] - d(xn+x, Y) 2 + O , 
(1) 
(2) 
\Ji , 2[11xn-Tixn1! 2+11x-Tix11 2] - ll(xn+x)-Ti(xn+x)l! 2 + O, (3) 
Vi, 2[11T.x IJ 2+11T.xJl 2] - JjT.(x +x)Ji 2 + 0. (4) 
1., n 1., -i - n 
We will show that x + x. 
n 
CASE I: x E Y. 
From (2), it follows that 
d(xn, Y) 2 = 2[d(xn, Y) 2+d(x, Y) 2] - (d(xn, Y)+d(x, Y)) 2 
< 2 ( d ( x n , Y) 2 +d ( x , Y) 2 J - d ( x n +x , Y) 2 
+ 0 . 
Hence there is a sequ en ce (yn) in Y s u ch that jjxn-Ynll + 0 . Then ( 1) 
yields 
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-+ 0 • 
By lemma 2 . 5 .1, Y -+ x whence x -+ x. n ' n 
CASE II: x f Y · 
Choose s > 0. It involves no loss of generality to suppose that 
llxll - 1 , and s < d(x , Y) ~ 1 . By construction , there is a k E N such 
that 
Now 
. 
since 
< s . 
0 S 2[11xn-Tkxnll2+11x-Tkx112) - (11xn-Tkxn ll+llx-Tkxll) 2 
< 2 [11xn -Tkxnll 2 +llx-T kxll 2) - II (xn +x) -T k (xn +x) 112 
-+ 0 by ( 3). 
Hence llxn-Tkxnll-+ llx-Tkxll and so 
llx -Tkx II< 2s for all but finite l y many n. 
n n 
Finally im Tk is one-dimensional , so , using (4), 
2 
< s for all sufficiently large n . 
Combining this inequality with (5) and (6) yields 
< 4s for all but finitely many n . 
Thus II x -xii -+ 0 . I I 
n 
Hence 
(5) 
(6) 
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Taking Y = {o} ( or any finit e -dimensional s ubspace ) in theorem 2.5 . 2 
gives us another proof of corollary 2 . 3 . 3 . 
PROPOSITION 2.5.3. If PE L(X) i s a projection~ . 1.-S a 
strictly convex norm on im P ~ and II · 11
2 
is a strictly convex norm on 
{ 2 2}~ ker P then llx/1 = II Pxll 1 +llx -Pxll 2 defines a strictly convex norm on 
which coinci de s with 11·11 1 on i m P and 11 · 11 2 on ker P . 
Proof. Let llx ll = IIYI I - l , x -t y 
(I-P)x -t (I -P)y . Hence 
Then Px -t Py or 
or 
So 
I x;yf < -t (//Px/1 1 +//Py// 1) 2 + -t (II ( I-P )x/1 2 +II ( I-P)y 11 2) 2 
s t ( II Px II ~ + II Py II ~] + t ( II CI -P) x II ~ + II (I - P ) Y II ; ] 
= ~(llx11 2+11yll 2) = l . / / 
X ~ 
PROPOSITION 2.5.4. Let P be a proj ection on X ~ l · I a locally 
uniformly convex norm on i m P and 111 · 111 a locally uniformly convex norm on 
ker P . Then 11 • II ~ de f ined by llxll 2 = I Px 12 + lllx-Pxlf ~ is a locally 
uniformly convex norm on X . 
Proof. Suppose that llx II = llxll = l , n llx +xii + 2 . n Then 
{ 2 ( I Pxn 1
2 
+ I Px 12 )-1 Pxn +Px 12} + { 2 [111xn -Pxn IIJ2 +11/x-Pxlf ]-11/xn -Pxn +x-Px/lJ2} 
- 2[11xnl/2+1/xll2] - l/xn+x/12 
- 4 - llx +xll 2 + O 
n 
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But 
and 
2 (illx -Px If +lllx-Pxllf] - lllx -Px +x-Pxlf > 0 . 
n n n n 
Hence 
By lemma 2 . 5 . 1, Px + Px . Similarly x - Px + x - Px. 
n n n 
Thus x + x as required . / / 
n 
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CHAPTER THREE 
WEAKLY COMPACTLY GENERATED SPACES 
In this chapter we study .an important class of locally uniformly 
convexifiable spaces, viz. the weakly compactly generated spaces . We say 
that X is weakly compactly generated (WCG) iff it has a weakly compact 
generating set. If X has an absolutely convex such generating set we call 
X a weakly compactly convexly generated (WCCG) space. It follows from 
Krein 's theorem that WCG and WCCG are equivalent for Banach spaces . In 
section 0.2 we exhibited a separable (infinite dimensional) normed space 
with the property that every absolutely convex weakly compact subset was 
contained in a finite dimensional subspace. Such a space provides an 
example of a WCG, but non-WCCG, normed space . ' We have attempted to establish 
the results here for arbitrary WCG (or sometimes WCCG) spaces, dispensing 
with the completeness assumption wherever possible. 
The class of WCG spaces contains all separable spaces (as they are 
compactly generated ), all reflexive spaces ( since their unit balls are weakly 
compact j and c 0(r) for any set r ({e} u {o} is a weakly compact y 
generating set). By Schur's lemma, Z1(r) is WCG iff z1 Cr) is compactly 
generated i.e. iff r is countable. 
As well as studying the structure and renorming properties of WCG 
spaces , we give a lengthy account of the topological properties of weakly 
compact subsets of normed spaces. We also discuss the permanence of the WCG 
property , and the relationship between WCG spaces and smooth Banach spaces. 
3.1 Reflexive Spaces; Maps In and Out 
For notational convenience, we identify X with n(X) and so on, in 
this section . 
LEMMA 3.1.l [24] . Let W be a bounded absolutely convex subset of 
the Banach space X , U the unit ball of X . For each n E IN , put 
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Then each !I · lln is 
a norm on X , equivalent to the original norm II · II . For each x E X let 
illxlli = {r llxll~ t and put Y = {x : illxlli is finite} . Let C be the ill· II~ 
"" "" 
unit ball of Y , and i : Y -+ X the inclusion map . Let C, vi denote the 
o(X**, X*) closures of C, W respectively. Then 
(i) W c C , 
(ii) (Y, 111· 11 1) is a Banach space, and i is continuous, 
(iii) i** Y**-+ X** is injective, and (i**)- 1 (X) = Y, 
"" (iv) C = i**U(Y**) , 
(v) Cc sp(W) , 
(vi) if W is relatively weakly compact, then Y &S reflexive. 
Proof. Obviously u 
n 
absorbs u . Since W is bounded, U also 
absorbs U 
n 
So each 11 • lln is equivalent to II· II • 
(i) If X E w then 2nx E u and so llx lln < 2 -n 
Hence lllx Ill s 1; 'f3 < l . 
-n for each n . 
(ii) Let X denote (x' 11 • lln) , and define maps T : Y -+ i (x ) n 2 · n 
p . l2 (xn) -+ X by Ty = (y, y, . . . ) and p ( (xn)) Obviously = X l . 
isometry, y complete. Since 11 · 111 . equivalent to 11 • II an so lS lS 
is also continuous . Thus i =po T is also continuous. 
(iii) In order to avoid cumbersome notation, we will identify 
Z2 (x~) with l 2 (xn )* and so on. Routine calculations show that if 
(.fn) E Z2 (x~), y E Y , then T*(fn )( y) =~fn(y) . 
T 
' 
' 
p 
. 
lS 
Thus T**G : (fn ) ,_,. c[>, fnlY] for GEY** . But i**G f1->- G(f I Y) 
for each f EX* Hence T**G = (i**G, i**G, ... ) . Since T . is an 
isometry, so is T**. It follows that T** is injective, and hence that 
i** is injective. Since i**(y) = y for each y E Y, we have 
If GEY** and i**G - x EX then T**G - (x, x, ... ) 
) //xll 2 < 00 whence x E Y . 
., n i.e. 
(iv) By Goldstine's theorem, C is a a(Y**, Y*)-dense subset of 
U(Y**) . Since U(Y**) is a(Y**, Y*)-compact and i** is weak* continuous, 
i**(U(Y**)) will be a(X**, X*) closed. Furthermore i**C = C is 
a(X**, X*)-dense in i**U(Y**) . 
i**U(Y**) . 
So the a(X**, X*)-closure of C . is 
But each 2nW- + 2-nU(X**) . (X** X*) l d is o , c ose , so 
00 
Cc n (2nW+ 2-nU(X**)) 
n=l 
00 
C n 
n=l 
- sp W 
- n (sp W + 2- U(X**)) 
(vi) By hypothesis, W is a(X**, X*)-compact. Thus, for each n , 
2nW + 2-nU(X**) will be a a(X**, X*)-closed set containing C. Hence 
-i**U(Y**) - C 
00 
c n (2nW+ 2-nU(X**)) 
n=l 
00 
c n (x+2-nu(X**)) 
n=l 
- X, since X i s complete. 
Th us i * * ( Y * * ) c X , and so Y * * c ( i * * ) - l ( X) = y i . e . y is reflexive . // 
THEOREM 3.1.2 [24]. Every weakly compact operator factors through a 
reflexive space. 
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Proof. Le t T: Z + X be a weakly compact operator. Assume without 
loss of generality that X is complete. W = T(U(Z)) ; then w . lS Put 
relatively weakly compact. 
. 
'l, Then Y and as in lemma 3.1.1. Construct 
y is reflexive and is continuous. Since T(U(Z)) = W c i(Y) , 
we have im T c im i . is injective, so . 'l, In addition, 
S = i-l o T: Z + Y is well-defined . By lemma 3.1.1, 
s(u(z)) - i-1(W) CC= U(Y) and so S is continuous. Thus 
factors through the reflexive space Y. II 
THEOREM 3.1.3 [24]. A necessary and sufficient condition that a 
Banach space X be WCG is that there exists a reflexive space Y ~ and a 
continuous linear injection T : Y + X ~ with dense range. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. To establish necessity, let W be an 
absolutely convex weakly compact set which generates X. Lemma 3.1.1 gives 
us a reflexive space Y, and a continuous linear injection T: Y + X. By 
part (i) of the lemma, -1 T (W) c U(Y) , and so T has dense range. 
THEOREM 3.1.4. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following are 
equivalent . 
(i) X . i,s ~ICCG. 
II 
(ii) There is a reflexive space R ~ and a weak*-to-weak continuous 
linear injection T: X* + R. 
(iii) There is a weak*-to-weak continuous linear injection 
T X* + Y ~ for some Y . 
If X is incomplete~ the implications (ii)~ (iii)~ (i) still hold. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii). By theorem 3.1.3 there is a reflexive space Y, 
and a continuous linear injection T : Y + X with dense range. Then 
T* : X* + Y* is a weak* to weak* continuous linear injection. Since 
R = Y* is reflexive, T* is in fact weak* to weak continuous. 
(ii)~ (iii) . Trivial. 
(iii)~ (i). If T: (X*, w*) + (Y, w) is a coRtinuous linear 
--
injection then T* : (Y*, w*) + (X, w) is continuous and has dense range. 
Since U = U(Y*) is weak* compact, its lmage V = T*(U ) must be weakly 
But X = T*(Y~) = T*(sp U) = sp(T*U) = sp(V) . compact . Thus V . lS a 
weakly compact ( and absolutely convex) generating set for X . II 
It is interesting to note that the construction of lemma 3 .1.l is not 
needed to show that (i) ~ (ii) in the previous theorem. For we also have 
THEOREM 3.1.5 [42]. Let K be a weakly compact generating set for 
the Banach space X . Then the restriction map R: X* + C(K) is a weak* 
CJ 4 
to weak continuous linear injection. 
not assume that X is complete.) 
(If K is absolutely convex~ we need 
Proof. By Krein 's theorem the Mackey * topology on X* 
' 
T(X*, X) , is 
the topology of uniform convergence on weakly compact subsets of X. It 
follows at once that R is Mackey* to norm continuous, and so 
go R: X* + IK is Mackey* continuous whenever g E C(K)*. But the dual of 
X* under T(X*, X) is just X, so each go R is weak* continuous. This 
is precisely the statement that R is weak* to weak continuous. Finally, 
R is injective since K generates X II 
3.2 Projections 1n WCG Spaces 
A crucial property of (non- separable) WCG spaces is that they admit 
many non-trivial projections . The present section is devoted to showing this, 
with a few applications . The ideas underlying the proofs of proposition 
3 . 2 .5 and theorem 3 .2.9, and the preceding lemmas,are due to Amir and 
Lindenstrauss [2]. We present extensions of their results due to John and 
Zizler [51] . 
LEMMA 3.2.l [51]. Let B, E, F be finite dimensional subspaces of 
X ~ with B c E. Then there -is a projection~ P of X onto B such 
that P(E) c E and P(F) c F. 
Proof. Finite dimensional subspaces of normed spaces are always 
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topologically complemented. So let J be a complement of B n F in B , 
K a complement of B n F in En F, L a complement of (B n F) EB J EB K 
in E, M a complement of En F in F and N a complement of E + F 
in X. Then B = (B n F) EB J, E = (B n F) EB J EB K EB L , 
F - ( B n F) EB K EB M , X = ( B n F) EB J EB L (f) M EB N . Let 
P X + (B n F) EB J be the induced projection . Then P is a projection of 
X onto B , P(E) = (B n F) (BJ= B c E and P(F) = B n F c F. II 
For the remainder of this section, it will be convenient to use x[i] 
to denote the ith co-ordinate of a vector x in IKn, n E IN . All of 
the hard work of this section is contained in the following elementary, but 
intricate construction. 
LEMMA 3.2.2 [51]. Suppose that 11·11 1 and 11·11 2 are two norms on X 
satisfying 11·11 1 s ll·:l 2 . Let N and Y be subspaces of X., and 11·11 3 a 
norm on N satisfying II · 11 1 s II · 11 3 . Let B be a finite dimensional 
subspace of N ., and n E IN • Then X has an ~ 0 
dimensional subspace C which contains B and has the following property : 
for every E > O ., and every n-dimensional extension Z., of B ., there is 
an operator T: Z + C such that 
(i) T fixes B., 
(ii) T(Z n Y) c Y and T(Z n N) c N., 
(iii) IITll1 S l + E ., IITll 2 S l + E ., IITI ZnNll 3 S l + E ., 
(iv) lfk(z)-fk(Tz) I s ~ llzll 1 for z E Z ., k s m . 
Proof. CONSTRUCTION OF C: For the time being, fix r EN . Since 
U(B) is compact, we can find b1 bp(r) E B such that r/a E { l, 2 , 3} , 
\Jb E B , [ilblla s r => (3h s p(r)) llb-bhlla < ;J . 
Similarly, there are \ 1 ... \q(r) E s(l1(n)) such that V\ E s(l1 (n)) , 
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]j < q(r) ' IIA-A . 11 < 1 J Y' Define J X + N by 
X ' X E N ' 
Jx -
0 , X f N . 
Consider the 3n + 3p(r)q(r) + mn functionals whose values at 
. 1<1.-<n, 
' 
et = 1, 2 , l < h < p (r) , l < J < q(r) , 
llbh 
n 
), A. [i ]Jx. l < h Sp(r) l < . < q (r) + 
' 
-
' 
- J -
' i=l J 1., 3 
fk (xi) l . l s k < 1., < n < m 
' 
- -
' 
-
. 
Piecing these together in the obvious manner gives us a (discontinuous) map 
Wr : ;('- + l
00
(3n+3p(r)q(r)+mn) . For each triple of non-negative integers 
a, b, C with a+b+csn set H - (N n Y)a x ff x ~ x ;('--a-b-c 
abc 
Clearly im(~ b) is separable; let 
ra c 
[ (xtrabci)~=l]
00 
be a sequence in 
t=l 
is dense in im ~ rabc · Put 
H 
abc for which 
C - sp(B u {xt b . : t, r EN, ls i < n, a, b, c > O, a+b+c < n}) . 
ra c-i 
Then C has countable Hamel dimension. 
CONSTRUCTION OF T Fix € > 0 , and l et Z be an n-dimensional 
extension of B . 
and 
Then B c Z n N . By lemma 3 . 2 .1, there is a II · 11 1-bounded projection 
P: X + B such that P(Z n N) c Zn N, P(Z n Y) c Zn Y. Since B . lS 
finite dimensional, P will also be 11 · 11 2-bounded, and P Zn N will be 
II · 11 3 -bounded. Set 
and 
M = max{l, 5C~+K)}. 
Since Z = B EB (I-P)(Z) we have dim(I-P)Z = n . Let {z1 
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z} be 
n 
a basis for (I-P)(Z) such that, for some a, b, c with a+ b + c ~ n , 
{zl 2 } is a a basis for (I-P)Z n N n Y ' 
{zl 2 a+b} lS a basis for (I-P)Z n N 
' 
and (1) 
{z 2 2 2 a+b+c} 
. 
a basis for (I-P)Z n Y . . . . lS l a' a+b+l 
Then Scaling each z. 
1., 
(if necessary) we may suppose 
that 
n 
I \[i]z . > II A II Cl - 1, 2 -
' 
-
' i=l 1., Cl 
a+b 
}. \[i]z. > IIC\[1J, \[a+b])IJ for each A E l 1 (n) - . . . ' . i=l 1., 3 
Let 
{ 2s+l \ and let r be the least integer which exceeds max Ms, s + E: f . Then 
E:(r-s) ::: 2s + l 
xi= xtrabci ' 
By construction, there is a t EN such that, if 
l < i ~ n , and ~ = ~ b then 
ra c 
Now we define T Z ~ C by 
VERIFICATION: (i) Obviously T fixes B. 
(2) 
( 3) 
(ii) Let z E Zn N. Then (I-P)z EN since P(Z n N) c N. Hence 
a+b 
(I-P)z - I 
i=l 
\ .z . 
1., 1., 
for some Then 
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r[Pz a+b Tz = + I A .2. J 
i=l b b 
a+b 
= Pz + I >.. .x. E N 
i=l b b 
since Pz EB c N and x 1 ... xa+b EN Thus T(Z n N) c N Similarly 
T(Y n Z) c Y . 
(iii) Fix a E {1, 2} , and write 11·11 for ll·lla . To show that 
-II TII S l + E: it s uffices to show that 
b +). >..[i]x. < (l+E:) b + '\' >..[i]z. 
, .J b / , b 
whenever A E s(Z1(n)) . 
Using (3) we have I llx ·11-llz .II I < 1/M so b b 
llx .11 s II z .11 + 1 s s + · 1 . 
b b 
(4) 
Now we consider two cases. 
CASE I: libll > r . Now 
+ >. >..[ i ]x. 
, , b 
< b + >' >..[i]z. + 2s + 1 
, , b 
< b + ;, >.. [ i ]z. + E:(r-s) 
-
-·' b 
- lb + r >..[i]z ·I + E[r - /, IHiJls) -
.,._j b 
< b + I \[iJzil + E[llbll - L HiJzill] -
s (l+E:) b +) >..[i]z. 
J b 
CASE II: llbll S r . Determine h S p(r) and j S q(r) so that 
111..-A .jl < 1/r . 
J 
The followin g form of the triangle 
inequality will be found useful: -llu+v+wll S !lull - llvll + llwll 
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Now 
b + L A[i]x. - b + L A[i]z. & & 
= b - bh +' (A[i]-A . [iJ)x. + bh +'A .[i]x. / , J . & /.., J & 
< 2 llb-bh II + >'. (A [ i ]-A . [ i J) x. + bh + > A . [ i ]x. ~ J ·_, & _ __, J & 
2 s+l 1 s 
Sr+-;--+ M + r by (3) and (4) 
5s 1 6 
< ~ + - < - PY choice of r 
- r M - M 
E: 
- -n----,.,-II I -P / I 
Thus b + L A[i]xi < (l+E:) b + ~ A[i]zi is this case as well. 
An identical argument establishes that //T I Z n N// 3 S 1 + E: . The 
only changes needed are that the summations run over 1 s i S a+b instead 
of 1 S i S n , and II• // 3 replaces II · I/ • 
(iv) For any z = b + L A[i]z. E Z , 
& 
k Sm , we have 
< II A II . l by ( 3) M 
< 
< s , ·\[i]z. by (2) 
6III-Plll !.J -i l 
The style of argument used in the next proof is originally due to 
Lindenstrauss [69] who with Amir [2] applied it repeatedly to obtain the 
1 00 
essential results of this section . Because it will be used several times in 
this section , and again in §3.9, we single this result out as 
LEMMA 3.2.3 (THE COMPACTNESS LEMMA) . Let A be an absolutely convex 
generating set for X ., K a bounded balanced subset of Y ., and D a 
directed set. Let {x : a E D} be a "net" of subspaces of X for which 
a 
each x EX is eventually in X 
a Suppose that Ta E L(Xa, Y) and 
T (A n X } c A K for each a E D ., (A < 1) and suppose that 
a a - a · a 
f IIT 11 : a E D} is bounded -in IR • Let T be a locally convex Hausdorff 
a 
topology on Y., weaker than the norm topology., under which K is compact 
and the norm on Y is lower semi-continuous. Then there is a TE L(X, Y) 
and a subnet of (T ) 
. a- such that TB+ T T-pointwise. 
(i) if \ + \ in R then T(A) c AK., 
a 
Furthermore 
(ii) let W be any subspace of X., C a -r-closed subspace of 
Y . If Ta(xa n w) c C for each a., then T(W) c C. 
Now suppose that X = Y . 
(iii) If T -is stronger than the weak topolog~., f EX* and 
I/ (f-T~f) I \)I --r O then T*f = f . 
(iv) If is an increasing net of projections on X ~ and 
T i,s a projection on X ~ then T < T for all 
a 
(v) If T fixes some non-zero vector and 
liminf I/Tall S 1 then IITII = 1 . 
Now let B be a subspace of X ~ 
a a B = s p r U Ba] . 
·a.ED 
(vi) If T fixes B (y <a)~ then T fixes B 
a Y 
(vii) If im T c B ~ then a - a 
T-closed . 
im Tc B ~ provided B . 'l,S 
a . 
(viii) If (vi ) and (vii) both hold~ then T is a projection . 
(ix) If T is stronger than the weak ~apology and~ in addition 
to (iv)~ the (T) are commuting projections~ then T 
a 
commutes with each T 
a 
Proof. Define E : X --r Y by 
a 
Tx, xEX, 
a a 
E X -
a 0 
' 
x f X 
a 
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Each E is homogeneous and bounded, but will not be continuous or linear 
a 
unless X - X . Put R = E I A . Then (R) is a net in Jt-. Give 
a a a a a.ED 
K the relative T topology and Jt- the product topology. Then t' . lS 
compact and (R) will have a subnet 
. a· 
to some RE t' . 
Let x, y EA • Then 
0 < E_, S 1 then 
(R6) which converges (T-pointwise) 
for all sufficiently large B . If 
R(~x+(l-~)y) - lim RB(~x+(l-~)y) 
s 
- lim (~R6x+(l-~)RBy) B 
- ~ lim RBx + (1-~) lim R6y B B 
=~Rx+ (1-~)Ry . 
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So R is affine . Clearly RO= 0 • Since A absorbs sp(A) , R extends 
uniquely to a linear map, defined on sp(A) , with for all 
x E sp(A) . Since x E XS eventually, this is the same as saying that 
T6x ~ Rx for all x E sp (A) . The T-lower semi-continuity of ll·lly and 
boundedness of (IITa,11) then ensure that R : sp(A) -+ Y is a bounded linear 
map . So R extends, uniquely, to a continuous linear map, T, defined on 
sp (A) = X • 
Let Q be a collection of semi-norms on Y which generates the 
T-topology. For each p E Q , x EX and a E sp(A) we have p(T6a-Ta) --+ 0 
dense in X, it follows that p (T8x-Tx)-+ 0 • 
X E X . 
Thus 
(i) If x EA then T x - A k for some k EK. If A - 0 then 
Tx = 0 E A .K . If not, then 
T-closed, Tx E AK. 
(ii) Obvious . 
a a a a 
T 
-r 
(iii) For any x EX, we have 
lf(x)-(T~f)(x)I - lf(x)-f(T lim T8x) I 
- lf(x) - lim f(T8x) I 
< lirnsup II (f-foT 8) 
Since K . lS 
r 
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(iv) If y S o :::} T < To th en , for any Cl y - ' 
T(T x) - T lim T6 (Tax) = T lim TX - Tx - -Cl B B Cl Cl 
i . e . T S T . 
Cl 
(v) Obviously the T-lower semi-continuity of ll·lly forces II T II < l -
(vi) If x E sp [ U B l then Tx - X for all sufficiently large -
a.ED a Cl 
a , and so Tx = x . By continuity, _ Tx = x for all x EB . 
then 
from 
TT 
Cl 
(vii ) Clearly T x E B 
Cl 
for all x . 
(viii ) If T fixes im T then T2 = T . 
(ix) If a< B then TT =TT = T by hypothesis. aB Ba a 
T*f = T* (T*f) - (T T ) *f = T*f = f and so f E im T* -B B a a B a B 
(iii) that im T* C im T* i.e . T*T* - T* for each Cl -
Cl - Cl Cl 
= T for each Cl But by (iv ) , TT - T II . -Cl Cl Cl 
. 
If f E im T* 
Cl 
It follows 
Thus 
NOTE . When X is equipped with several non- equivalent topologies all 
topological terms will be assumed to refer to the II· II-topology unless 
stated otherwise . 
. 
LEMMA 3.2.4. Let K be an absolutely convex weakly compact generating 
set for (X , 11 · 11) ., B a non- trivial finite dimensional subspace of sp(K) 
and Y a closed subspace of X . Suppose that I· I is another norm on X 
with I· I s II II ., and that (fn ) -is a sequence in X* . Then there is a 
T E L(X) such that 
(i) T fixes B ., 
(ii) ITI = IITII - 1 - ., 
(iii) T(K) C ]( ., 
(iv) T(Y) Cy ., 
(v) T* fixes each fn ., 
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(vi) im T &S separable. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that K is contained in the 
unit ball of X . If Ill· Ill is the gauge of K , then II• II <: Ill· Ill on 
N = sp(K) By lemma 3.2.2 there . lS, for each n E IN , an ~ 
0 
dimensional 
subspace C , of X, containing B , such that for all 
n 
Z with 
dim ZIB = n , there is a T2 Z ~ en such that Tz fixes B , 
T2 ( z n Y) c Y , T2 ( z n N) c N , I Tz I s l + lln , IIT z II s 1 + lln , 
IIJT2 I Z n Nill S 1 + lln and lfk(z)-fk (T2z) I s I z I In for each z E Z , 
1 S k Sn. Let D be the set of all finite dimensional subspaces of X 
containing B. Ordered by inclusion, D is a directed set. Now we apply 
the compactness lemma with A= ~K, (x) - (Z) 
a aED ZED' 
AZ= ~(l+(dim ZIB)- 1) and T the weak topology. This gives us an operator 
TE L(X) with the following properties. 
(i) T fixes B , by (vi) with B2 = B . 
(ii) Since ls IITzll S l + (dim ZIB)-l we have !IT2 11 ~ 1 . 
IITII = l Similarly ITI - 1 . - . 
(iii) Since IIIT2 I Z n NJJI S 2Az , we have T2 (A n Z) c AzK . 
A'7 ~ ~ ' so (i) yields T(A) C ~K i.e. T(K) c K . 
LJ 
(iv) Put Y - W - C. By (ii), and the weak closure of Y , 
T(Y) c Y . 
(v) For each k , II (fk-TZfk) I ZII S (dim ZIB)-l whenever 
dim ZIB ~ k. By part (iii), T*fk = fk for each k . 
00 
By (v) ' 
But 
(vi) Let C - sp [ U en] . Then e is separable , and weakly closed . 
n=l 
By part (vii) of the compactness lemma, . lm TC e . II 
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PROPOSITION 3.2.5 [51]. Let K be an absolutely convex weakly compact 
generating set for X ~ B a non-trivial subspace of sp(K) with 
dens BSµ~ and Y a closed subspace of X . Suppose that I • I . -is a 
second norm on X satisfying I· I s II I! ~ and that F is a subspace of X* 
with w* dens F S µ. Then there is a projection PE L(X) such that 
IIPII = IPI = l ~ P(K) c K ~ P(Y) c Y ~ P fixes B ~ P* fixes F and 
dens( im P) S µ . 
Proof. Again we suppose that I{. c U , and note that Ill· Ill , the gauge 
of K , sat i sfies II · II S Ill· Ill on N = sp (K) . We proceed by induction on 
µ . 
BASE CASE : If B is separable and Fis weak* separable, let (b ) 
n 
and (fn) be dense sequences therein . By lemma 3.2.4 there is an operator 
T E L(X) such that Tb - b IT I - IIT 111 - l T (K) CK -
' 
-
--
' ' 1 1 1 l 1 l -
Tl (Y) cY 
' 
T*f = f l n n ' 'r/n ' yl - lm Tl lS - separable. By induction, we 
can define a sequence of separable subspaces, y , with sequences (yin):=l n 
dense in Y, and operators T E L(X) such that T fixes 
n n n 
B = sp ( {b
1 
... b } u { y . . 
n n 'tJ ls i s n, 1 < j < n}) , IT I - II T II = 1 , n n 
T Kc K , TY c Y , T*f. = f . for all -i and Y - im T is separable. 
n - n - n-i -i n n 
Apply the compactness lemma with D = IN 
' 
y - X 
n 
- X 
' 
A = K 
' 
\ = 1 , 
n 
and T the weak topology . This gives us P E L( X) such that IIPII = IP I - l , 
P(K) c K , P(Y) c Y and P fixes B by parts (v), (i) , (ii), (vi) , 
respectively . By (iii) of lemma 3 . 2 . 3 , P*f · = f · 
-i -i for all 
. 
-i Since 
is weak* to weak* continuous , P* fixes F. By part (vii), 
1m P Cspr ~ Y 1 which 1s separable . By (viii) , p lS a proj e ction . 
- ·n=l n; 
INDUCTIVE STEP : Suppose the result holds for all cardinals strictly 
less than µ . Let {ba : a<µ} be dense in B , {fa : a<µ} weak * 
P* 
1 06 
dense in F. First we inductively construct an increasing family of 
commuting projections {P w s a < µ} satisfying IP I - !!Pail - l . - -
' 
a a 
P (K) c K p (Y) cy p fixes {bB . B < a} P* fixes {fB . B < a} 
' ' ' 
. a - a a 
and dens(im 
P ' 
< card a for each a . 
a- - ' 
The base case lS easily established; we simply take p to be the 
w 
projection constructed in the first part of this proof. 
Now suppose that PB (w SB< a) have been defined, and satisfy the 
given conditions, for some fixed a<µ . Set Ya= sp( U (im PB u {bB})] 
wsB<a 
B < a} . Then 
dens Y < 
a I dens(im PB)< 
wsB<a 
) card B < card a , 
-
w:::S<a 
and w* dens F < card a< cardµ . By our inductive hypothesis (i.e. the 
a 
statement of the proposition for all cardinals strictly less than µ ) there 
lS a projection p satisfying IP I = IIPall - 1 PKc K pycy -
' ' ' 
a a a a 
p fixes y P* fixes F and dens ( im P I < card a Since 
' 
-
. a a a a . a-
im p Cy we have Pa.PB - PBPa - PB for B < a and the construction is B a - - ' 
complete. 
Now we apply the compactness lemma with X 
a 
= y = X 
' 
A = K , 
T - P A - 1. This gives us an operator P with the following 
a a ' a 
properties. By (vi) , P fixes B , since each P f i xes ba , B < a. 
a P 
D - µ , 
Then 
IPI = IIPII = 1, P(K) c K, pyc Y, and P* fixes F by parts (v), (i), 
(ii) and (iii) respectively . Finally , some subnet of (p) is point-a wsa<µ 
wise weakly convergent to P, so U im (P I 
. a-
wsa<µ 
is weakly dense, hence norm 
dense, in im P. It follows that dens(im P) S µ // 
An immediate consequence of proposition 3 . 2 . 5 is that any non-separable 
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WCCG space is decomposable i . e . admits a non-trivial projection. Before 
proceeding to the main result of this section we give two more applications 
of proposition 3.2 . 5 . 
PROPOSITION 3.2.6 [88]. If X is a subspace of a wee space then 
dens X = w * dens X* . 
Proof. Let Y be a WCG space containing X and A a weak* dense 
subset of X* . We may suppose that Y is a Banach space, and hence WCCG . 
...., 
For each f EA , let f be a Hahn-Banach extension of f to Y, and put 
A= {f: f EA} . By proposition 3 .2. 5 there is a projection PE L(Y) 
...., ...., 
such that P(X) c X, P* fixes A and dens(im P) S card A= card A. 
Let S =PI X . Then S* fixes A . Since S* is weak* to weak* 
continuous , it must be the identity on X* . Thus S is the identity on 
X , and so X c im P. Thus dens XS dens(im P) S card A , and so we have 
shown that dens XS w* dens X* , whence dens X = w* dens X* , by 
proposition 0 . 3 . 1 . // 
COROLLARY 3.2.7 [8 8]. If X* is a subspace of a wee space., then 
dens X = dens X* . 
Proof. We always have w* dens X** s dens XS dens X* . By 
proposition 3 . 2 . 6 , w* dens X** = dens X* . II 
This shows that Z
00 
is not WCG, since z1 is separable and hence WCG, 
but l = l* is not separable . 
00 1 
LEMMA 3.2.8 [ 2 ] If P 1.,s a projection on X., then 
w* dens(im P*) S dens(irn P) . 
Proof. Since X = im P EB ker P, and im P* = (ker P)O , the 
restriction of o(X* , X) to im P* is just o(im P* , im P) 
w* dens(im P*) - w* dens(im P)* 
Hence 
< dens(im P) by proposition 0.3.1 . // 
Let µ=d ens X . We will say that (p I is a projectional 
a- asµ 
resolution of the identity for X iff 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(p) is an increasing sequence of commuting norm one 
a O<a:Sµ 
projections, 
p = I µ ' 
dens(im Pa) S card a, for 
im P 
, a u 
B<a 
lm p 
a+l for all 
IV > w 
U, ' 
a . 
Sometimes we will only consider (p ) instead of (P ) 
a·wsasµ a O<a:::µ · 
The central result of this section is 
TH EOREM 3.2 .9 [51] . Let K be an absolutely convex weakly compact 
generating set for X ., {x : a<µ} a subset of sp(K)., µ=dens X. 
a 
Let Y be a closed subspace of X ., I· I a second norm on X satisfying 
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l· I S 11 · 11 . Then X admits a projectional res_olution of the identity (P I 
a · 
such that IP I a = l ., p KC K ., a - PYcY a 
Proof. By induction on µ=dens X. 
and x E im P l 
a a+ 
for all a . 
BASE CASE : If X is separable, let P 0 - O , and let 
p 
n 
(n E IN) 
and P be the identity on X . 
w 
INDUCTIVE STEP: We suppose that the result has been established for 
all cardinals strictly less than µ . The required family will be constructed 
inductively . By proposition 3 . 2.5 there is a projection p 
w 
such that 
is separable . 
PKcK , 
w 
Put P0 = 0 , 
construction of (P) 
a osasw · 
PYcY, 
w 
p = p 
n w 
p 
w 
fixes 
for n E N • 
{x : a< w} 
a 
and 
This completes the 
im P 
w 
Now suppose that (PS)OsB<a have been defined and possess the required 
properties . 
If a is a successor ordinal, we apply proposition 3.2.5 with 
and F = im P* 
a-1 (w* dens F s card(a-1) by 
lemma 3 . 2 . 8). This yi e lds a projection p 
Ci. 
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with IP I = IIP II = 1 , Ci. Ci. 
PKcK, 
Ci. -
PY~ Y , P fixes 
Ci. - Ci. 
im P 1 , Ci.- p X - X P*P* - P* a a-1 a-1 ' a a-1 a-1 
and dens (im P ) :S car1 d a . Trivially 
Ci. 
u 
B<a 
im PB+l = U 
Ssa 
= im P 
Ci. 
remains to show that Pa commutes with, and is greater than , PS , for 
B < a . 
and 
Since P fixes im P 1 , PP 1 - P 1 Ci. Ci.- Ci. Ci.- Ci.-
P*P* 
Ci. Ci.-1 = P* Ci.-1 so 
p p 
Ci.-1 Ci. - p l . Ci.- So, for 
Furthermore 
B < a ' 
psp = (PBP l)P = PB(P lp) = psp l = PS . Ci. Ci.- Ci. Ci.- Ci. Ci.-
It 
If a is a limit ordinal we apply the compactness lemma with A= K, 
Y - X = X s ' D = a ' 
u) 
P x---+ P x for some subnet y Ci. (P ) y 
This gives us P E L(X) 
Ci. 
with 
of (PB)osS<a. By parts (vi), (vii) 
and (viii) of lemma 3.2.3 (with BS= im PB), P is a projection onto 
Ci. 
U im PB+l. 
B<a 
Since each 
IIP a 11 = IP I = ·1 Ci. 
Pa.PS= PS for s 
CB -f. o) fixes sp{x : n < w} , part (v) gives 
n 
By parts (i) and (ii), PKcK 
Ci. -
and PYcY 
Ci. 
Now 
< Ci. , by part (iv). By (ix), P SP a = Pa.PB = PB also. II 
PROPOSITION 3.2.10 [52]. Let ( p Ci.) O:SaSµ be a projectional resolution 
of the identity for X. Then~ for each X E X the Ci. f-+ p X . ~ map 'Z,S Ci. 
ordinal to norm continuous . Hence (JIP 1x-P xii) E c 0 (1-1) for each a+ a a<µ 
X E X • 
Proof. Continuity at successor ordinals is trivial; let a be a 
limit ordinal . If X E lm p 
a 
then there is a sequence (x ) 
n 
in u 
B<a 
with X -+ X . 
n 
We may suppose that X 
n 
for some increas ing 
sequence of ordinals 
n > N(E) => 
-
Thus 
P x E 
a 
lm p 
a 
llx -xii < 
n 
llx-P6xll 
and so 
(Bn) . Then 
t. yields 
< llx-xN( s) II + -
- llx-xN(s) II + -
< 2s 
-
Px 
a 
for each 
PBxn - X - n 
llxN( s) -P Bx Ii 
IIP B ( X N( €) -x) II 
x E lm p 
a 
for B > 
-
if B 
For any 
- PBP X-+ p X 
Cl Cl 
as B -+ a . 
3.3 Mappings into c0(r ) 
B Now 
n 
> BN(s) -
x EX, we have 
II 
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Theorem 3.2 . 9 is a powerful tool for studying WCG spaces . It enables 
us to prove a number of results concerning such spaces by transfinite 
induction on their density character . Our first application of that technique 
is given in this section , where we show that every WCG space admits a 
continuous linear injection into c
0
(r) , for suitable r . We could, 
following [2], establish that result, and some related ones , directly from 
theorem 3 . 2 . 9 . However we prefer to show first that every WCG space has a 
Markusevic basis, and then apply the results of chapter 0. We will also see 
that the possession of a Markusevic basis is closely related to the WCG 
property . This approach has the advantages of shedding a little more light 
on the structure of WCG spaces , and of not requiring any excursion into 
measure theory . 
LEMMA 3.3.1. Let (p) be a projectional resolution of the a asµ 
identity for X . Put y - lm p 
w w 
and Y = im (P -P ) 
a+l a+l a- for Cl > w • 
If each y 
Cl 
has a Markusevic basis~ then so does x . 
and 
Proof. Let (x., f.) . EI be a Markusevic basis for Y & & & a 
a 
{x. 
J 
J E J} - {x. 
& 
& EI, w <a<µ} 
a 
Put 
{f. J E J} = {f.P : i EI} u {f.(P 1-P) : i EI, w <a<µ} J & w w & · a+ a a 
It is easy to check that (x.,f.l 
J J' 
is a biorthogonal system. Since 
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X - im P µ u 
a<µ 
im Pa, { X.} 
J 
must generate x. If X E n 
jEJ 
ker f. then 
J 
f. (P X) = 0 for all i EI d f ((P P) ) 0 w an i a+l- ax = whenever w <a<µ , & w 
i E I 
a 
Hence PX - 0 
w 
and - p X 
a 
whenever w < a < µ By 
induction, and lemma 3.2.10, x=Px=O. µ So {f.} is total over X. J 
Hence (x., f .) is a Markusevic basis for X. II 
· J J 
PROPOSITION 3.3.2 ([58], [71]). Let K be an absolutely convex weakly 
compact generating set for X. Then X has a Markusevic basis 
Furthermore [87] the basis can be chosen so that x. EK for all 
& 
Proof. By induction on µ=dens X. 
(x., f.) . & & 
. 
& • 
BASE CASE: If X is separable, then X* is weak* separable. So X* 
has a closed, separable, o(X*, X) dense subspace Y. Since o(X*, sp K) 
is weaker than o(X*, X) , Y is also o(X*, sp K) dense in X*. 
Identifying (sp K)* with X* , proposition 0.4.10 ensures that sp K has 
a Markusevic basis (xn' fn) with sp(fn) = Y. Certainly (xn' fn) is a 
biorthogonal system for X, for which {x} 
n 
generates X. The o(X*, X) 
closure of sp (fn) must contain sp (f) = Y, which is o(X*, X) dense in 
· n 
X* Thus (fn) is a o(X* , X) generating set for X* , whence (xn' fn) 
is a Markusevic basis for X . Since {x} c sp K , and K is absolutely 
n 
convex, we may suppose that {x} c K. 
n 
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INDUCTIVE STEP : Assume the proposit ion true for all WCCG spaces with 
density character strictly less than lJ and let (Pa) wsas1-1 be a 
projectional resolution of the identity for X 
' 
as given by theorem 3.2.9. 
Put y - lm p K - PK and, for a < lJ y - im (P 1-P ) and - ' - ' ' - ' lll w w w a+l a+ a 
K - ~(P 1-P )C K) c K a+l a+ a - Then each Ya is generated by the absolutely 
convex weakly compact set K , and 
a 
dens Ya< card a< lJ. By induction, 
each Y has a Markusevic basis (x~, f.) .EI , with {x. : i EI} c K • 
a & & & & a a 
a 
The construction in the previous lemma gives us a Markusevic basis (x., f.) 
J J' 
for X, with {x.} cK. 
J 
II 
THEOREM 3.3.3 [70, p . 249]. Any WCCG space has a generating set 
{x.} which is discrete in the weak topology~ and has {x.} u {o} weakly & & 
compact . 
Proof [87]. Let K be an absolutely convex weakly compact generating 
set for X . Then X has a Markusevic basis (x., f.) with {x.} c K . 
. & & & 
We need only show that 0 is the only weak limit point of {x.} 
& 
(x ) 
. a- be any net in {x.} with & 
w 
X --+ X . 
a 
For any i EI, if 
So let 
X # X. 
& 
then it is not the case that x - x . frequently. Hence f.(x) = 0 
a & & a 
eventually . for each . & • Since {f.} 
& 
is total over 
X, x = 0 . II 
Combining theorems 0 . 4 . 8 , 3 . 1 . 4, 3 . 1 . 5 and 3 . 3 . 3 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.3.4. Let X be a Banach space. Then the following are 
equivalent . 
(i) X &S weakly compactly convexly generated. 
(ii) X has a Markusevic basis (x., f.) with {x.} u {o} 
& &' & 
weakly compact. 
(iii) For suitable Y, there &Sa weak* to weak continuous linear 
injection T 
so that either 
X* + Y. Moreover, Y and T may be chosen 
(a) Y = c
0
(r) , where card r - dens X, and T has dense 
range , 
(b) Y is reflexive, and T has dense range, 
(c) Y - C(K ), where K is any weakly compact generating 
set for X 
If X is incomplete , we still have (iii)~ (i) ~ (ii), and also 
(i) ~ (iii c ), provided K is absolutely convex . 
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COROLLARY 3.3.5 [2 ]. If X is WCG and card r = dens X, then there 
is a continuous linear injection T: X + c
0
(r) with dense range . 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality -that X . is complete . Then 
X is WCCG, and so has a Markusevic basis (x f) 
· y' y yEf By proposition 
0 . 4 . 13 , card r = dens X . Corollary 0 . 4 . 7 gives us the required map. // 
We have now shown ( theorems 0 . 4 . 9 , 3 . 3 . 4 and corollary 3 . 3.5) that if 
X is a Banach space, then each of the following properties implies the 
next : 
( A) X has a shrinking Markusevic basis; 
(B) X lS WCG · 
' 
(C) X has a Markusevic basis; 
( D) X admits a continuous linear injection into c
0
Cr) . 
In no case does the converse hold . For z1 is WCG (heing separable ) 
but cannot have a shrinking Markusevic basis by proposition 0. 4.13 . If r 
is uncountable, then (e f I is a Markusevic basis for the non-WCG y' y-'yEf 
space z1 Cr) . In section 2 . 3 we exhib ited a continuous linear injection 
from l 
00 
into However Johnson [58, theorem 3] -has shown that l 
00 
has no Markusevic bas is. 
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3.4 Renorming WCG Spaces 
We show , as claimed , that any WCG space is locally uniformly convexif-
iable . When X and X* are both WCG , an even stronger result is obtained. 
As in chapter two , our attention must be restricted to real scalars through-
out this section . 
LEMMA 3.4.1 [50]. Let X and X* be WCG Banach spaces~ 
µ=dens X. Then X* admits a projectional resolution of the identity 
-
such that each P is weak* to weak* continuous. 
a 
Proof. Let K be a weakly compact absolutely convex generating set 
for X and let I ·I be the gauge of KO . By corollary 3 . 2.7, 
dens X* = dens X = µ. Theorem 3 . 2.9 then gives us a projectional resolution 
of the identity for X* such that IP I = IIP II = 1 . a a 
Suppose that FE (X*, l·I)* , with !Fl < 1. Then FE KOO But 
Koo is the o(X**, X*)-closed absolutely convex hull of TI( K ) 
' 
and K is 
o(X, X*) closed and absolutely convex. Thus Koo = TI( K ) . F = TI(x) i . e. 
for some X E K . This shows that o(X*, X) is a s tronger topology than 
T - o (X*, ( X*' I • I ) *) - . 
But U* 
' 
the II • II unit ball of X* 
' 
is o(X* , X) compact . Hence T 
coincide s with o(X* , X) on U* . Now each p is I • I to I • I continuous, a 
hence T-to-T continuous, and maps U* into itself. So P must map 
a 
bounded o(X*, X) convergent nets to o(X*, X) convergent nets. Thus each 
P is weak* to we ak* continuous . // 
a 
Now let A be a limit ordinal, {TA : A EA} c L(X) . We will say 
that {TA} is a Troyan s ki family of operators iff 
( i ) T = 0 A 
(ii) for each x EX, the map 
i s separable, 
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belongs to c
0
(A) , 
then x E M(x) for each x EX. 
LEMMA 3.4.2 [106] . Let (p I be a projectional resolution of the a- a:::µ 
identity for X. If each im (P 1-P ) a+ a has a Troyanski family 
{s6(a) : BE A(a)}, then X has a Troyanski family {TA : A EA} . If X 
is a dual space and each Pa, s6(a) is weak* to weak* continuous, then 
the TA may be chosen weak* to weak* continuous. 
Proof. Let A= {(a, B) BE A(a)} be ordered lexicographically . 
Then A is well-ordered, and has no greatest element. So we may regard A 
Then T0 = s0(0)P1 = O . Furthermore , if A= (a, S) then 
lS separable . Since TA agrees with s 6(a) on im(P 1 -P) , we have a+ a 
IISs(a)II ::: IITAII . Certainly then TA -t 0 if f3 -t 0 . If s = 0 then 
' 
T = p - 0 iff a = 0 So TA - 0 iff a - B - 0 and (i) lS satisfied. - . - - -
' 
A a 
Next we have 
IITA+lx-TAxJJ IJ(s6+l ( a)-s6(a)) (Pa+lx-Pax) II 
-------- < ------------------
II TA+ l II+ JI TA 11 - IISB+l (a)ll+JISs(a)II 
By proposition 3 . 2 . 10, { a : IIP 1x-P xii ~ s} a+ a is finite, for any E > 0 • 
By hypothesis , 
is finite for each a<µ. So (ii) is satisfied. 
For any a<µ , x EX, we have 
where 
B(a, x) ={BE A(a) : s8 1(a)(P 1x-P x) # s8(a)(P 1x-P x)} + a+ a · a+ a 
If A - (a, B), SE B(a, x), then (TA+l-TA)x t O whence A E A(x) Thus 
·P 1x - P x E M(x) for all a. Of course, P0x =OE M(x) . Using the a+ a 
continuity of 
x - P x E M(x) µ 
a 1-+ P x, an easy induction argument shows that 
a 
Thus (iii) also holds. 
Finally, if X is a dual space, and each Pa and each s6(a) 
. 
lS 
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weak* to weak* continuous, it is quite clear that each TA is also weak* to 
weak* continuous. // 
LEMMA 3.4.3. (i) [106]. If X is a WCCG space~ then there is a 
Troyanski family {TA : A EA} c L(X) . 
(ii) [ 50] . If in addition X is the dual of a WCG Banach space~ then 
the TA may be constructed so as to be weak* to weak* continuous. 
Proof. By induction on µ = dens X • 
BASE CASE: If X is separable, let A= w, T0 - 0 , T - I for n 
O < n < w . 
IN DUCTIVE STEP: (i) Let (p) be the resolution of the identity 
a-asµ 
given by theorem 3.2.9. Then each im(P 1-P) a+ a is WCCG, and of density 
character strictly less than µ . By induction, we may suppose that each 
im(P 1-P) has a Troyanski family {s6(a) : BE A(a)} . The previous a+ a· 
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lemma then gives us a Troyanski family {TA : A EA} for X . 
(ii) If X is the dual of a WCG Banach space, then the (Pa) may be 
chosen weak* to weak* continuous by lemma 3 .4.1. Then each im(P 1-P) a+ a . lS 
isomorphic to the dual of a WCG Banach space. By induction, we may suppose 
that each s8(a) is weak* to weak* continuous. Lemma 3 .4. 2 then ensures 
weak* to weak* continuity of each TA . II 
THEOREM 3.4.4 [106]. Any WCG space X can be renormed so that X 
is locally uniformly convex~ 
smooth). 
X* ~s strictly convex (and hence X . ~s 
Proof. If X is WCG, so is its completion. Clearly X inherits any 
convexity properties of its completion. We suppose then that X is a 
Banach space . From theorem 3.3.4 we obtain a weak* to weak continuous 
linear injection T: X* + c 0(f) . We may suppose that c 0(r) is equipped 
with Day's norm, in which case it is strictly convex. By proposition 2 .1. 3, 
X can be renormed so that X* is strictly convex. 
Invoking lemma 3.4.3, there is a Troyanski family 
3 . 3 .5 there is a continuous linear injection T All the 
hypotheses of Troyanski's theorem ( 2.3 .2) are -now fulfilled, so X is 
locally uniformly convexifiable. 
An application of Asplund's averaging completes the proof. II 
THEOREM 3.4.5 [50]. If X and X* are WCG~ there is an equivalent 
norm for X under which X and X* are locally uniformly convex~ 
strictly convex (and hence X is strongly smooth~ X* is smooth). 
X** . ~s 
Proof. As before, we suppose that X is a Banach space . Again, there 
is a weak* to weak continuous linear inj ection T : X** + c
0
(r) , where 
c 0 ( r) is strictly convexifiable . By proposition 2. l ._6 , we may renorm X 
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so that X** is strictly convex . 
As before , there are operators {SA A EA} and T which satisfy the 
hypotheses of Troyanski ' s theorem (for X* ). By lemma 3 .4. 3, each SA 
may be taken to be weak* to weak* continuous. Since X is WCG, 
T: X* ~ c 0(f) may be chosen weak* to weak continuous . Thus X* ' is locally 
uniformly convexifiable in a dual manner. 
X is locally uniformly convexifiable by the previous theorem. Two 
applications of Asplund's averaging then complete the argument. // 
It is natural to ask if these results can be extended in the case that 
X, X* and X** are all WCG Banach spaces . It is too much to ask for a 
renorming of X under which X** . locally uniformly convex, X**** lS or 
is strictly convex , since then X would have to be reflexive . We shall see 
in chapter four that there are non-reflexive Banach spaces X for which 
X, X*, X**, X*** ... are all WCG. It will also be shown that some such 
spaces can be renormed so that their third duals are strictly convex. It 
is unknown ( though it seems improbable ) whether the conditions X, X*, X** 
all WCG are sufficient for there to be such a renorming . 
For reflexive spaces , much stronger results are possible. It follows 
immediately from the last theorem and corollary l.5 . 3 that 
THEOREM 3.4.6. A Banach space X is reflexive iff it can be renormed 
so that X and X* are both locally uniformly convex and strongly smooth. 
Recalling corollary 1. 5 . 8 , we obtain 
COROLLARY 3. 4. 7. If X is refle.rive~ then X and X* are (non-
linearly) homeomorphic . 
Corollary 3.4 .7 is a special case of the much deeper result of Bessaga 
[9] to the effect that two reflexive spaces are homeomorphic if (and only if) 
they have the same density character . A strengthenlng of that result, due 
to John and Zizler [57, p . 18] is the following: if X is a Banach space , 
with X* , X** WCG, then X X* 
' 
and X** are all howeomorphic to a Hilbert 
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space with the same density character as X. 
3.5 Eberlein Compacts 
An Eberlein compact is any topological space which is homeomorphic to 
a weakly compact subset of a Banach space . Since the weak topology on X 
always agrees with the restriction of the weak topology on the completion of 
X , a weakly compact subset of any normed space is an Eberlein compact. We 
entail no loss of generality by considering only real spaces in this section. 
An immediate consequence of corollary 3.3.5 is 
THEOREM 3.5.l [2] . Any Eberlein compact is weakly affinely 
homeomorphic to a weakly compact subset of c 0 (f) ~ for suitable r. 
Recall from theorem 0.4.9 that any space with a shrinking Markusevic 
basis is automatically WCG. For such spaces, a stronger representation 
theorem is obtained . 
THEOREM 3.5.2 [57]. Let (x f ) be a shrinking Markusevic y' y - yEf 
basis for X . Then every bounded subset of X is weakly affinely 
homeomorphic to a bounded subset of c
0
(r) . 
Proof. The map XI-+ (y I-+ f (x)) y is a continuous linear 
injection. Let A be a bounded subset of X, T be the restriction of 
that injection to A , and B = im T. Obviously T: (A, w) ~ (B, w) . lS a 
continuous bijection . Suppose now that (x) is any net in A , x EA , 
. a-
and Tx 
Cl 
y E r . 
w 
->- Tx . 
Since 
Then (Tx )C y)~ (Tx)(y) 
. Cl' 
i.e . f (x I~ f (x) y . Cl' y 
generates X* , w XCl ----+ X • This shows that 
continuous . So A is weakly homeomorphic to B . II 
Before continuing, we present some purely topological results. 
for all 
-1 T lS 
PROP.OSITION 3.5.3. If K i-s a normal topological space~ G i-s an 
open F 
0 
subset of K ~ then there i-s a continuous function f: K ~ [O, l] 
whose support i,s precisely G. 
00 
Proof. Let G - u F , where each F lS a closed subset of K - . 
n =l n n 
By Urysohn ' s lemma , there are continuous functions fn . K -+ [O , l] with . 
Then f = > 2-nf is the required 
_, n 
function . II 
URYSOHN'S EMBEDDING THEOREM. Any regular topological space with a 
countable base embeds in the Hilbert space l 2 • 
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COROLLARY 3.5.4. Any compact metric space embeds in l 2 ~ and hence 
is an Eberlein compact . 
From the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, we deduce that the following 
convenient property of compact metric spaces is possessed by all Eberlein 
compacts . 
PROPOSITION 3.5.5. A suhset of an Eberlein compact i,s closed (i.e.compact 
iff it is sequentially closed (i . e . compact). 
THEOREM 3.5.6 [2] . Let X be a Banach space. Then X is WCG iff 
( U* , w* ) i,s affinely homeomorphic to an Eberlein compact. 
Proof. => By theorem 3 . 1 . 4 , there is a weak* to weak continuous linear 
injection T : X*-+ Y for some Y Since (U*, w*) is compact, and the 
weak topology on Y is Hausdorff , the restriction of T to U* must be a 
weak* to weak homeomorphism . 
By hypothesis , there is, for some Y, a weakly compact KcY and 
an affine homeomorphism T : ( U*, w* ) -+ (K, w) . Assume without loss of 
generality that OE K and TO - 0 
to a linear injection T: X*-+ Y 
Since U* is absorbing, T extends 
Since TI U* is weak* to weak 
continuous, T is bw* to weak continuous, hence weak* to weak continuous. 
By theorem 3 . 1 . 4 , X is WCG . II 
Rosenthal [90, p . 99] has shown that the word affinely cannot be omitted 
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from (the if part of) theorem 3 . 5.6 . He has exhibited a non-WCG Banach 
sp ce X for which (U*, w*) is an Eberlein compact . (His space is also a 
closed subspace of a WCG Banach space . Thus the property of being WCG 1s 
not , in general , hereditary . We will see later that X is a ~ubspace of a 
WCG space iff (U*, w*) is an Eberlein compact.) For spaces of continuous 
functions , that situation does not occur . 
THEOREM 3.5.7 [2]. If X = C(K) ~ K a compact Hausdorff space~ 
then the following are equivalent . 
(i) K is an Eberlein compact. 
(ii) X is weakly compactly generated. 
(iii) (U*, w*) &San Eberlein compact. 
Proof (i) ~ (ii) [42]. We may suppose that K is a weakly compact 
generating set for some Banach space Y and that Kc U(Y) . By theorem 
3 .1. 5 , the restriction map R : Y* ~ C(K) is weak* to weak continuous . 
Hence L - R(U(Y*)) is weakly compact . Clearly L separates the points of 
K, and L c U(C(K)) . 
Now we show that MN - {fg : f EM, g EN} is a weakly compact subset -
of C(K) , whenever both M and N are . So let (fngn) be any sequence 
in MN . Since M is weakly compact , (fn) has a weakly convergent sub-
sequence (fk(n )) . By weak compactness of N , (gk(n)) has a weakly 
convergent subsequence (gm (k( n) )) . Since M and N are both bounded , so 
is MN Hence (f ( ~g ( )) is a bounded, pointwise convergent, 
· m k(n),1 m k(n) , 
hence weakly convergent subsequence of (f c7) By the Eberlein-Smulian n· n- · 
theorem, MN is weakly compact. 
An easy inductive argument now establishes that Ln is weakly compact, 
for ea.ch n E N . 
subsequence in some 
00 
00 
Now any sequence in L U _! Ln 
n 
n=l 
either has a 
.! Ln , or 1s norm convergent to · 0 . 
n 
By the Eberlein-
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00 00 
Smulian theor m, L is weakly compact . By construction, sp(L u {l}) is 
closed under products i . e . is a subalgebra of C(K) . Since L separates 
00 
points of K , so does sp(L u {1}) . By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, 
00 00 
sp(L u {l}) is dense in C(K) So L u {l} is a weakly compact 
generating set for C(K) . 
(ii)~ (iii). Theorem 3 . 5 . 6 . 
(iii) ~ (i). Clearly K embeds in ( U* , w*) . I I 
Unlike that originally given i~ [2], this proof of theorem 3 . 5.7 is 
independent of the results of section 3 . 2 . Theorem 3 . 5.7 should be compared 
with the well known result that if X = C(K) , then K is metrizable iff X 
is separable iff (U*, w*) is metrizable . 
Now we turn our attention to the topological properties of Eberlein 
compacts . Let us say that a family, F , of s ubsets of K, weakly 
separat~s the points of K iff for any distinct x, y EK, there is an 
A E F with card(A n {x, y}) = l . If for any distinct x, y EK, there 
is an A E F with x EA , y f A , then we say that F strongly separates 
the points of K . 
THEOREM 3.5.8 ( Rosenthal [90]). A compact Hausdorff space 
Eberlein compact iff it admits a a- locally finite f(JJ7/ily of open 
which weakly separates points . 
K 
F 
0 
. 1,,s an 
sets 
Proof [85] . ~ By theorem 3 . 5 . 1 , we may suppose that K is a weakly 
compact set contained in the intersection of the unit ball and the positive 
cone of c O ( f) . For each n, j E N , y E f , let 
{ 
·-2 
C(j , y, n) = x EK Jn < x(y) < ~} Clearly each C(j, y, n) is an open 
F set . 
0 
For each n EN , put C - { C( j, y, n) : 3 s j s n+ l , y E f} . 
n 
Fix n EN , x EK and suppose that x lies in infinitely many 
members of C Then there is a J such that x E C(j , y, n) , and hence 
n 
x(y) > 1/n , for infinitely many y . But this contradicts Kc c 0(r) . So 
each C is a locally finite fam' y . 
n 
CX) 
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Put C - U C 
n 
We need only show that C weakly separates points . 
n=l 
So let x , y be distinct points of K . Then x(y) -t y(y) for some 
y E f . we suppose that x ( y ) < y(y) Choose n EN so that 
' 
. 
y(y) - x(y) > 2/n Then y(y) > 1/n E C(j' y ' n) for . . 
' 
so y some J . 
Clearly x (y ) < Cj-2 ) In 
' 
so X f C(j ' y ' n ) . 
CX) 
¢:::: Let r - u r be the . family of subsets of K . For each - given 
n=l n 
n E N , C E f , 
n 
C is an open F 
0 
subset of K . By proposition 3 . 5.3, 
there is a continuous function fc : K ~ [O , 1/n] whose support is precisely 
C . Define T r K ~ [ 0 , 1] by ( Tx) ( C) = f C ~ x) Each fc is continuous , 
so T is continuous with respect to the product topology on [O, l]r 
Since f weakly separates points of K, T is injective . Since K 
compact , T is an embedding . 
Now let x EK , n EN . 
n 
Since each r. lS locally finite, 
1,, 
. 
lS 
{c E c} u r . : X E lS finite . Thus 1,, :::: n =} fc(x) > 0 for only finitely 1,, i=l 
C E r . But . fc (x) ::: 1 / i < 1/n for any C E r . Hence many . 1,, > n =} . 1,, 1,, 
{c n > 1/n} {C E f ( Tx ) ( C) > 1 / n} - E u r . fc(x) -
i=l 1,, 
{c n fc(x) > o} C E u r . 
i=l 1,, 
{c n x E c} - E u r . which lS finite. -
i=l 1,, 
This holds for all n E N 
' 
so Tx E c 0 Cr) . 
Since the weak topology on c 0Cr) coincides with the product topology 
on bounded sets , im T is a weakly compact subset of c
0 
( r) . / / 
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Another well known consequence of Urysohn ' s embedding theorem is that a 
compact Hausdorff space is metrizable iff it has a countable base . We now 
use this result to give another characterization of metrizability, analogous 
to theorem 3 . 5.8 . 
LEMMA 3.5.9 [81]. Let B be a locally countable base for a compact 
Hausdorff space K . Then B is countable. 
Proof [19]. We inductively define a sequence of countable subsets of 
K ' ¢ = C c C c C c . . . , as fol_lows . 0 - l - 2 With C defined, put n 
B - {c EB : G n C # ¢} . Then B is countable , and so has only 
n n n 
countably many finite subsets . Thus C can be expanded to a countable set 
n 
C with the following property: for every k E IN 
' 
Gl . . . Gk E B with n+l n 
k k 
K # u c . 
' 
C contains a point not in u G. . 
i=l 1., n+l i=l 1., 
00 
Put C - U 
n=l 
C 
n 
Certainly C is countable; suppose that it is not 
dense in K . Then x f C for some X E K . If 
u = {G E B . X f G, G n C # ¢} then u covers the compact set C Hence . 
k 
cc u G. for some Gl . . . Gk E u . For each 1., E {1, . . . ' k} 
' i=l 1., 
G. n C # ¢ and s o G. n C # ¢ i.e . G. E B 
' 
for some n E N . But 
1., 1., n 1., n 
¢ = B
0 
c B c B 
- 1 - 2 so there is an n E IN for which {c1 ... Gk} c Bn 
Now X f 
not in 
k 
u 
i=l 
k 
u 
i=l 
c. 
1., 
G . . 
1., 
By construction, 
But then 
C 
n+l must contain an element of K 
does not cover C . 
n+l 
Reductio ad absurdwn , C must be dense in K. Thus K is separable , 
whence B is countable . // 
THEOREM 3.5.10 [90]. A compact Hausdorff space K is metrizable iff 
it admits a a-locally finite family of open 
separates points . 
F 
0 
sets which strongly 
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Proof. ~ If (xn) is a sequence dense in the compact metric space K 
then, for m, n EN , Amn = {y EK : d(xn ' y) < 1/m} . is an open F 0 set. 
Clearly {A : m, n E N} 
mn 
is a countable (hence a-locally finite) family 
which strongly separates points . 
~ Let C be a family with the _  stated properties. Each GE C is an 
open F 
0 
open and 
set; since K is normal we may write 
G. C G . 
1., 
Then G = {G : n EN, GE C} 
n 
family of open sets with the property that 
G -
00 
IJ 
i=l 
G. , where 
1., 
G. 
1., 
is a locally countable 
(\ix, y E K)(x i:- y ~ (3U E G)(x EU, y f U)) . 
Let G* be the collection of all finite intersections of members of G. 
Then G* is locally countable . 
. 
lS 
Now let N be any neighbourhood of x EK. For any y i:- x , there is 
u E G such that X E u and y f u Then {N} {~ t x} . a u y lS an y y y 
open cover for the compact K. Let {N} u {rt l < . < nt be a space . 1., -
- J Y· 1., 
n n 
finite subcover . Then K = N u [n - t n u ' so N:=:J n u :::"J n u E G* 
i=l YiJ . i=l Y· i=l y. 1., 1., 
Hence G* is a base for the topology of K. 
By lemma 3.5 . 9, G* is countable. Hence K is metrizable. // 
Our final characterization of Eberlein compacts is an application of 
the results of section 1. 
. 
THEOREM 3.5.11 [24]. A compact Hausdorff space is an Eberlein compact 
iff it is homeomorphic to a weakly compact subset of a reflexive space. 
Proof. Su fficiency is trivial. To establish necessity, suppose that 
K is a weakly compact subset of the Banach space X. Then W, the 
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absolutely convex hull of K, is weakly compact by Krein ' s theorem . Lemma 
3 . 1 . 1 gives us a reflexive space Y, and a continuous linear injection 
T Y + X with T- 1(W) c U(Y) . 1s bounded . Since T 
weak to weak continuous and U(Y) 1s weakly compact, T- 1(K) must be 
weakly compact . The restriction of T to T- 1(K) must then be a weak 
homeomorphism . II 
. 
lS 
Now we investigate some preservation properties of Eberlein compacts. 
PROPOSITION 3.5.12 [7 0 , p . 247]. The one point compactification of 
a disjoint union of Eberlein compacts is an Eberlein compact . 
Proof. Let {K. : i EI} be a collection of Eberlein compacts . 
1., 
Invoking theorem 3 . 5 .1, we may suppose that there are disjoint sets 
{ri : i EI} , with each Ki a weakly compact subset of u(c
0
(ri) ) and 
• f co(ri) 0 I{ . Let r - u r . We may regard each as being embedded -1., 1., iEI 
1n c0 Cr ) We need only show that K - {o} u u K. lS weakly compact . - 1., iEI 
So let be any sequence in K . If , for some . i, E I , has 
a subsequence lying entirely in K . , then 
1., 
(x ) 
n 
clearly has a weakly 
convergent subsequence . 
finitely many n , whence 
If not , then for each y Er , X (y) -/; 0 
n . 
1..,) 
X -+- 0 . 
n 
Thus K 1s weakly compact . 
only for 
II 
PROPOSITION 3.5. 13 [70, p . 248] . Let {K. : i EI} be a collection 
1., 
of non- trivial Eberlein compacts . If I i,s countable then 
Eberlein compact . The converse i,s also true . 
n K. 
i EI 1., 
i,s an 
Proof. [41] . We may suppose that I - IN , and that each K 
n 
lS a 
weakly compact s ubset of the closed ball , radius lln , of some Banach 
space X 
n 
Then K = n K 
n 
1s a subset of X = c (X) . O · n It is not hard 
to see that the weak topology on X coincides with tte product of the weak 
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X lopolor;ies , on bounded subsets of X . Any sequence in K which does 
n 
not e ve ntur1lly lje in some 
weakly compc:ict . 
K 
n 
must be norm converv,ent to 0 . So K is 
If I is uncountable, then contains a subspace homeomorphic 
~ ~ 
to {o, 1} 1 So we need only show that {o, l} 1 is not an Eberlein 
~ 
compact . Let Ac {o, l} 1 be the set of functions with countable support . 
The limit of any sequence in A must have countable support, so A . lS 
sequentially closed. On the other hand, A is a dense proper subset of 
~ ~ 
{o, l} 1 . By proposition 3 . 5 . 5, {o, l} 1 cannot be an Eberlein compact.// 
The proof of the converse of proposition 3.5.13 given in [70, p . 248] 
~ 
is erroneous . There it is claimed that {O, l} 1 is not an Eberlein compact 
because it is not sequentially compact . Certainly that is the case if we 
assume the continuum hypothesis. However , as we now show , there are models 
~ 
of ZFC in which {o, l} 1 is sequentially compact. 
Recall that if B is a Boolean algebra, and P is a collection of 
subsets of B , then a filter F, on B , is said to be P-complete iff 
AA E F whenever A c F , A E P ( and M exists )·. A Boolean algebra B 
satisfies the countable chain condition iff every uncountable subset of B 
contains a pair of elements whose meet is non-trivial. Martin ' s axiom 
asserts that if B is any Boolean algebra satisfying the countable chain 
condition , and P is any collection of subsets of B with card P < c , 
then B admits a P-complete ultrafilter . It is known [103] that Martin ' s 
axiom is a consequence of the continuum hypothesis , and is consistent with 
the negation of the continuum hypothesis . Two interesting consequences of 
Martin' s axiom are that 2K = c whenever [78, p . 164], and 
that any compact Hausdorff space of cardinality strictly less than 2c 
sequentially rompact [76]. 
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is 
Now suppose that Martin ' s axiom holds, but that the continuum hypothesis 
fails. Then K < C 1 and so 
~ 
card{O, l} 1 - Hence 
K 
{o, 1} 1 
is sequentially compact . Similarly, the product of K 1 copies of the unit 
interval is sequentially compact in this model of ZFC. Incidentally we have 
also shown, in the presence of Martiv ' s axiom, that the statement 
K 
"{O, l} 1 is not sequentially compact" is equivalent to the continuum 
hypothesis . 
It has recently been shown [7] that any continuous (Hausdorff) image of 
an Eberlein compact is again an Eberlein compact. Several technical lemmas 
are needed before we can establish that result. The purpose of these lemmas 
is to show that the continuous image of any Eberlein compact satisfies 
Rosenthal ' s criterion ( theorem 3 . 5.8) . 
As in [7 ] we define a strong Eberlein compact as any compact Hausdorff 
space homeomorphic to some Kc {o, l}r with the property that 
{y : x ( y) = l} is finite for each x EK . Equivalently [94] a strong 
Eberlein compact is any compact Hausdorff space which admits a locally finite 
family of open F 
0 
sets which weakly separates points . 
LEMMA 3.5.14 ( [ 7], [94] ). Every Eberlein compact is a continuous 
&mage of a closed subset of a countable product of strong Eberlein compacts. 
Proof. [7] Let K be a weakly compact subset of c 0(r) . We may 
suppose that Kc [O, l]r Define f 
co 
f( y) ( y) - ) -n 2 y(y, n) . Clearly f is surjective. A standard truncation 
n=l 
argument shows that f is continuous, so L - f- 1(K) is closed . Define 
R : L ~ {o, 1}r 
n 
by (Rny) (y) = y(y, n) Obviously each 
continuous , so K - im (R ) 
n n 
is compact. If y E L 
and so {y 
{y 
f(y)(y) ~ 2-n} is finite for each n . 
(R y)(y) = 1} = {y 
n 
y(y , n) = 1} 
then 
Now 
R 
n 
. 
lS 
c {y : f(y)(y) ~ 2-n} , which is finite. 
Thus each K is a strong Eberlein compact. By construction, 
n 
co 
L c ri- K and f I L 
- n 
n=l 
L ~ K is a continuous surjection. 
LEMMA 3.5.15 [7]. Let L be a compact Hausdorff space~ 
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A= card L ~ U an open subset of L ~ and S a subset of U ~ closed in 
the subspace topology. Then there are open sets V(a, m) c U and compact 
sets S(a, m) c Sn V(a, m) ( a< A, m EN) such that 
a> B ~ S(a , m) n V(B, n) - ¢ and S = U{S(a, m) a < A, m E IN} . 
Proof. Let L = {y 
a 
For each a< A, we will inductively 
construct a sequence of compact sets K(a, m) c U, and open sets 
V(a, m) c U, as follows. First, put K(a, 1) = {y} n U. 
a 
With K(a, m) 
defined , choose an open set V(a, m) and a closed ( hence compact ) set 
K(a, m+l) s uch that K(a, m) c V(a, m) c K(a, m+l) c U. 
co co 
Having done that , we find u K(a, m) - u V(a, m) lS open , and so -
m=l m=l 
H(a, m) - K(a, m)\U{K(B, n) B < a, n E N} lS compact . Hence -
S(a , m) - Sn H(a, m) lS compact . Since H(a, m) c K(a, m) C V(a , m) , we -
have S(a, m) c Sn V(a, m) as required . 
If a > B and y E V(B, n) then , by definition , y f H(a , m) and so 
y ~ S(a , m) . Thus S(a , m) n V(B, n) = ¢ 
Clearly US ( a , m) c S ; the converse has yet to be shown . So let 
s E S ; say s = y 
a 
for some a < A . Since s EU, we have K ( a , l ) - Ls} . 
Let a*= min{a : (3n E N)s E K(a, n)} . Then s E H(a*, n*) for some 
n * E N , whence s E S ( a* , n *) . I I 
LEMMA 
00 
• r - u 
n=l 
r 
n 
3.5.16 [7] . Let K be a closed subset of r {o , 1} ., 
and suppose that r n supp(x) 
n 
is finite., for each X E K ., 
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n E N • Let f: K -+ L be a continuous surjection., where L . a compact 1,S 
Hausdorff space . For each finite Ac r ., put 
U(A) = {y E L . ( \fx E K) (f(x) = y =} supp(x) meets AJ} 
and S(A) - U( A)\ lJ U(B) Then - . 
B=A 
(i) K 1,S an Eberlein compact., 
(ii) U(A) an open subset of L ., and S(A) . closed . i,s i,s i,n 
the subspace topology on U(A) ., 
(iii) if w and y are two distinct points . L ., then there i,n 
is a finite Ac r such that either w 
y f U(A) or y E S(A ) and w f U(A) . 
REMARK. It will be convenient to let I'(x, n) 
s upp(x ) n [ ~ r.J for each x EK , n EN . 
. l 1, i,= 
E S(A) and 
denote 
Proof. (i) 
r 
By definition , each Kn - c 0 (rn) n {o, l} n 
. is a strong 
Eberlein compact . We may regard ]{ 
00 
as a closed subset of n ]{ 
. n 
n=l 
which , 
by proposition 3 . 5 . 13, is an Eberlein compact . 
(ii) Let (ya) be any net in U(A)c , Ya-+ y . For each a, there 
may s uppose that 
such that An supp (x) = ¢ . Passing to a subnet , we 
a 
X -+ X E K . 
a 
Then An supp(x) = ¢ . Furthermore 
Ya= f (xa)-+ f(x) , so f(x ) - y . Thus y E U(A)c This shows that each 
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V(A) is open . It follows at once that each S(A) is relatively closed . 
(iii) Suppose -1 \;fz E f (w) , -1 3x E f (y) , supp(x) c supp(z) and 
't;fx E f- 1 (y) , 3z E f- 1 (w) , supp(z) c supp(x) . Then there are sequences 
(xn) c f- 1 (y) and (zn) c f- 1 (w) such that 
c supp(x2) c supp (z 2) c supp(x1) c supp(z1} . 
But then the sequences (x) 
n 
and (zn) will have a common limit point in 
· · 1 f h f- 1 c,.,) K , contradicting t e act tat w are disjoint closed 
sets . 
By symmetry , we may suppose that 
supp (x) q supp(z ) . 
Next, suppose that 
-1 3z E f (w) , -1 't;/x E f (y) , 
(\;/ finite B c f)(B n supp ( z) - ¢ ~ (3x E f- 1(y))B n supp (x) - ¢) 
B 
n 
arbitrarily . 
n-1 
= U r(xk, n)\supp(z) 
k=l 
and let 
With 
X 
n 
defined, put 
be given by the above for 
The resulting sequence (xn) c f- 1 (y) then satisfies 
n-1 
U r(xk, n) n supp (x) c supp (z) 
k=l n 
If x is any limit point of 
then supp(x) c supp (z) , contradicting our choice of z . 
So there is a finite B c r , with B n supp(z) = ¢ but 
B - B 
n 
(x ) ' n 
B ( ) ~ ~ h x E f- 1(y) . n supp x r w enever Let A be a subset of B , minimal 
with respect to that property. Obviously A is finite, and y E U(A) By 
minimality , y E S(A) However An supp (z) = ¢ , and f(z) - w , so 
w f U( A) . I I 
LEMMA 3.5.17 [7]. Let K and L be as in the previous lemma. If 
V is an open subset of L and S a compact subset ef V then 
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(3k E N)('v'z E K)((3t E f- 1 ( )r(z, k) = f(t, k) =} z E f- 1(V)) . 
P f S t Th h (zk) C f -1 (V)c and roo . uppose no. en t ere are sequences 
with for each k E N . Since K . lS 
sequentially compact, we may suppose that (tk) is convergent. But then 
(zk) is convergent to the same limit, contradicting the fact that f- 1 (V)c 
f- 1 (S) are disjoint compact sets . II 
LEMMA 3.5.18 [35]. Let n E IN. Suppose that A is an infinite 
collection of subsets of r ~ and that each member of A has at most n 
elements . Then there ~s a set D c r and an infinite set B c A~ such 
that An B = D whenever A and B are distinct members of B. 
Proof [61, p . 86]. By induction on n . 
BASE CASE : If n = l , A is a collection of disjoint sets. 
Put D = ¢ , B - A 
INDUCTIVE STEP : We suppose that the statement of the lemma is true, 
with n replaced by n - l. Then a simple application of Zorn's lemma 
shows that A has a subset A0 , maximal with respect to the property any 
two distinct members of A
0 
are disjoint. If A
0 
is infinite, we are 
finished . So suppose that A0 is finite. By maximality, each A EA must 
meet some member of Since A is infinite, there must be an A E A 0 0 
which meets infinitely many members of A. But A0 itself is finite, so 
there is a which belongs to infinitely many members of A Thus 
A*= {A\{y0 } : y0 EA EA} is an infinite collection of subsets of r , 
each of whose members has cardinality at most n - l. By induction, there 
is a set D* c r , and an infinite set B* c A* such that An B = D* 
whenever A and B are distinct members of B* . Put D = D* u {y0 } , and 
B = {A* u {y0 } : A* EB*} . II 
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At long last, we obtain 
THEOREM 3.5.19 [7] . The continuous (Hausdorff) image of an Eberlein 
compact is an Eberlein compact . 
Proof. Let K be an Eberlein compact, L a Hausdorff space , 
f : K ~ L a continuous surjection . Then L . is compact. We show that L 
satisfies Rosenthal ' s characterization (theorem 3 . 5 . 8) . 
CONSTRUCTION : By lemma 3 . 5 . 14 , we may suppose that K is a closed 
subset of a countable product of str9ng Eberlein compacts, i . e. satisfies 
the hypotheses of lemma 3 . 5 . 16 . For each finite Ac r , let U(A) and 
S(A) be as in lemma 3 . 5 . 16 . Then lemma 3 . 5 . 15 gives us open sets 
V(a , m, A) c U(A ) , and compact sets S(a , m, A) c S(A) n V(a, m, A) such 
that a> B ~ S(a , m, A) n V( B, n , A) = ¢ and 
S(A ) = U{S( a , m, A) : a < >.. , m E IN} . 
Now fix (a , m, A ) so that S(a, m, A) t ¢ . By lemma 3.5 . 17 , there 
is a k = k(a , m , A ) such that 
('tfz E K) (3t E f- 1 (s ( a , m, A)) : rCz , k) - r(t , k) ~ z E f- 1 (vCa , m, A))) . 
Put w(a , m, A) = {z EK 3t E f- 1 (s(a , m, A)) , r(z, k) = r(t, k)} It is 
easily checked that if z is any limit point of ~ then, for any 
we have supp(z) n [ ~ r . J t supp(t) n ( ~ r . J . 
' 1 -i ' 1 -i 
-i = -i= 
It 
follows that W(a , m , A) is an open subset of K, whence 
( ) f ( ( m ' A )C) C Z a, m , A = W a , is an open subset of L . Clearly 
s(a , m, A) c z(a , m, A) c V(a, m, A) Since L is normal, there is an 
open Fo set F(a , m, A) such that 
S( a, m, A) c F(a, m, A) c Z(a , m , A ) c v( a , m , A ) . 
VERIFICATION (I) : {F( a, m, A)} lS a-locally finite. For each 
Ca , m, A) put l(A) = max{i : An r . t ¢} and 
& 
n(a, m, A) = max{card A , k(a, m, A), l(A)} . We will show that 
{F(a , m, A) : n(a, m, A) Sn} is locally finite, for each m, n EN . 
00 
Suppose not; i . e . that there exist m, n E IN and y E n 
j=l 
F(a., m, 
J 
A .I 
J' 
with n (a., m, A .) s n J J for all 
. 
J Then 
Passing to a subsequence we may suppose that 
k(a ., m, 
J 
A.) s n 
J 
k - k ( a . , m, A .\ 
J J' 
for each 
lS 
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. 
J . 
independent of J . Furthermore , card A . S n for all J . 
J 
Passing to a 
subsubsequence , lemma 3 . 5 . 18 allows us to assume that D-A . nA. 
independent of . 1,, and J ( for i t J ). 
Choose -1 z E f (y) . Then 
z E A.)) c w( a ., J - - J 
for each J • Hence there is a sequence (t .) , with J· 
f(t .) ES(a ., m,A .1 J . J J' 
1,, J 
m, A.) 
J 
and r c z , k) = r (t . , k 1 . J , But then r(t ., k) is independent of . J 
definition of k then yields 
f ( t .1 E v(a . , m, A.) 
J' 1,, 1,, 
for all . We consider two 1,, ' J . cases . 
lS 
( l) 
. 
J . The 
(2) 
CASE 1 : A. - A . for some distinct integers 1,, ' J -1,, J 
In this case, we 
must have a ./; a . 
1,, J 
(otherwise (a ., m, A.) = (a., m, A .) I . We may suppose 
1,, 1,, J J , 
that a . < a . 
1,, J 
Clearly A .- A . =D . 
1,, J 
By (1) and (2), we have 
f(t.) E S (a ., m, DI n v(a. , m, D) which contradicts lemma 3 . 5 . 15 . J . J - 1,, 
CASE 2 : A . t A . whenever 1,, t J 
1,, J 
Then A . t D for any 1,, , let 
1,, 
f(t 1) f U(A) for any Ac A1 . Putting A - A1 \{y} , we see that there is 
supp(t'*) meets A but not A1 \{v} . 1. ' I 
Then supp(t*) n A - {y} . 
l 
Since l(Aj) Sn , each Aj is contained in r 1 u ... urn 
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Hence 
{(Aj\D) n supp(t *) J EN} is a collection of disjoint sets , each contained 
in the finite set f(t*, n) . One (in fact , infinitely many) of them must be 
empty - say Clearly . 1., -t l . Then 
Ai n supp ( t* ) c D c A1 , and so 
Ai n supp(t*) = Ai n supp(t*) n A1 = Ai n {y} = ¢ 
(2 ). Again, we have a contradiction . 
(II): {F(a, m, A)} weakly sepa~ates points . Let w, y be distinct 
points in L . By lemma 3 .5.16 , there is a finite set A~ r such that 
w E S(A) and y f U(A) (or contrariwise) . But S(A) - U S(a, m, A) , so 
a,m 
w E S (a , m, A) c F(a, m, A) for suitable a , m However 
F(a, m, A) c V(a, m, A) c U(A) , so y f F(a, m, A) . II 
3.6 Permanence Properties 
It is clear that if X is WCG , and TE L(X, Y) has dense range, then 
Y is also WCG . In particular, any quotient, or complemented subspace, of a 
WCG space is again WCG . It is easy to see that the direct product of two WCG 
spaces must be WCG . The class of WCG spaces has some good permanence 
properties , but it is not closed under taking subspaces , extensions or 
preduals . We start with the problem of extending WCG spaces by WCG spaces. 
THEOREM 3.6.l [60]. Every reflexive- by - WCCG space is WCG . 
Proof. Let Y be reflexive, XIY WCCG , ~ X ~ XIY the natural map . 
By theorem 3 . 3 . 3 there is a set {x. : 1., E I} c X such that 
1., 
discrete generating set for XIY , and that {~(xi)} u {o} is weakly 
is a 
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compact. Since ~ is open, it may be assumed that {x.} is bounded - even 
7,, 
Now let (x 1 
. Cl' 
be any net from { X.} . 
7,, 
Passing to a subnet we may 
suppose that 
~**TI (x ) 
Cl 
w* 
w* 
~**(F) and 
so ~**(F) = 0 . If 1.,, 
F in in XIY Then 
w* 0 . in (XIY) ** . But II) * * 'TT - 'TT II) 
't' II ll't' ' 
Y ~ X is the inclusion map, then 
ker ~ * * - im i * * Since Y is reflexive , we then have F - i**TI(y) for 
E y Thus TI (x ) w* TI( y) X** whence w . X . some y . --+ in X -+ y in 
Cl ' Cl 
We have now shown that every net in { X.} has a subnet which converges 
7,, 
weakly to a point in U(Y) Hence K U(Y) {x. . EI} . weakly - u 7,, is . - . 
7,, 
compact . By corollary 0 . 3 . 3 , K generates X . II 
It follows that every reflexive-by-separable space is WCG. In the next 
chapter we show that every such space is actually the direct sum of a 
reflexive subspace and a separable subspace . 
Now suppose that Y is a closed subspace of X, with XIY separable. 
Since the natural map ~ : X ~ XIY is open, X contains a sequence (xn) 
such that xn ~ 0 and {~(xn)} generates X/Y. By proposition 0.3 . 3, X 
is WCG if y is . Thus every WCG-by-separable space is WCG. The converse of 
this result is also true , and so every " large" subspace of a WCG space is 
again WCG . Before that can be established , we need a purely topological 
result . First note that if K is a Hausdorff space, and 00 E K then a 
' 
necessary and sufficient condition for K to be the one-point compactification 
of a discrete space (with 00 as the point at infinity) is this : an 
infinite subset of K is closed iff it contains oo 
PROPOSITION 3.6.2 (R.J. Hunter and J . W. Lloyd, private communication) . 
Let K be the one-point compactification of a discrete space~ f: K ~ L a 
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continuous surjection. Then L &S the one-point compactification of a 
discrete space. If 00 is the point at infinity in K ~ then f( 00 ) is the 
point at infinity for L. FurtheI'ITlore~ f- 1(y) is finite whenever 
y E L\{f(oo)} . 
Proof. Let B be any infinite subset of L . If B is closed, then 
is closed, and infinite. In that case, oo E f- 1 (B) and so 
' 
f(oo) EB. Conversely, suppose that f( 00 ) EB. Then 00 E f- 1 (B) , which 
is therefore closed. Since K is compact , f(f- 1 (B)) is also closed. But 
f (f-1 (B)) = B f is surjective. This establishes that L . the 
' 
since lS 
one-point compactification of a discrete space, with f( oo) being the point 
at infinity. Finally , if E L but t f( OO) then f-l(y) . closed . y y lS ln 
must be finite. II 
THEOREM 3.6.3 [60]. Let X be a WCCG space~ Y a closed subspace 
with XIY separable. Then Y is WCG. 
Proof. By theorem 3.3 .3, X has a discrete generating set 
{x. : i E I} 
& 
such that {x.} u {o} 
& 
is weakly compact. Let c.p : X-+ XIY 
be the canonical surjection . Then {c.p(xi)} u {o} is the one-point 
compactification of a discrete space , with O as its point at infinity. 
Hence {c.p(xi) : c.p(xi ) t o} , being a discrete subset of the separable space 
X/Y , must be countable . It follows from proposition 3.6.2 that 
{i EI: c.p(x.) I- o} is also countable. Let Z = sp{x.: x. E Y}. 
& & & 
Certainly Z is WCG. Furthermore, {x. +Z 
& 
i E I} = {x. +Z : x. f Y} u {o} 
& & 
is countable, so XIZ is separable. Thus Y/Z is separable and Y is 
WCG-by-separable. By our preceding remarks, Y is WCG. // 
Corson [18 ] first showed that a WCG-by-WCG Banach space need not be 
WCG . Shortly we will exhibit a separable-by-reflexive Banach space which is 
not WCG. This provides a complete answer to the question "Is every P-by-Q 
Banach space a WCG space?n for {P, Q} c {separable , reflexive, WCG} . 
There is a criterion for a separable-by-WCG Banach space to be WCG . 
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TH EOREM 3.6.4 [60]. Let Y be a closed separable subspace of a 
Banach space X ~ with X/Y WCG . Then a necessary and sufficient condition 
that X be WCG is that there is a WCG Banach space Z =:) Y ~ and an operator 
T : X + Z which fixes Y 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. To establish sufficiency, recall from 
proposition 3 . 2 . 5 that Y is contained in a complemented separable subspace 
of Z . Composing T with the projection onto that subspace , we may as well 
suppose that Z is separable . Define an injection S : X +ZEB X/Y by 
Sx = (Tx, ~x) , where ~ : X + X/Y is natural . 
Suppose that Sx + (z , ~x) E Z (B X/Y . 
n 
Then Tx + z 
n 
It follows that x - x - y + 0 for some sequence 
n n 
Then z - Tx - y = z - Tx + T(x -x-y) + O . Since Y is 
n n · n n 
c.losed , z - Tx = y , for some y E Y . Thus 
(z, ~x) = (Tx+y , ~x ) - (T(x+y), ~(x+y)) E im S. 
This shows that S has closed range . By the open mapping theorem, S is 
an isomorphism (into) . 
Let W : Z + (Z (B X/Y)/im S be natural . Given 
(z, ~x) + im SE (Z (B X/Y)/im S let z ' = z - Tx 
wz ' = (z ', 0) + im S = ( z-Tx , 0) + im S 
Then 
= (z-Tx , 0) + Sx + im S = (z, ~x) + im S. 
So W is surjective . Hence (Z (±) X/Y)/im S is separable, being isomorphic 
to a quotient of Z . But Z (±) X/Y is WCG ; by theorem 3 . 6 . 3, X ~ im S 
lS WCG . // 
Now we produce the counterexample promised earlier. Like the results 
just established, this construction i s due to Johnson and Lindenstrauss [60]. 
Order the rationals into a sequence , ( '\ 00 CD = q I 
n-n=l · For each y ER, 
choose a sequence of distinct rationals (r n ( y)) such that r (y) -+ y 
n 
put N - {k t IN : qk E {rn(y) : n E IN}} Thus {N y E IR} lS a -y y 
collection of infinite subsets of IN 
' 
with N n NB finite whenever a 
a t B . For notational reasons, put r = IR . Let Xy E l be the co 
characteristic function of N y For each XE l ' y Er 'define co 
X y 
lim x(n) , if the limit exists , 
nEN y 
co otherwise 
It is easy to check that 
Y = {x E l
00 
: llxlJ < 00 } is a Banach space containing 
x
0 
- sp(c 0 u {Xy : y E r}) , and ·so X - X 0 is a Banach space . 
To show that X is separable-by-reflexive, we show that 
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and 
To do this , it suffices to show that x0 ;c0 (which is dense 
ln X/c I 0 - is isometric to 
natural correspondence 
:\1 ... ;\n E IK . Certainly 
n 
I I i=l 
for any x E c
0 
. Now 
:\.x +x 
& y. 
-i 
(which is dense in 
So fix 
N - U (N n N ) 
lsi<jsn . y. y. 
-i J 
is finite . If we define x : N-+ IK by 
x(k) -
0 
) 
I -' 
kEN y. 
-i 
;\ . ' 
-i 
' 
k E N , 
k f N 
l2(r)), under the 
and 
then 
and so 
Thus II y II 
as claimed . 
Let fn E S * 
n 
Put y - ) ; _,, 
i=l 
0 
\.x + x. 
1, y . 
L, 
' 
k E N or 
y (k) -
n 
IJy II 00 - max 
i=l 
, and 
k EN \N y. 
L, 
I A ._J 
L, 
- inf 
xEc 0 
-11.I 
1,=l 
Then 
n 
n 
u 
i=l 
N ' y. 
L, 
> A .x . +x 
i=l 1,·--yi 
\.e 
1, y . 
L, 
be the coordinate functional f (x) = x(n) . 
n 
Clearly 
{fn n EN} is total over X, so X* is weak* separable. However , X 
has a non-separable quotient , l 2 (f) , and so cannot itself be se~arable . 
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By proposition 3 . 2 . 6 , X is not WCG, despite being separable-by-reflexive . 
This space is also an example of a non-WCG space with WCG dual . To see 
this, note that X*/co = c* = l so there is a surJ· ection T 0 0 l ' 
By the open mapping theorem , there is a bounded sequence (fn) c X* such that 
Tf = e 
n n Put Y = sp (fn) . It is readily verified that (fn) is a 
Schauder basis for Y , equivalent to the natural basis , (en) , of l
1 
i . e . 
converges iff (\n) E l 1 . So Y ~ z1 , it i s easy to check that 
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X* = Y G ker T Now ker T 0 (Xie ) * = l (f)* = z2cr) Thus - C ''"' . - . 0 0 2 
X* ~ ll (±) l2(l') 
' 
so X* lS WCG , despite the fact that X lS not WCG. 
Note that X**'"" l 00 (B l2(f) is not WCG, because it has a complemented 
non-WCG subspace . It is still unknown whether a Banach space must be WCG if 
its bidual is WCG . 
One more point about this space is worth noting. In [60] Johnson and 
Lindenstrauss claimed that X was strongly smoothable . Specifically, they 
claimed that 
00 
{ 
00 }t 
iyCi)I + .'i lyCi)l2 + I lzCr)l2 
-i=l y Ef 
111 c Y , z) 111 - > 
i=l 
defined a locally uniformly convex norm on z1 (!:) z2(r) , and that (when X* 
is identified Z1 ffi Z2(r)) this norm is actually a dual norm. The author 
has not been able to decide if 111 • Ill is a dual norm . However, it is not a 
locally uniformly convex norm, as this example shows . Let 
sequence ( communicated by J.R. Giles) defined by 
Cn+Vn)- l , 2 < i < n+l , 
y ( i) -
n 
0 
' 
i - 1 or & ~ n+2 
Then 
Ill (y n , O) Ill = l , Ill (te 1 , O) Ill = l 
and 
l [ J t Ill (y n , O) + (te 1 , O) Ill - t + + J,r + 1 l+n -t (Vn+l) 2 
-+ 2 . 
But 
be the 
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Ill (y n, 0) - (te 1, O) Ill = Ill (y n, O) + (te 1, O) Ill -/-+ 0 , 
so (yn, o) -f-+ (te1 , o) with respect to 111 · 111 on l 1 EB l 2 Cr) . 
Now we turn our attention to the more difficult problems of subspaces of 
WCG spaces . An easy consequence of theorem 3 . 6 .4 is 
COROLLARY 
space . If X 
3.6.5 [60]. Let X be a closed subspace of a WCG Banach 
is separable-by- WCG~ then X is WCG . 
The remaining statements that we wish to make are much harder to 
establish . Since they will not be needed in what follows, no proofs are 
offered . First , Rosenthal [90] has shown that there is a WCG Banach space 
with a closed non-WCG subspace . 
It is natural then to ask the following. What conditions on X (not 
themselves sufficient to imply that X is WCG) will , when added to the 
requirement that X be a subspace of a WCG space , force X to be WCG? One 
such condition is given in corollary 3 . 6 . 5 . Another [ 60] is that X* be 
WCG . A strengthening of that result is the following [55]: if X and X* 
are closed s ubspaces of WCG Banach spaces , then X has a shrinking Markusevic 
basis , and hence is WCG . 
In view of these results , the Johnson-Lindenstrauss space does not embed 
in any WCG space . 
3.7 Properties and Subspaces of WCG Spaces 
Here we present some interesting (and, for a change, easily established) 
properties of WCG spaces . We have already noted that a sub-WCG space 
(subspac of a WCG space ) need not be WCG . Some of the properties discussed 
here are hereditary , and so are possessed by all sub-WCG spaces. Others can 
be extended from WCG spaces to the wider class of sub-WCG spaces by using 
THEOREM 3.7.l [7] . X ~s a sub- WCG space iff (U*, w*) is an Eberlein 
compact . 
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Proof. => Let y be a WCG Banach space containing X Dy theorem . 
3 . 5 . 6, (ucy;(·)' w*) lS an Eberlein compact. The restriction map 
R* Y* -r X* is weak* to weak* continuous, and R* (U(Y*)) - U( X*) by the -
Hahn-Banach theorem . By theorem 3 . 5 . 19 , (vex*) , w*) lS also an Eberlein 
compact . 
Equipping U* with the weak* topology, C( U*) must be WCG by 
theorem 3. 5 . 7 . But X embeds in C( U*) . I I 
The next result extends theorem_3 . 5 . 7, and shows that Rosenthal ' s 
counterexample to the heredity problem cannot be isomorphic to a space of 
continuous functions . 
COROLLARY 3.7.2 [ 7 ]. Any sub- WCG continuous function space is &n fact 
wee. 
Proof. Let X = C(K ) be sub-WCG . Then (U*, w*) is an Eberlein 
compact . By theorem 3 . 5 . 7 , X i s WCG . // 
An easy consequence of proposition 3 . 5 . 5 is now 
COROLLARY 3.7.3 [ 24 ]. If X is sub- WCG~ then U* &S weak* 
sequentially compact . 
PROPOSITION 3.7.4 [88] . Let X be a sub-WCG space~ A a bounded 
subset of X* . Then A is weak* closed if (and only if) A &S weak* 
sequentially closed. 
Proof. A is contained in some scalar multiple of U* which, equipped 
with the weak* topology , is an Eberlein compact. // 
PROPOSITION 3.7.5 [ 88] . Let X be a sub-WCG Banach space~ A a 
conve:x; r;ubse t of X * . 'Then 11 1., s weal<* closed if ( and on l?J if) !l 1,.c; 
weal<* sequentially closed. 
Proof. For each A n AU* is bounded, and hence weak* closed 
by the preceding result . Thus A is weak* closed , by the Krein-Smulian 
theorem . / / 
The next two results were established for WCG Banach spaces in [113]. 
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COROLLARY 3.7.6. Let X be a sub- WCG Banach space 3 FE X** . Then 
FE n (X) if (and only if) F is weak* sequentially continuous . 
Proof. The convex set ker F will be weak* sequentially closed , hence 
weak * closed . II 
THEOREM 3.7.7. X &S reflexive if (and only if) X is weakly 
sequentially complete and X* is sub- WCG . 
Proof. Recall Goldstine ' s theorem : n(U) is weak * den se in U** . If 
X is weakly sequentially comp l ete , then n(U) is weak* sequentially closed . 
But then n(U) is weak* closed , by proposition 3 . 7 . 5 . Hence n(U) - U** .II 
PROPOSITION 3.7.8 [41]. X is separable if (and only if) X is sub-
WCG and X* is weak* separable . 
Proof. Combine propositions 0.3 .1 and 3 . 2 . 6 . II 
LEMMA 3.7.9 [ 88 ]. Let T: X ~ Y be continuous~ linear and have dense 
range . If X &S sub-WCG3 then so &S Y . 
Proof. It follows that T* : Y* ~ X* is a weak * to weak * continuous 
injection , and that T = T* I U(Y*) is a weak* homeomorph ism. We may 
~ 
suppose tha t JJT II = l . Then im T c U( X *) , which, g iven the weak * 
topology , is an Eberlein compact . Thus (U(Y*), w*) is an Eberle in 
compact . II 
PROPOSITION 3.7.10 [ 88] . If X* &S sub-WCG then dens Y* - dens Y 3 
for every subspace 3 Y ~ of X . 
Proof. If Y is a subspace of X, then Y* is a continuous image of 
X* , wh e nce Y* is sub-WCG . Then dens Y* = dens Y by corollary 3.2 . 7 . II 
The following form of proposi ion 3 . ? . 5 will be useful for study ing 
decomposit i ons of sub -WCG spaces . 
LEMMA 3.7.11 [ 52 ]. Let X be a WCG Banach space~ Y a closed 
subspace of X 3 Z and F subspaces of X and X* respectively with 
dens Z 2 µ 3 w* dens F < µ . Then X admits a norm one proj ection P 
whi h fixes Z 3 and is such that PY c Y 3 dens(im P) < µ and P* fixes 
F . 
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Proof. Let K be an absolutely convex weakly compact generating set 
for X, and {za a<µ} a dense subset of Z . For each a , let 
(b )
00 
be a sequence in 
an n=l sp(K) which converges to z a Clearly 
B = sp {b : a < 1-l , n E IN} is a subspace of sp ( K) , with dens B S µ . 
an 
Invoking proposition 3 . 2 . 5 , we obtain a norm one projection PE L(X) such 
hat P fixes B , PY c Y, dens(im P) < µ and P* fixes F . Clearly 
Pz - z for each a, so Z c im P . II 
a a 
COROLLARY 3.7.12. Let Z be any subspace of the sub- WCG Banach space 
Y . Then Z is contained in a complemented subspace~ W ~ of Y with 
dens W = dens Z . 
Proof. Let X be a WCG Banach space containing Y . With P as in 
lemma 3 . 7 . 11 , put W - P(Y ) . II 
COROLLARY 3.7.13 [51 ]. Every non- separable sub- WCG Banach space is 
decomposable (i . e . admits a non- trivial projection). 
Proof. By the previous corollary , any sub-WCG Banach space has a 
complemented separable subspace . I I 
COROLLARY 3.7.14. Any sub- WCG space embeds ~n a WCG Banach space of 
the same density character . 
Proof. Let Z be a subspace of the WCG Banach space X . Apply lemma 
3 . 7 . 11 and put W - im P . Certainly Z c W and dens Z - dens X . Of 
course W is generated by the weakly compact set P(K) II 
The last result enables us to establish that sub-WCG spaces have the 
same decomposition properties as WCG spaces . 
THEOREM 3.7. 15. Any sub- WCG Banach space admits a projectional 
resolution of the identity . 
Proof. Let X be a WCG Banach space containing Y as a closed 
subspace . We suppose that dens X = dens Y . Choose y 0 E Y\{O} . Replacing 
K by the absolutely convex hull of Ku {y 0 } we may suppose that y 0 is 
contained in an absolutely convex weakly compact generat ing set for X. 
Theorem 3 . 2.9 then gives us a projectional 
X (Pa) osasµ with p (Y) C y and E Yo 
' a 
Q = p 
a a I y . Since Pa(Y ) Cy ' ( QO',) is 
commuting coi:tractive projections on Y . 
resolution of the identity for 
. p for each im 
a 
. . 
an increasing 
Si nce P0 = 0 , 
a > o . Let 
sequence of 
P - I and 
l-l 
for all a i O , we have Q
0 
- 0 , Q = I and 
' l-l 
a i o As dens X = dens Y , we haye l-l - dens Y as required. Clearly 
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im Q c im P , so dens (im QN) S dens (im PN ) S card a. By lemma 3 . 2 . 10, 
a - a U, u. 
the map a I-+ P y 
a 
is ordinal t o norm continuous for each y E Y. 
this it fol l ows that im Q 
a 
u 
B<a 
. Q im B+l for each a . Thus 
is a projectional resolut i on of the identity for Y . II 
From 
A routine induction ar gument , coupled with lemma 3 . 3.l now yields 
COROLLARY 3.7.16 [ 88 ]. Every sub- WCG Banach space has a Markusevic 
basis. 
For what its worth, corol lary 0 .4.7 gives 
COROLLARY 3.7.17. If X is a sub- WCG Banach space~ then there is a 
continuous linear injection T : X ~ c
0
(r) with { e } c im T . y 
Of course , there is no guarantee that a Markusevic basis for a sub-WCG 
space will be relatively weakly compact . It is easy to see that our ot her 
important mapping result , theorem 3.3 . 4 , will not extend to sub-WCG spaces. 
PROPOSITION 3.7.18 [ 88]. If X is a sub- WCG space then X can be 
renormed so as to be locally uniformly convex and smooth. 
Proof. Obviously local uniform convexity and Gateaux differentiability 
of the norm are hereditary properties . II 
Since X i s WCG whenever X and X* are both s ub-WCG , there i s little 
point in attempting to extend the other r enorming theorems from section 
3. 4 . 
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3.8 Heredity and Smoothness 1n WCG Soaces 
As we have already remarked, Rosenthal [90] has exhibited a closed 
subspace of a WCG Banach space which is not itself WCG. Since every WCG 
space is smoothable, this means that the property of being WCG and smooth is 
not hereditary . This problem does not occur if we restrict our attention to 
the class of very smooth WCG Banach spaces . Diestel [28, p. 173] attributes 
the following result to D. Friedland . Our proof is based on that given in 
[ 28 ]. 
THEOREM 3.8.1. Let X be a very smoothable sub-YCG Banach space. Then 
X has a shrinking Markusevic basis. 
Proof. By induction on µ=d ens X . 
BASE CASE : If X is separable , and very smoothable, x:1.: must be 
separable . The result then f ollows from corollary 0 . 4.12. 
INDUCTIVE STEP : Theorem 3 .7. 15 assures us that X admits a 
projectional resolution of the identity Each X = im(P 1-P I a a+ a-
is very smooth , and dens X < dens(im P 1) s card a<µ . a · a+ - By induction, 
each X has a shrinking Markusevic basis (x., f.) "EI Put 
a ~ ~ ~ 
{x. 
J 
j E J} = {x . 
. ~ 
{f . 
J 
i EI, a<µ} and 
a 
a 
: i EI, a<µ} . 
a 
By lemma 3 .3.1, (x., f.) is a Markusevic basis for X. To show that it 
J J 
shrinks takes a little more work. For fixed g E x:1.: , put ga =go Pa. 
For any a , 
and 
g I X EX* 
a a 
So , given E > 0 , there are scalars 
such that g I X 
a 
< E • Now 
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s up 
JlyJJ=l 
But f Akf . o (P 1-P ) E sp{f . 
· Jk a+ a J j E J } . This shows that 
Now we show by induction that g E sp(f .) 
a . J for all a . Since 
g 0 = O , the base case is easily established . If a is a successor ordinal, 
the inductive hypothesis and what we have just shown give ga E sp(fj) 
immediately . Now suppose that a is a limit ordinal. For any x EX, we 
as B ~ a by lemma 3 . 2 . 10. Hence 
for all x i . e. as S ~ a . 
Hence gO'. belongs to the weak closure of {gs : B < a} which, by the 
inductive hypothesis , is contained in sp(f .) · 
J 
We now have g = g E sp(f.1 , and so the basis is shrinking. // µ J' 
In [52] John and Zizler prove the weaker result that a closed subspace 
of a strongly smoothable WCG Banach space has a shrinking Markusevic basis. 
Theorem 3 . 5.2 now gives 
COROLLARY 3.8.2 [57]. If X &Sa very ·smoothable sub-WCG Banach 
space~ then every bounded subset of X is homeomorphic to a bounded subset 
In [107], Troyanski claimed to have s hown that any Banach space with a 
shrinking Markusevic basis could be renormed so as to make its dual locally 
uniformly convex. There seems to be a gap in Troyanski' s argument, so we do 
not include it here . Given theorems 1 . 6 . 2 and 3 .8.1 it would follow there-
from that the following are equivalent, for any WCG Banach space X. 
(i) X can be renormed so that X* is locally- uniformly convex . 
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(ii) X is very smoothable. 
(iii) X has a shrinking Markusevic basis. 
In [52] John and Zizler asked if these three C?nditions were equivalent 
for any Banach space , WCG or otherwise. It is easily seen that we need not 
assume , a priori, that X is WCG in order to show that (iii)~ (i) ~ (ii). 
It seems to be unknown whether (ii)~ (i) holds in general. In [60] Johnson 
and Lindenstrauss claimed to have constructed a non-sub-WCG Banach space with 
a locally uniformly convex dual. If_their claim was correct, it would serve 
as a counterexample to both (i) ~ (iii) and (ii)~ (iii). However, as we 
noted in section 3.6, the norm constructed by Johnson and Lindenstrauss is 
not locally uniformly convex. 
In [70, p. 260] Lindenstrauss asked if every smooth Banach space could 
be embedded in a WCG space. A weaker conjecture is this: is every very 
smooth Banach space a sub-WCG space? In view of theorem 3.8.1, this is 
equivalent to asking if every very smooth Banach space is WCG. Though 
thought to have been settled in the negative in [60], all of these questions 
remain open~ 
If the first of the above conjectures is correct, then, by proposition 
3 .7.18, every smooth space would be locally uniformly convexifiable . This 
seems improbable. In [2 0 , p . 87] Cudia asked if every smooth space is 
strictly convexifiable . This problem also remains open . 
3.9 Very Smooth Banach Spaces 
The first study of very smooth Banach spaces seems to have been made by 
Tacon [104]. As another application of the compactness lemma, we present 
his arguments which show that the dual of a very smooth Banach space is 
strictly convexifiable . (The renorming may not be a dual renorming.) 
Throughout , Xa will denote the set of all homogeneous functionals on X, 
which are bounded on U. Under the obvious norm, X~ is a Banach space . 
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Elementary modifications of the us ual proof of the Banach-Alaoglu theorem 
establish thnt u(xa) is always o(xa, x) compact . Now we restate lemma 
3.2 . 3 in a form better suited to our purposes here . 
LEMMA 3.9.l. Let D be a directed set> (C) a collection of a aED 
subspaces of C such that every x EC &S eventually in C 
a 
Suppose that 
operators T : C* + Y are given> that A is an absolutely convex 
a a 
generating set for C* and that K is a balanced> bounded subset of Y. 
Let T be a locally convex Hausdorff topology for Y > weaker than the norm 
topology> under which K is compact> and the norm on Y is lower semi-
continuous . Suppose that T (A n C ) c K for each a > and that 
a a 
is bounded in IR If R 
a 
C* + C* are the restriction maps> then there is 
a 
a subnet of (T R ) 
a a 
such that 
TE L(C*, Y) . Furthermore 
(i) if II T II + l > then 
a 
IITII < l ; 
converges T-pointwise to some 
(ii) if> in addition to (i)> T fixes some non-zero vector> 
then IITII - l 
Now suppose that C c X > R X* + C* &S the restriction> Y c Jf- and T 
&S stronger than the o(.:f', x) topology . 
(iii) If b EX and (TR R) * fixes n(b) for all sufficiently 
a a 
large a > then (TR)* fixes n(b) . 
(iv) If f E X* > T R Rf + f then TRf - f . 
a a 
(v) Let P =TR. If X &S smooth> C is a Banach space and 
P* fixes nx(C) then P &Sa norm one projection onto 
D(X*, C) . 
Proof. The net (TaRa) c L(C*, Y) satisfies all the necessary 
hypotheses of lemma 3 . 2 . 3, and so has a subnet (TBRB) which converges 
T-pointwise to some TE L(C*, Y) . 
(i) By the Hahn-Banach theorem, l!TaRc)I - !!Tall . So this follows 
from (v) of lemma 3 . 2 . 3. 
( ii) Obvious . 
(iii) If f EX* , then 
(TR)*n(b)(f) = n(b)(TRf) 
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= T(RF)(b) = lim TBRB(Rf)(b) (since TBRB + T weak* pointwise) 
B 
- lim 
B 
(iv) For any f EX* , w* --+ T(Rf) . If TR Rf+ f, then 
a a 
(v) Let f E D(X* , C) • Then f(x) = llfll for some x E U(C) , whence 
(Pf)(x) = n(x)(Pf) = P*n(x)(f) = n(x)(f) = f(x) . By smoothness, Pf= f. 
Hence P fixes D(X*, C) . 
For any f EX* there is, by subreflexivity of C, a sequence 
such that Rf +Rf. 
n 
Then T(Rf ) + T(Rf) 
n 
i.e. 
Pf + Pf . 
n 
But Pf - f so we have shown that n - n ' lm p C D(X*' C) 
P is a projection onto D(X*, C) By (i), IIPII = 1 II 
Thus 
LEMMA 3.9.2 [104]. Let B be a nontrivial finite dimensional 
subspace of X. Then there ~s a closed separable subspace C ~ which 
contains B ~ and a norm one operator T: C* + X* such that (TR)* fixes 
TIX(B) ~ where R: X* + C* is the restriction map. 
Proof. For each n EN , lemma 3.2.2 gives us a separable subspace 
which contains B and has this property : 
(\JZ: dim Z/B = n)(3Tz: Z + C) [iJT2 JJ < -1 l + n , Tz fixes B) . 
C 
n 
Clearly C - sp [ ~ en) is a closed separable subspace of X which contains 
n=l 
B. Let D be the directed set of all finite dimensional extensions of 
B, ordered by inclusion. For each ZED, define J 2 : C* + f1' by 
0 
' 
X ~ Z . 
Then Applying lemma 3.9.1 with 
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A= U(C*) , K = u(.fl) , Ta= Jz , CZ= C we obtain a subnet (JW) of 
(J2) such that JW +TE L(C*, Xa) ?(~, x)-pointwise. Let f EC*. For 
any x, y EX we have x, y E W eventually. Then 
and so (Tf)(x+y) = (Tf)(x) + (Tf)(y) • Hence · im Tl- X* , as required. By 
part (i) of lemma 3.9.1, /ITI! ::: 1 . For any f E X* , b E B , Z E D we 
have 
(Jz1?) *n(b)(f) = J 2(Rf)(b) = (Rf) (T2b) = f(b) = n(b)(f) . 
So each (J2R)* fixes n(b) . By part (iii) of lemma 3.9.1, (TR)* fixes 
n(b) , b EB , and so ll(TR)*II > l . But ll(TR)*II = IITRI! = /IT/I::: 1 , so 
IITII = ll(TR)*/1 - 1 // 
We could not apply the compactness lemma directly to the net (T2) 
·since we have no guarantee that each TZ will map a generating set of X 
( or its intersection with Z) into any compact (in an appropriate topology) 
subset of C . The operator J 2 , the " extended adjoint" of 
m 
1. Z , was 
constructed to overcome this difficulty . The compactness lemma can then be 
applied since each J 2 maps the unit ball of C* into a 0(~, x) compact 
subset of Xa. It would be more satisfying if this approach could be 
avoided, and we could apply the compactness lemma directly to (T2} . Should 
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this be possible we would obtain an operator TE L(X, C) whose adjoint 
T* E L(C*, X*) had the required properties . In addition, T* would have 
the highly desirable property of being weak* to weak* continuous . It seems 
unlikely that such an approach is possible; more will be said of this after 
Tacon's theorem has been established. 
LEMMA 3.9.3 [104]. Let X be a smooth Banach space~ X ••. X E X ~ l . n 
fl . , . f E X* E > 0 . Then there is a closed separable subspace m ~ 
cc X ~ and a norm one operator T: C* -+ X* such that~ 
the restriction map~ then (TR)* fixes each n(x.) ~ and 1,. 
for each J • 
Proof. By the Bishop-Phelps theorem, there are y 1 
that llf .-f Ii < E/2 J y. 
J 
for each . J . With 
if R : X*-+ C* 
IITRf .-f -II < E J J 
Y EX such 
·m 
. 
1,.S 
let lemma 3.9.2 supply T and C . Then IITRII = IITII = l , and (TR)* fixes 
Now (TRf ) (y .) = (TR)*n(y .) (f ) = n(y .) (f ) = l . 
Yj J J Yj J Yj 
Since X is smooth , TRf = f y. "y. Then IITRf .-f .11 = ll(TR-I) (f .-f 111 < r. . // J J J y j , J J 
LEMMA 3.9.4 [104]. Let X be a smooth Banach space~ Y and W 
subspaces of X, X* respectively~ with dens Y ~ µ ~ dens W ~ µ. Then 
there is a closed subspace~ C ~ of X ~ containing Y ~ with dens C ~ µ ~ 
and an operator T: C*-+ X* such that~ if R : X*-+ C* is the restriction 
map~ then P = TR fixes P* fixes and P . 1,.s a norm one 
projection onto D(X*, C) . 
Proof. By induction on µ. 
BASE CASE : Let (x.), (y.l be sequences dense in Y, W respectively. 
. 1,. 1,., 
For each n EN there is, by lemma 3 . 9 . 2 a separable subspace 
C = (x. )~ , containing x 
n 1,.n 1,.=l l X n and an operator 
that, if R 
n 
C*-+ C* 
n 
are the restriction maps , then 
T 
n 
C*-+ X* 
n 
IIT R II = l ' n n 
such 
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(T R') * fixes n(x .) for < and n(xik) for . ::: n k < n , and & - n & 
' n n &' 
IIT R 't .-f .11 < 1 In for . < Then C = sp [ ~ en] separable, and J - n . lS n n J J 
n=l 
contains Y. By lemma 3.9.1, the sequence (TR I has a weak* pointwise 
n n· 
limit point T : C*-+ X* . By lemma 3 . 9 .l (i), (iii), IIPII .S l and 
P* = (TR)* fixes each Tr (xik) . Hence IIPJI = l and P fixes TIX( C) . 
Clearly T R'f.-+ f. 
n n J J 
for all . J ' so p fixes w. By part (v) of lemma 
3 . 9 . 1 , P is a projection onto D(X*, C) 
INDUCTIVE STEP : Let Y, W (w :5 a<µ) be subspaces of X, X* 
a a 
respectively such that y Cy 
a a+l ' W CW a a+l ' dens Y .S card a, a 
dens wa < card a' and y - u ya' w - u wa By induction there is, for 
a a 
each a 
' 
a closed subspace C 
' 
with dens c· :::: card a 
' 
and an operator 
a a 
T C* -+ X* such that y CC and , if R X*-+ C* is the restriction 
a a a a a a 
. then p - TR fixes w P* fixes Tr X (Ca) and p map , -
' 
lS a norm one 
a a a a a a 
projection onto v(x*, c). Let C = U C 
a 
The conclusion of the theorem 
a 
a 
follows , mutatis mutandis , from the preceding argument. II 
LEMMA 3.9.5 [104]. Let X be a very smooth Banach space~ 
{Y a<µ } an increasing collection of subspaces. Then 
a 
D(X* , U Ya) - U D(X*, Ya) provided that the latter is a subspace . 
Proof. Since U D (x*, Ya) c D (x*, U Ya) c D (x*, U Ya)- we need only 
s how that So we consider f , for y EU Y Th ere 
is a sequence such that y -+ y . 
n 
y Ci 
Then ~f y 
each f E U D (Ya) , so fy be longs to the weak closure of U D (ya) 
Yn 
which , by hypothesis , is convex. By Mazur ' s theorem fy EU D(Ya) 
But 
THEOREM 3.9.6 [104]. Let X be a very smooth.Banach space with 
II 
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dens X - 1.1 • Then there is an increasing family of closed subspaces X 
Cl 
(w s asµ) ., nnd operators T 
Cl 
X* + X* such that if R 
Cl Cl 
X* + X* are 
Cl 
the restriction maps., and P - TR ., then 
Cl Cl Cl 
(i) (Pa) &Sa projectional resolution of the identity for 
X* ., 
(ii) D[X l p - - X* im -- - ., Cl . Cl' Cl 
P* fixes nx(xa) Cl (iii) 
Proof. By induction on µ . 
BASE CASE : If X is separable , let X = X , 
w 
T be the identity. 
w 
INDUCTIVE STEP: We assume that the theorem holds for any very smooth 
Banach space with density character strictly less than µ . Let 
ff : a<µ} be a dense subset of X* (by theorem 1 . 5.4, 
Cl 
dens X* = dens X = µ ). We will construct X and T inductively. 
Cl Cl 
Invoking lemma 3.9.4 with Y an arbitrary separable subspace of X and 
w = {f 
n 
n < w} gives us a closed separable X c X and an operator 
w 
T X* + X* s uch that P - TR fixes each fn , and is a norm one 
w w w w w 
projection onto D[X 'j 
W' By proposition 0 . 2.2, 1m P - D[X) - X* W · W' W Now 
we may suppose that X,T 
Cl Cl 
(w <a< y) have been constructed and possess 
the required properties. 
If y lS a successor ordinal, let y = X and Y-1 
W = sp (im p y-1 u {fy-1 }) . Since X y-1 lS very smooth, 
dens X* = dens X 1 < card y . By proposition 0 .2. 2 , y-1 Y-
im Py-l - D(X 1) = X* , so dens W s card y . Lemma 3.9 . 4 gives us a Y- y-1 
closed subspace X y containing 
that P - TR fixes 1m P y-1 y y y 
X y-1 and an operator T y X* + X* y such 
and f 1 , and is a norm one projection y-
--
onto D (x ) . y Then pp - p Y Y-1 Y-1 and so , for any a < y ' 
PP - P (P 1P) = (.P P 1)P = P P = P ya y Y- a y Y- a Y-1 a a Now P* y 
since X C X 
y-1 y Proposition 0 . 2.2 also tells us that 
. 
fixes 
im P* c i**(X** ) where X X the inclusion map . 1,, . -+ is 
' 
. Y-1 - Y-1 Y-1 
nx (xy-1) is weak* dense in i**(X** ) and P* is weak* to weak* y-1 y 
continuous, P* must y fix im P* Y-1 So P*P* y Y-1 = P* Y-1 ' whence 
p p - p 
Y-1 Y Y-1 
As before , we have pp = p 
a y a for any a < y . 
Since 
If y is a limit ordinal, l et X y u 
a<y 
X 
a 
and apply lemma 3 . 9 . 2 
(with D = y , C - X 
a a ' C = Xy , Y = X* , A= U(C*) , K = U(X*) , 
the weak* topology). We obtain an operator 
P - TR has the following properties : y y y 
T y X* -+ X* y such that 
Firstly , IIPyll = l by (i) and (ii) of lemma 3 . 9.2. The preceding 
argument yields PP =PP = P 
a y ya a for a < y . Since P* a fixes 
T 
part (iii ) tells us that P* y fixes By part (v) of lemma 3.9 . 2, 
P is a projection onto D(X) . Finally , y y 
im P y 
-
- u 
a<y 
v(x ) y 
D [x 
1
'1 
. a+ , 
-
-
-
-
u v (x ) 
a<y a 
u im p 
a<y a+l 
by lemma 3.9.5 
as required . II 
THEOREM 3.9.7 [104]. If X is a very smooth Banach space~ then 
there is a continuous linear injection T: X-+ c
0
(r) . 
Proof. Dy induction on µ=dens X . 
BASE CASE : If X is very smooth and separable , then X* is also 
separable . The result follows (for example) from lemma 2 . 3.5 . 
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INDUCTIVE STEP : Assume that the theorem has been established for all 
very smooth Banach spaces with density character strictly less than µ , and 
let P, X be as given by theorem 3 . 9 . 6. Then each X is a very smooth 
a a a 
Banach space , dens X < card a<µ , and im P - X* 
a a a By induction, there 
is , for each a , a continuous linear injection T 
a 
We 
may suppose that the sets fa (w <a<µ ) are disjoint, and that l!Tall::: l 
for each a . 
• 
Put r - u 
wsa<µ 
r 'and for each 
a 
(TPx)(y) 
w w ' 
(Tx) (y) = 
XE X* 
' 
y E f , 
w 
y E f , define 
T 1 (P 1x-P x)(y) , y E f l. a+ · a+ a a+ 
By lemma 3 .2.10, Tx E c 0 (r) for each x EX* · . Clearly T: X* ~ c 0 (f) 
is continuous and linear. If Tx - 0 , then, since each T 
a 
is injective, 
we have P x - 0 and P 1x - P x for each a. By the usual inductive w a+ a 
argument , x - P x = 0 , and so T is injective. 
lJ II 
COROLLARY 3.9.8. If X is a very smooth Banach space> then 
(i) [104] X* is strictly convexifiable> 
(ii) in X** > there is a bounded total subset> whose only weak* 
limit point is O. 
It would be nice if we could show that X* had a generalized basis (or 
even a Markusevic basis) but to do that we need to show that each 
im(P 1-P ) has s uch a basis - and this does not follow immediately from a+ a-
the inductive hypothesis. Shortly we will show that, under stronger 
hypotheses, X* must have a Markusevic basis . Before doing that, we 
elaborate on the remarks made after the proof of lemma 3.9.2. 
It is natural to ask if the projections of theorem 3.9.6 can be 
constructed so as to be weak* to weak* continuous. If that were the case, 
--
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1-hc inj ect ion of theorem 3 . 9 . 7 could be chosen to be weak* to weak continuous. 
That would have two desirable consequences . 
First , the new norm given by corollary 3 . 9 . 8 would be weak* lower 
semicontinuous . By lemma 2 . 1.1 , the renorming of X* would be a dual 
renorming . 
Secondly , X would be WCG by theorem 3 . 1 . 4. This would give a positive 
solution to one of the questions raised in the last section. If that 
question has a negative answer ( as prematurely claimed in [60]) then the 
injection could not be weak* to weak continuous, which makes it unlikely that 
the renorming of X* could be a dual renorming . 
We finish by showing that if X* is already strictly convex , then a 
slightly stronger decomposition resul t is obtained . 
PROPOSITION 3.9.9. Let X be a very smooth Banach space~ with X* 
strictly convex. Then~ in addition to the conclusion of theorem 3.9.6~ we 
have 
(i v ) 
( v ) 
Proof. 
(iv ) 
im P - {f E X* 
Cl 
im (P -P ) = 
a+ 1 a im P x
0 
= (x IX)* a+l n a a +l a 
[ 54 ] First note that for any X E X ' Cl f E X* , 
P*n(x )(f) = n(x)(f) = f(x) . 
Cl 
If f E im P then 
Cl 
Conversely, suppose 11Raf11 - !Jill = l , say . Then 
i . e . 
2 = 2IIR fll = sup j 2f(x) I -
a xES (x ) 
a-
sup if(x)+ (P f) (x) I 
xEs (x ) a 
Cl 
llf +P afll - 2 By strict convexity, 
If f E im (P 1- P ) a+ a f E im (v) then 
pf = f . 
Cl 
p 
a+l and p f = Cl 0 • For any 
-
15 9 
x EX , we have 
a 
f(x) - (P f)(x) = 0 , so 
a 
f E XO 
a 
f E im P n XO Then 
a+l a 
.£.' J - T (Rf) a a 
= f - T 0 a ' 
Conversely, suppose 
and so f E im (P 1-P ) a+ a· Finally, whenever f E im p a+l ' 
so the natural map from im P n XO 
a+l a to ( X 1 ! X ) * · a+ a is an isometry. 
LEMMA 3.9.10 [54]. If Z is a closed subspace of Y ~ y . 1.,S a 
subspace of X ~ and X* is weakly locally uniformly convex~ then (Y/Z)* 
1.,s also weakly locally uniformly convex . 
II 
Proof. Since (Y/Z)* = zo CY* = X*/YO , we need only show that X* / _Yo 
lS weakly locally uniformly convex. So let f + Yo 
' 
f + Yo E s(x*;Y0) 
n 
with llrn +f+Y0I -+ 2 . Since Yo lS weak* closed X* . any scalar in 'so lS 
multiple of U(Y0) . Consider the function B : YO-+ IR defined by 
BCg) = llf+gll Since S is weak* lower semicontinuous, and large outside 
weak* compact subsets of YO , it must attain its infinum. So we may suppose 
that llfll = 1 . Similarly we may suppose that llf n II = l . Then 
w f -t- f . 
n 
Since the quotient map is 
weak to weak continuous, we have as required . II 
PROPOSITION 3.9.11. If X* is weakly locally uniformly convex~ then 
X* has a Markusevic basis . 
Proof. By induction on µ=dens X. Note that X must be very 
smooth, whence dens X* - µ . 
BASE CASE: If X is separable, so is X*. By corollary 0.4.11, X* 
has a Markusevic bas is. 
INDUCTIVE STEP: Suppose that every weakly localJy uniformly convex 
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duill space with density character s lrictly less thiln µ has a Markusevic 
X is very smooth and X* is strictly convex , there are 
subspaces (xa) of X, and a projectional resolution of the identity for 
X* 
' 
(P ) , satisfying (i)-(v) of theorem 3 . 9.6 and proposition 3.9 . 9. By 
Cl 
(v ) and lemma 3 . 9 . 10 , im (P 1 - P ) = (x 1IX l * is weakly locally uniformly Cl+ Cl Cl+ Cl· 
convex . But dens (im (P 1-P )) ~ card a<µ . By induction we may suppose Cl+ Cl . 
that each im (P 1-P ) has a Markusevic basis . Since im P is separable · a+ a w 
it also has a Markusevic basis . Lemma 3 . 3 . 1 gives us a Markusevic basis for 
X* . I I 
PROPOSITION 3.9.12. I f X i s a Banach space> each of the following 
implies the next . 
(i ) X can be renormed so that X* is .weakly locally uniformly 
convex. 
(ii) X* admits a Troyanski family > and a continuous linear 
injection i nto c 0 ( r ) > for some r . 
(iii) X* can be renormed (not necessarily dually) so as to be 
locally uniformly convex . 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii ). We suppose that X* is weakly locally uniformly 
convex , and proceed by induction on µ = dens X . 
BASE CASE : If X lS separable , so is X* and the result is trivial. 
INDUCTIVE STEP : Let (P) and (x ) be as given by theorem 3.9 . 6 and Cl Cl 
proposition 3 . 9 . 9. Then each im (P 1 -P ) - (X 1IX ) * is weakly locally --· a+ a a+ a 
uniformly convex , and has density character strictly less than µ . By 
induction , we may suppose that each im (P 1-P I a+ a· has a Troyanski family. 
Then lemma 3 . 4 . 2 gives us a Troyanski family for X* . 
(ii)~ (iii) . This follows immediately from theorem 2.3.2. II 
As before , the problem of determining whether (iii)~ (i), or whether 
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the Troyanski family in (ii) can be chosen so that its members are weak* to 
weak* continuous , seems very difficult . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
QUASI- REF LEX IV E SPACES 
For any Banach space X, we define H(X) = X**/n(X) and 
def X = dens H(X ) . X is said to be quasireflexive (with deficiency n) 
iff def X is finite ( equal to n ). A reflexive space is just a quasi-
reflexive space with deficiency zero . 
-
Any attempt to extend these definitions to incomplete spaces is likely 
to prove unsatisfactory . For X**/TI( X) is defined (as a normed space) only 
when n(X ) is closed in X** i . e . only when X is a Banach space . When 
X is incomplete , the quotient topology on H(X) is not even Hausdorff . 
Incomplete spaces X for which H( X) is finite-dimensional exist in great 
abundance . A dense hyper plane in a reflexive space is an example of such a 
space . It will soon be evident that such spaces satisfy few, if any, of the 
results to be presented here . Accordingly , all normed spaces considered 
henceforth will be assumed complete and all subspaces are taken to be closed, 
unless stated otherwise . 
The first example of a quasi-reflexive Banach space with non-zero 
deficiency was given by James [46]. We give a simple proof of the 
existence of such spaces based on lemma 3 . 1 . 1 . Next, we study the structure 
of quasi-reflexive spaces . In particular we show that quasi-reflexive 
spaces are weakly compactly generated . This enables us to apply the 
renorming theorems of chapter 3 to quasi-reflexive spaces. A slight 
extension of the renorming results is that if X has deficiency l , then 
X can be renormed so that X*** is strictly convex. This provides the 
counterexample promised in §1 . 6. We also obtain some interesting results 
concerning Markusevic bases in quasi-reflexive spaces. 
First we establish some preliminary results concerning H , def and 
TI • 
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4.1 All About H and TI 
Routine m nipulations yield 
LEMMA 4.1 .l. TI~ o TI1 is the identi ty on X* . 
THEOREM 4.1.2 [ 30 , p. 1066] . 
&Sa norm one projection of X*** onto TI
1
( X*) . 
Proof. Let P = TI1 o TI ~ • Since TI~ maps onto X* , l emma 4 . 1 . 1 tells 
us that P is a norm-one projection of X*** onto TI1 (X* ) Furthermore 
ker p = {x *** EX*** : x*** 0 TIO - o} = TI O( x ) 0 . II · 
COROLLARY 4.1.3. TI1 ( X*) is always complemented in X* ** . Hence 
X* is WCG whenever X* ** i s WCG . 
This gives a partial solution to a problem· raised in chapter 3 : if 
X* * is WCG , must X be WCG? 
COROLLARY 4.1 .4. H(X*) ~ H(X )* . 
Proof. H( X*) = X***/Til( X*) ~ TIO ( x ) 0 = (x**ITI ( X)) * = H(X)* . II 
COROLLARY 4.1.5 [16] . X is quasireflexive (with deficiency n) iff 
X* i s quasi- reflexive (with deficiency n ) . 
COROLLARY 4.1.6. Let x ** E X** . Then x** E TI (X) 0 
TI**(x* *) = 1T (x**) . 
0 2 
Proof. 
<= Suppose x** l::: 1T ( X) F O • 
x E X then , for any x*** 
- x***(x* *) = 1T (x**)(x***) . 
2 
Choose x*** E X*** so that 
x * * * ( 1T O ( X) ) = { 0 } , but x * * * ( x * * ) = 1 . Then 
iff 
' 
,r2(x**)(x*** ) = x***(x**) = 1 to = x**(O) = x**(x*** o ,r0) 
- ,r~*(x**)(x***) . II 
COROLLARY 4.1.7. X 1.,S reflexive iff TI'** '= TI 0 2 . 
PROPOSITION 4. 1 . 8 [30, p. 1070] . Let x** E S** . Then the line 
segment joining n**(x**) and TT (x**) lies . S**** i,n 0 2 
Proof. Fix € > 0 and choose x* E S* so that lx**(x*) I > l - € . 
If 0 s >.. s l , then 11>..n~*(x** )+( l-;\ )n2 (x**) II S l . However, by lemma 
4 . 1 . 1, 
I AX * * (n ( x * ) o TI ) + ( 1- >.. ) TI ( x * ) ( x * * ) I l O l 
- I (>..+1->..)x**(x*) I > l - E: • 
Thus 11>..n~ *(x**)+( l -;\)n2 (x**) II = l . I I 
COROLLARY 1.5.10 (AGAIN) . If X is not reflexive~ then X**** . 1.,S 
not strictly convex . 
THEOREM 1 .5.9 (AGAIN ). If X is not reflexive~ then X** * is not 
smooth (at points in n1(X*)). 
1 64 
Proof ( Day [27 , p . 70]). By James ' theorem , there is an x* ES* 
which does not attain its norm on U . Let x** ES** support x* i.e. 
x**(x*) = l . Then x** f n 0 (X) otherwise x* would attain its norm. By 
corollary 4 . 1 . 6 , 
both support n1 (x*) 
However n**(x**) 
0 
and 
Thus X*** is not smooth at n1 (x*) . 
THEOREM 4.1.9 [16]. Let M be a subspace of X. Then 
TT (x**) 
2 
II 
H(XIM) :-: X**l(n(X)+M00 ) (which requ1.,res n(X) + Moo closed in X** of 
course ) and H(M) ~ (n(X)+M00 )ln(X) 
Proof. Let V : XIM + (XIM)** ' ~ : X + XIM ' R: X* + M* ' 
n : (XIM)** + H(XIM) , h : X** + H(X) and p : M + M** be the natural 
maps . Routine calculations show that v~ = ~**n and R*p = TT IM . Then 
ker(ntp**) -1 - ( (f) * *) ( ker n) -
- ( <P * * ) - l ( v ( XI M) ) 
-
- ( (f) * * ) - l ( Vtp ( X ) ) 
-
- (tp**)-l (tp**TI(X)) -
- TI( X) + ker tp** -
= TI( X) Moo + . 
So TI(X) + MOO 1s indeed closed. Since n and tp** are both 
surjective , so 1s nq>** : X** ~ H(XIM) Thus X**l(TI(X)+MOO) ~ H(XIM) 
Now suppose that TI(X) E MOO , for some x EX. Since MOO is the 
weak* closed absolutely convex hull of TI(M) , there is a net (y ) c M 
Cl 
such that TI (y ) 
a 
w* 
---?" TI(x) . w . But then y --+ x . 
Cl 
Since M is weakly 
closed in X , x EM. This shows that MOO n TI(X) c TI(M) . The reverse 
inclusion 1s obvious , so TI(M) = MOO n TI(X) . 
Now consider hR* : M** ~ H(X) . By the preceding remarks 
ker(hR*) = (R*)-1 (ker h) 
- (R*) -l ( TI(X)) 
-
- (R*)- 1 (TI(X) n im R*) -
- (R*)- 1 (TI(X) n Moo) -
= (R* )-l ( TI(M)) 
- (R*)- 1 (R*p(M)) -
- p(M) - . 
Furthermore 
im(hR*) - h(im R*) = h(M00 ) 
Thus H(M) - M**lp(M) 00 f"',.J (TI(X)+M )ITI(X) . II 
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COROLLARY 4.1.10 [16] . def X = def M + def XIM. 
A number of the results of section 4.3 were originally established by 
appealing to the results of [30]. The following result enables us to take a 
simpler approach . 
THEOREM 4.1.11 [95]. X is isometric to a dual space iff X* has a 
closed weak * dense subspace Q such that U(X) is o(X, Q) compact. If 
R : X** 7 Q* is the restriction map, then Rn 
isometry. 
Proof. => If X = Y* , then Q = ny(Y) 
X 7 Q* is the required 
is the required subspace. 
~ Define T: X 7 Q* by T =Rn, and consider the dual pairs 
( X, Q> and ( Q, Q* > . It is clear that U(X)O = U(Q) , so U(X)OO = U(Q*) . 
By Goldstine ' s theorem T(U(X)) is o(Q*, Q) dense in U(Q*) . But U(X) 
lS o(X, Q) compact, and T lS o(X, Q) to o(Q*, Q) continuous. So 
T (U( X)) . o(Q*, Q) compact , whence T(U(X)) = U(Q*) Since Q lS lS 
weak* dense ln X* 
' 
T is injective. Thus T i s an isometry. II 
4.2 Quasireflexive Spaces Exist 
Th e aim of this section is to establish that there are quasireflexive 
spaces which are not reflexive . After all, the results of this chapter would 
be of dubious value if all their hypotheses were vacuous. The existence of 
a (non-reflexive) quasireflexive space was first shown by James [46]. The 
construction which we give is a simplification of that given by Davis et al 
[ 24 ]. In [24] it is shown that if X is any WCG space, then H(Y) r:::. X for 
some Y . For our purposes , we need nothing like the full strength of that 
result . 
FACT 4.2.1. There &Sa quasireflexive space with deficiency one. 
Proof. Put X = c , and let 
0 
F E l - X** 
CX) 
be the constant sequence 
F - (1, 1 , ... ) . Then M - sp(F) is a closed subspace of X** with 
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N n TT( X) = { 0} . 
Let W = {(An) EX I IA -A I S lf\ and construct Y, C, i as in ~ n+l n 
lemma 3 .1.1. Clearly the sequence (el + . . . + en):=l lS contained in w 
and converges o(X** , X*) to F . Thus F E W 
' 
the o(X**, X*) closure of 
w . By lemma 3 . 1 .1, we C and i**(U(Y**)) - C the o(X**, X*) 
' 
-
' 
closure of C . Thus F E i**(U(Y**)) 
' 
and so Mc i**(Y**) . Since i** 
lS injective , (i**)- 1(M) lS a one-dimensional subspace of Y** 
Now s uppose that (~n) lS the o(X**, X*)-limit of a net 
(~ (a)) C W . Then ~ (a) -+ 
~n for all n and so · n - n 
n 
I for all n . 
i=l 
n 
Hence ) 
·-' 
i=l 
for all n , and so is a Cauchy sequence. 
Thus (~n) E c = c0 @ sp(F) . This shows that we n(X)@ M. 
By lemma 3 .1.1, i**(U(Y**)) =Cc sp W. It follows that 
i**(Y**) c n(X)@ M . Recalling that i**(Y**) ~ M, we have 
But , by lemma 3 . 1 . 1 again, (i**)-1 (n(X)) = TT(Y) Hence 
H(Y) ~ (i**)- 1 (M) is one-dimensional . // 
FACT 4.2.2. (i) [49 , p. 253] . There is an infinite dimensional 
space which is not isomorphic to its cartesian square. 
(ii) There is a real infinite dimensional space which does not admit a 
complex structure . 
Proof. Let X be a real quasireflexive space , with deficiency one. 
(i) Obviously def is invariant under isomorphisms . However 
def X = 1 t 2 = def(X EB X) , so X EB Xi X . 
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(ii) If X did admit a complex structure , then so would H(X) . But 
di1R H(X) = l i s not even. // 
COROLLARY 4.2.3. For any n E IN ., and any infinite cardinal r ., 
there is a quasireflexive space with density character equal to r., and 
deficiency n . 
Proof. Let Y be the space just constructed. By the Eberlein-Smulian 
theorem, Y has a non-reflexive separable subspace X. From corollary 
4 . 1.10 we get def X = l . Put Z =·Z2(r) EB x1". Then 
def Z = def l 2( r) + n def X = n , and, by proposition 0.3.3, 
dens Z = dens l 2(r) + n dens X = r . // 
4.3 Properties of Quasireflexiv~ Spaces 
Some immediate consequences of theorem 4.1 . 9 are given by 
PROPOSITION 4.3.1. Let M he a subspace of X. 
(i) X is quasireflexive iff M and X/M are both quasireflexive. 
(ii) X is reflexive iff M and X/M are both reflexive. 
(iii) M is reflexive iff Moo c n(X) . 
Thus the property of being quasireflexive is preserved under taking 
s ubspaces, quotient spaces and extensions . By corollary 4.1 . 5, the property 
is also preserved under the formation of duals and preduals. So quasi-
reflexive spaces have good permanence properties. 
To study the deeper structure of quasireflexive spaces , we need the 
following definition . Let us say that X* = P EB Q is a Civin-Yood 
decomposition of X* whenever P is a weak* closed subspace of X* 
' 
is weak* dense (and norm closed) in X* , and U is o(X, Q) compact. 
Q 
PROPOSITION 4.3.2 [16] . X &S isomorphic to a second dual space iff 
X can be renormed so that X* has a Civin- Yood decomposition. 
Proof. If X = Y** then Now Q = ,rl(Y*) 
is weak* de11se in X* by Goldstine ' s theorem; clearly 0 p - ,ro(Y) is weak* 
closed . By the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, U(X) = U(Y**) is o(X, Q)-compact 
since a(X , Q) nothing other than a(Y**, Y*) . 
~ Let X* = P (±) Q be a Civin-Yood decomposition, and put M = P0 . 
By the bipolar theorem, 0 M = p . Then 
By theorem 4.1.11, X = Q* . Hence X ~ M** -- . . II 
THEOREM 4.3.3 [16]. X is quasirefZexive with deficiency n iff 
there is a Civin-Yood decomposition X* - P EB Q with dim P = n 
Proof. Suppose X** = ,r(X) EB L , and that is a basis 
for L. Then L is weak* closed. Put Then so 
0 Q n ,r(X) = {o} Hence Q is weak* dense in X* Choose f 1 ... fn EX* 
so that F.(f.) - o .. and put P = sp(f1 ... fn) Then 1,, J 1,,J 
n 
f - ) F · (f) f · E L0 - Q for each f E X* so X* - p + Q Clearly - ' - . , --J 1,, 1,, i=l 
p n Q - P n L0 - {o} so X* = p ffi Q Finally X ':-': X** IL - X**IQO = Q* - - ' . -
Since U(Q*) is a(Q* , Q)-compact, we can renorm X so that U(X) is 
a(X , Q)-compact . 
~ If X* = P (±) Q then X** - po(±) QO If U(X) is o(X, Q)-compact 
then , by theorem 4 . 1 .11, ,r(X) = Q* ~ (X*IP)* - PO . It is easily checked 
that the natural map from ,r(X) to PO is the identity. So 
X** = n(X)@ Qo . Let {f1 
Fl F E Qo so that F . (f .) . . . n 1,, J 
annihilates Q and agrees with 
f} be a basis for P and choose n 
n 
- 0 .. For any F E X** ) F (f.) F. -
' 1,,J 1,, 1,, i=l 
F on p . Hence {Fl . . . Fn} lS a basis 
-----------------·----- - ----
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for 0 0 Q , and H(X) ~ Q is n-dimens ional . II 
LEMMA 4.3.4. Let M and N be two closed hyperplanes . X. Then 1.,.n 
M'?!:N . 
Proof [49 , p . 191] . Choose f , g E X* and a E X so that 
M - ker f , N = ker g f(a) = g(a) - 1 Define projections PM, PN -
' 
-
' 
onto M, N respectively by PJ? - X - f(x )a Prf = X - g(x)a Define -
' 
p M+N by p = PN I M. If x EM and Px - 0 then f(x) - 0 and - -
X = g(x)a Hence g(x ) - f (g(x)a) - f(x) - 0 so X - 0 Thus p lS - - -
' 
-
. 
injective . 
But Pt,,[ EM , so P is surjective and hence an isomorphism . II 
Applying induction , we obtain 
LEMMA 4.3.5. Two clos ed subspaces of X with the same finite 
codimension are isomorphic . ., 
' LEMMA 4.3.6 [ 75 , p . 161]. Let M, N be subspaces of X with 
(i) the same finite dimension~ or 
(ii) the same finite codimension . 
Then there 1.,.s an automorphism TE L(X ) such that T(M) = N. 
Proof. (i) Since M + N is finite dimensional, it has a topological 
complement, say L , in · X . Let M ' N ' 
' 
be complements in M + N of 
M, N respectively . Then L (±) M ® M' = X = L ®NEB N' and 
dim M' = dim M + N - dim M = dim M + N - dim N = dim N' 
Lt S : M + N , S ' M' + N' be isomorphisms . Then TE L(X) 
defined by T(l+m+m ' ) = l +Sm+ S 'm' i s the required automorphism . 
(ii) By lemma 4 . 3 . 5, M and N will be isomorphic . Since they have 
isomorphic complements , an argument similar to (i) gives the result . // 
THEOREM 4.3.7 [16] . If X 1.,.s quasi-reflexive and X* 7=!: Y* then 
X ~ y . 
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Proof. Let n = def X. The n de f Y* = de f X* = n . He nce y . l S 
quasireflexive with deficiency n We may write X** - n(X) ® M, 
Y** = n(Y) (±) N where M and N are n-dimensional. By hypothesis there 
is an isomorphism T1 : X** + Y** Applying lemma 4.3 . 5 gives an 
automorphism T E L(Y**) 
2 
such that Let Then 
S : X** + Y** is an isomorphism with S(M) = N . Hence x** + Mr-+ Sx** + N 
is an isomorphism from X**IM to Y**IN Thus 
X = n(X) ~ X**IM ~ Y**IN ~ n(Y) = Y. II 
COROLLARY 4.3.8 [16]. Suppose that X &S quasireflexive. Then there 
~ un&que up to isomorphism~ such that X - x
0 
and X* ~ X ~or each n. n+ 1 -- n J ' 
Proof. EXISTENCE : By proposition L~.3.2 and theorem 4.3.3 every quas i-
reflexive space is isomorphic to the second dual of some space - and that 
s pace must be quasireflexive by corollary 4.1.7 . Apply induction. 
UNIQUENESS : Is immediate from theorem 4.3.7. II 
Note that corollary 4.3.8 does not say that X can be renormed so that 
X is isometric to the nth dual of X , for every n . It is true that, 
n 
for each n , X can be renormed so as to be isometric to the nth dual of 
X 
n 
Before continuing we note the obvious result that dens X - dens X* 
whenever X is quasireflexive. 
LEMMA 4.3.9 [16]. Suppose that def X = n > O ~ and that X . &Snot 
separable . Then X has a non-separable subspace Y with def Y < n and 
XIY separable. 
Proof. Renorming X, we may suppos e that X = Z* , wher e Z i s a l s o 
non- separable , and quas iref l ex ive wit h defici ency n. Since Z i s not 
reflexive, it has a separable non-reflexive subspace W 
non-separable , and quasi-ref lexive with deficiency m < n 
Then ZIW i s 
Put Y - vlO 
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Then X/Y = Z*/WO = W* , which is quasireflexive and separable, since W 
has both those properties . Furthermore Y = w0 - (Z/W)* is non-separable , 
and quasireflexive with defi ciency m . II 
PROPOSITION 4.3.10 [16] . Every quasireflexive space X is reflexive-
by-separable. 
Proof. If X is separable, there is nothing to prove . If X is not 
separable , apply induction to lemma 4.3 . 9 . II 
It has recently been s hown [10 8] that X is the direct sum of a 
reflexive subspace and a separable subspace whenever H(X) is separable . 
We will shortly establish this result for quasireflexive spaces . 
An immediate consequence of theorem 3.6.l is 
COROLLARY 4.3.ll [70, p . 241] . Every quasireflexive space is WCG. 
Applying theorem 3 . 7 . 7 then gives us a new proof of 
COROLLARY 4.3.12 [16]. X is reflexive if (a:nd only if) . X -is 
quasireflexive and weakly sequentially complete . 
LEMMA 4.3.13 [108]. If X/M is separable., then X has a separable 
subspace y such that X - M + y -
Proof. Let (j) : X+ XIM be the quotient map. We can find a sequence 
(x ) in X such that ((l) (xn)) is dense in XIM, and 
n 
llx II < II(!) (x ) II + lln2 . Put Y = sp (x ) . 
n n n· 
Fix x EX . By induction on p , we can find a sequence 
n 1 < n 2 < n 3 < ... such that 
(X) 
for all p . Then (l)(x) - L. (l)(xn) 
p=l p 
However 
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JJxn II 
p+l 
< ll<P(xn )JI+ l/n 2 
p+l p+l 
< ll<P(X)- {<P(xn) + ... + <P(xn )}JI 
1 p+l 
< 3/p2 . 
So '5= xn is absolutely convergent , hence convergent to some y E Y. Then 
p p 
<P ( y) (p(X) 
and so x - y E ker <P = M. Then x = x - y + y EM+ Y . II 
Our next result is proved, though not explicitly stated, by Valdivia 
[108] . 
THEOREM 4.3.14. Every reflexive-by-separable space ~s the direct sum 
of a reflexive subspace and a separable subspace . 
Proof. Let M be a reflexive subspace of X , with X/M separable . 
By lemma 4.3.13, X has a separable subspace Y such that X = M + Y. 
But X is WCG . So , by corollary 3 .7. 12, Y is contained in a complemented 
separable subspace ; say X = Z (±) R, where Z =:) Y , Z separable . Now 
X/Y = (M+Y)/Y ~ M/(M n Y) is reflexive . Thus R ~ X/Z ~ (X/Y)/(Z/Y) is 
reflexive, as required. // 
COROLLARY 4.3.15. Let X be a nonseparable quasireflexive space. 
Then X is the direct sum of a reflexive subspace (with the same density 
character as X Janda separable subspace (with the same deficiency as 
X ) • 
4.4 Renorming Quasireflexive Spaces 
Since quasireflexive spaces , and their duals, are weakly compactly 
generated , theorem 3.4.5 applies to them. Naturally we restrict our attention 
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to real Banach spaces in this section . 
THEOREM 4.4.l. If X is quasireflexive then X ccm be renormed so 
that X ~s locally uniformly convex cmd strongly smooth., X* is locally 
uniformly convex cmd smooth., and X** ~s strictly convex. / / 
At this stage it is appropriate to point out that theorem 5.1 of [22] 
is false . There it is claimed that any quasireflexive space which is either 
smoothable or strictly convexifiable must be reflexive. In view of theorem 
4 . 4 . l and fact 4.2 . l this cannot be _the case . The argument advanced in [22] 
is that a ny quasireflexive space X is isomorphic to a fifth dual space , 
and so that the purported result follows from corollary 1 . 5.10 (and theorem 
1 . 3 . 3) . Implicit in that argument i s the erroneous assumption that the 
renorming under which X is isometric to the fifth dual of some space 
coincides with the given smooth or strictly convex renorming. 
When the deficiency of X is only one (or zero !) stronger results can 
be obtained . First we establish 
LEMMA 4.4.2 ( Smith [ 99 ]). If X is quasireflexive with deficiency 
one cmd X* is weak* uniformly convex cmd locally uniformly convex then 
X*** ~s strictly convex . 
Proof (D . Amir [99]) . By theorem 4 . 1.2, X*** 
Since def X - l , 0 n 0 (X) = sp(b*** ) for some non-zero b*** EX*** Now 
suppose that the line segment joining x*** and y*** lies in S*** . We 
may write x*** = n 1 (x*) + Ah*** , y*** = TI (y*) + µb*** where 1 
x* , y* EX* , ;\, lJ E IR . Since the projection of X*** onto n 1 (X*) has 
norm one , we must have x*, y* EU* . 
By Go lds tin e ' s theorem , n
1
(V*) i s we ak* den se in U*** . But X** 
is WCG , so (U***, w*) is an Eberlein compact . Hence n 1 (V*) is weak* 
sequentially dense in U* ** . So there are sequences (x~), (y~) in U* 
II 
Ii 
I 
!i 
I 
I 
w* 
such that 
-- x*** and w* --r' y*** . We may suppose that 
1/x~ II - IIY ~ I/ - 1 . Now 
W * X * * * +y * * * 
, 2- ES*** 
and so 
x*+y* 
II n 2 n -+ l . By hypothesis, we must have x* - y* 
n n 
w* 
x*(x) - y*(x)-+ 0 for all x EX • But 
n n 
since 
Similarly y*(x) -+ y*(x) 
n . 
- x* (x) 
for all x EX Hence x*(x) - y*(x) 
x E X i . e . x* = y* . 
0 , i . e . 
for all 
Now choose x**** ES**** so that x****(x***) - x****(y***) = 1. 
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Since TI1 (x*) = TI1 Cy*) , we have C\-µ)x****(b***) = O . If x****(b***) f. o , 
then A=µ and x*** - y*** as required. If x****(b***) = 0 , then 
x****(TI
1
(x*)) ~ x****(x***) = l , 
and so 
It follows that 
x**** l = [
TI (x*) +x* * *) 
2 
TI (x*)+x*** 1 
2 
By hypothesis, 
- l . 
x* -+ x* 
n 
But 
1 . 
w* 
--+- x*** so 
' 
Similarly 
x* - y* , so x*** = y*** . II 
w* 
x***+TI (x*) 
1 
2 
But 
y*** - Til (y*) . But 
so 
PROPOSITION 4 .4.3 [99]. If X &S separable~ and quasireflexive with 
deficiency one~ then X can be renormed so X*** &S strictly convex . 
Proof. By theorem 4.4.1, X can be renorrned so that X* is locally 
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uniformly convex . Dy propositior1 2.1.2, X can also be renormed so that 
X* is weak* uniformly convex. Applying Asplund's averaging gives us 
another norm on X with both these properties . By lemma 4.4.2, X*** will 
be strictly convex under this norm. II 
We have seen already that there is a separable space with deficiency 
one . By proposition 4 . 4.3 we may suppose that the third dual of this space 
is strictly convex . Being non-reflexive, this space provides the counter-
example promised in §1 . 6 . We now show that the separability restriction can 
be removed . 
PROPOSITION 4.4 .4 . Let ·X be quasireflexive with deficiency one. 
Then X can be renormed s o. that X*** i s strictly convex. 
Proof. By corollary 4 . 3 . 15 , X - M (BR, where M is separable and 
R is reflexive . Obviously defM-1 , so M has an equivalent norm 11·11 1 
under which M*** is strictly convex. By theorem 3.4.6, R has an 
equivalent norm 11 · 11 2 under which R and all of its duals are strictly 
convex . { 2 2}~ Let II · II be the norm defined on X by llm+rll = llml/ 1 +llrll 2 , 
m E M , r E R • It is not hard to see that the dual norm of II· II on 
X*** = M*** (BR*** lS llm***+r***II = {llm***ll 2+llr***ll 2}~ l . 2 By proposition 
2 . 5 . 3 this is a strictly convex norm for X** * . II 
Now let Y be any non-separable space with def Y = l. By the above 
result , we may suppose that Y*** is strictly convex. Put 
' 
where Yn = Y for all n . Clearly X is not separable. Since X has 
subspaces with arbitrarily large deficiency , X is not quasireflexive 
either . However X*** = Z (Y***) 2 n is strictly convex. Thus we need not 
restrict our attention to either separable spaces, or quasireflexive spaces, 
in order to find a non-reflexive strictly convex third dual space . 
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THEOREM 4.4.5. Let X be quasireflexive with deficiency one. Then 
X can be renormed so that X ~s locally uniformly convex and strongly 
smooth~ X* ~s locally uniformly convex and smooth~ X** is strictly convex 
and smooth and X*** is strictly convex . 
Proof. By theorem 4 .4. 1 , X can be renormed so that X and X* are 
locally uniformly convex and X** is strict~y convex. By the previous result 
and Asplund's averaging , we may suppose that X*** is strictly convex as 
well . Possession of the stated smoothness properties follows from the results 
of chapter 1 . // 
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The conclusion of theorem 4 . 4 . 5 is the strongest possible renorming 
statement for non-reflexive spaces. Coupled with corollary 4.2.3, it shows 
that there are non-reflexive spaces, of arbitrary (infinite) density 
character , possessing all seven of the properties mentioned at the end of 
§1 . 6. 
Recall that any quasireflexive space can be renormed so as to be 
isometric to (say) the fourth dual ef some other space. As remarked 
previously , this dual renorming will not, in general, coincide with any of 
the renormings given by theorems 4.4.l and 4.4.5. However if X is reflexive, 
then any renorming of X* is a dual renorming. There is a similar result 
for quasireflexive spaces . 
THEOREM 4.4.6 [91]. If (X, 11·11) is quasirefZexive with deficiency 
n, then X* has a suhspace S, of codimension n, with the following 
property . If Ill• //I . 1,.s a norm on X* , equivalent to /I· II* , then there is a 
norm I · I on X , equivalent to II · II , such that I· I* agrees with Ill· Ill 
on S. 
Proof. By corollary 4.3.8, there is a quasireflexive space Y, and an 
isomorphism T : X + Y* . Let S = im(T*n) , where TI: Y + Y** is 
canonical . Then dim X* IS - dim H( Y) = n . Now let Ill· Ill be a given norm 
on X* , equivalent to /I · I/* . Define a new norm on Y* * to be 
/IF// 2 = 11/T*FIII , and a new norm on Y by 1/y // 3 = 1/ny J/ 2 . Finally define a 
new norm on X by Ix I = //Tx//i Certainly I· I is equivalent to fl·II . 
For any y E Y we have 
I T*'ITy I* - IT* ( ny) (x) I 11 sup !xi 
= sup I ( rrr, )( Tx) I 
I Tx/1 ~ 
= 1/ny/J;* = l/y// 3 = l/ny/1 2 = I/IT*ny/11 
which shows that I· I* coincides with Ill · Ill on S . I I 
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4.5 Markusevic Bases 1n Quasireflexive Spaces 
James [46] showed that a space with a Schauder basis is reflexive iff 
the basis is both shrinking and boundedly complete. (Relevant definitions 
will be given shortly . ) Singer [98] generalized this by showing that a 
space with a Schauder basis is quasireflexive (with deficiency n) iff 
there are non-negative integers k 1 , k 2 (with k 1 + k 2 = n) such that the 
basis is both k 1-shrinking and k 2~boundedly complete. Johnson [5 9 ] 
provided a generalization in another direction when he showed that a space 
with a Markusevic basis i s reflexive iff the basis is both shrinking and 
boundedly complete. In the present section, we combine these generalizations 
into a sing le result. 
Recall that a Schauder basis (xn' fn) for X is said to be shrinking 
iff Jlf I sp(x , x 1 , x 2 , ... ) JI-+ 0 for each f EX* . The basis is n n+ n+ 
boundedly complete iff L A .x. 
1,, 1,, 
converges in X whenever the sequence of 
partial sums [I Aixi] is norm bounded. 
First we generalize the notion of bounded completeness . Singer [ 98] 
defines a Schauder basis (xn' fn) to be k-boundedly complete iff C/B is 
k-dimensional where B is the vector space of all scalar sequences for 
which L :\ .x. converges, and C is the collection of (>..) for which the 
1,, 1,, 1,, 
sequence [I Aixi) is norm bounded. We note that B and C are both 
Banach spaces under the norm 
CX) 
sup 
n=l 
n 
I 
i=l 
:\ .x ., 
1,, 1,, 
It is clear that a 
0-boundedly complete Schauder basis is nothing other than a boundedly complete 
Schauder basis. 
This definition generalizes naturally to any bounded Markusevic basis , 
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(x .' fi) iEI . Let D be the set of all finite subsets of I 
' 
directed by 
& 
inclusion . We define B 
= { (\l E IKI 
the net 
C are Banach spaces under the norm 
3:x; ' Vi , ;\ . & = fi (x)} 
;\ .x . 
& & 
and 
If 
(x ., f .) is a Schauder basis , this is the same definition as that given 
& & 
above . We say that (x ., f .) & & is a k-boundedly complete basis iff GIB is 
k-dimensional . 
We seek a result which holds for all Markusevic bases. Accordingly , we 
now set out to find a characterization of k bounded completeness which 
extends readily to all Markusevic bases . 
LEMMA 4.5.l. Let 
be a commutative diagram in the category of vector spaces (Banach spaces) 
with h and k and . J mon&c (and open) . 
Xl (im(i)+ker(k) ) r-..; Ylim(j) 
(and im(i) + ker(k) &Sa closed subspace of X ) . 
Then 
Proof. Define f : X + Ylim(j) by f(x) - k(x) + im(j) . Since k 
is an epimorphism , so is f . A routine diagram chasing argument shows that 
ker(f) = im(i) + ker(k) . II 
The next result generalizes a well established result of Schauder bases 
[110] . Our proof follows [110]. 
LEMMA 4.5.2. Let (x., f .) ' EI be a bounded Markusevic basis~ D the 
& & & 
direct set consisting of all finite subsets of I~ and Then 
there 1.,s an FE X* * such that F(f .) - A. 1., 1., 
1.,s bounded in X . 
iff the net 
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A .x .] . 
1., 1., I ED 
0 
Proof. ~ Let FE X** , K be the basis constant of (xi' fi) . For 
each I 0 ED there is, by Goldstine ' s theorem, an x EX such that 
E 
and //x // < //Fl/ , where E > 0 is fixed . Then 
.:= Suppose 
S E + K//x// 
S E + KI/F// 
A .x. 1., 1., s M for all I 0 ED . 
f.(x)x. 1., 1., 
f .(x)x. 1., 1., 
Since 
independent , we can define a linear function G sp(fi) ~ IK by 
For any a, . f . E sp (f.) 1., 1., 1., we have 
c\ L a.f.J l· I 1., 1., 1., E 0 - I a.\ . - iEI0 1., 1., 
- L a.t -[ ~ Akxk] - iEI
0 
1., 1., kEI
0 
< I a .f . I ),._kxk -
. I 1., 1., kEI 0 1., E 0 
< M I a . f . -
iEI0 
1., 1., 
is linearly 
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Thus G E sp (f .) * , with I/Gil < M . Extending G to F E X** completes 
'l, 
the proof . II 
Our next result generalizes the corresponding result [ 98 ] for Schauder 
bases . We give a new proof . 
THEOREM 4. 5. 3. Let ( x . , f .) be a bounded Markusevic basis for X ~ 
'l, 'l, 
Q = sp (f.) . 
'l, 
Then 0 TI(X) (B Q is closed i,n X** . The basis is k-boundedly 
complete iff 0 TI(X) (B Q has codimension k X** 
Proof. First we note that the weak* density of Q in X* means that 
0 
n(X) n Q = {o} . So the sum 0 n(X) G:) Q is direct . Now let B, C, D be 
as defined previously and let J : B + C be the inclusion map. Then J , 
and TI X + X** , are injective (in fact, i sometries). Define S : X + B 
a nd T X** + C by · Sx = (f . (x)) , 
'l, 
T(F) By l emma 4 . 5.2, T 
is s urj ec tive . Obviously S is s urjective . By lemma 4. 5 .1, 
im(n) + ker T = n(X) G:) QO S l d . X** d X**l(n(X) f.D Q0) "'-' GIB i c ose in , an w _
Thus (x ., f .) is k - boundedly complete iff GIB is k-dimensional iff 
'l, 'l, 
X**l(n(X)@ Q0) is k-dime n s ional . II 
This gives u s the desired characterization . We now say that an 
arb itrary Markusevic basis (x . ,f.) 
'l, 'l, 
is k-boundedly complete i ff 
0 
n(X) (±) Q has codimension k in X** , where Q = sp (f.) 
'l, 
Remark. The author does not know if n(X) (B QO is closed in X** , 
for an arbitrary Markusevic basis . We have just seen that that is the case 
for bounded Markusevic bases, and hence (as first shown in [97]) for Schauder 
bases . It is also true if X is quas ir€flexive , since we then have n(X) 
complemented in X** . 
In a similar manner, Singer defines the Schauder basis (xn' fn) to 
be k-shrinking whenever {f E X* : llf J sp (x , x 1 -.. . ) II + 0} n n+ has 
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codimension k in X* This generalizes to an arbitrary Markusevic basis 
(x ., f.) as follows . Let D be directed set consisting of all finite 
1,, 1,, 
subsets of I . For each f EX*, I 0 ED, define 
lS a 
k-shrinking Markusevic basis iff {f EX* lim llfl/I - 0} has codimension 
I 0ED 0 
k in X* This is obviously equivalent to the previous definition when 
(x ., f .) is a Schauder basis . Our next result generalizes the corresponding 
1,, 1,, 
statement for Schauder bases [96 , p . 366]. 
LEMMA 4.5.4. = d (f, sp{f · 
' 1,, 
Proof. First we show that sp{f. 
1,, 
. 
: 1, 
Hence 
Now let x E sp{f . 
1,, 
put M - l + I 
iEI0 
/lf -1///x . !I · 1,, 1,, For each E > 0 , there is a finite set 
Jc I, and scalars {A. : i E J} 
1,, 
such that X -
suppose that I 0 c J Put Il = J\Io Then 
X -
Hence 
A .x . 
1,, 1,, 
A .x . 
1,, 1,, 
< f_ 
M 
I A. I = If. (-A .x .) I -
1,, 1,, 1,, 1,, 
For each 
I jEJ A .x .] J J 
I 
iEJ 
A .x. 
1,, 1,, 
we have 
< §:__ 
M 
We may 
f .(x) -
1,, 
0 , so 
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I ;\ .x . E: I ;\ .x . X - < - + 
iEI1 
l, l, M iEI0 
l, l, 
E: I I ;\ . 1 llx . 11 <-+ 
- M 
iEI0 
l, l, 
E: 
E: Jlx . JI II f. J J 
< - + i 1., l, 
- M 
iEI0 
M 
= E: • 
But i E I 1 ~ i ~ I 0 so we have shown that x E sp{xi : i f I 0} Thus 
Sl· nce sp{f · ~ EI} is weak* closed, we have i O v 0 
d(f, sp{f. 
l, 
lit I sp{f. l, 
- Jlf I sp{ xi 1, f I O} JI 
- llflJI I I 
0 
It is clear from lemma 4.5.4 that if f f E sp (f.) . Thus a 
1., 
Markusevic basis (x., f.) lS k-shrinking if~ Q = sp (f.) has codimension 
l, l, 1., 
k in X* . We can now prove the result hinted at at the beginning of this 
section . 
THEOREM 4.5.5. Let (x., f.) be a Markusevic basis for X. Then 
l, 1., 
def X = n iff there is an integer k (0::: ks n) such that 
k-shrinking and (n-k) boundedly complete . 
Proof. Put Q = sp(f .) . From the algebraic isomorphisms 
l, 
0) 0 (n(X) Cf) Q /n(X) t"sJ Q ~ (X*/Q)* 
it follows that dim (X**/(n(X) (±) Q0) ) + dim(X*/Q)* = dim H(X) 
If n = def X is finite , put k = dim(X*/Q)* Then 
(x., f.) 
1., 1., 
1.,S 
and dim(X*IQ) = k i.e. the basis is k-shrinking. Furthermore 
dim(X**ln(X)@ Q0 ) - dim H(X) 
- n - k 
so the basis is (n-k) boundedly complete . 
By hypothesis , dim(X*IQ)* = dim X*IQ = 
dim(X*IQ)* 
k and 
]84 
dim~X**ln(X)@ QO) = n - k . Hence def X = dim H(X) = n - k + k = n . II 
The results of Singer and James concerning Schauder bases follow 
immediately from theorem 4 . 5 .5. Johnson ' s result does not follow at once 
for two reasons . Firstly , Johnson established his result for locally convex 
spaces . As always , we will restrict our attention to Banach spaces . 
Secondly, his definition of bounded completeness differs from ours. In his 
terminology, a Markusevic basis (x ., f . ) , for X , is boundedly complete 
1.., 1.., 
iff for every bounded net (x) 
a 
in X s uch that 
each 1.., , we can find an x E X such that 
So we need to show 
lim 
a 
lim 
a 
f. (x ) 
-i a 
f. (x ) 
-i a 
exists for 
for all 
LEMMA 4.5.6. A Markusevic basis (x., f.) -is boundedly complete (in 
1.., 1.., 
Johnson ' s sense) iff it is 0- boundedly complete . 
Proof. As usual , put Q = sp(f .) 
1.., 
~ Let FE X** . By Goldstine ' s theorem, there is a bounded net 
(x ) 
a 
in X such that n(x) 
a 
F. In particular, we have 
f.(x) 7 F(f .) for all i EI . By hypothesi s , there is an x EX such 
-i a -i 
that f . (x) - lim f . (x) 
1.., 1.., a 
for all . 1.., But then 
a 
for each 1.., Thus 0 F - n(x) E Q , 
FE n(X) + QO as required . 
Let (x ) 
a 
be a bounded net in X , such that converges 
for all -i . Then (n(x) (f .)) converges for all -i . Since (x) is 
a -i a a 
bounded, (n(x )) 
a 
converges pointwise on Q . Define FE Q* by 
F(f) = lim n(x )Cf) , and then extend F to an element of X** . By 
a 
a 
hypothesis, we have F = TT(x) + G for some x EX, GE QO . Then 
f . (x) = TT(X) (f.) = F(f . ) - G(f . ) = & & & & lim 
a 
f . (x ) - O 
& a 
as required . II 
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To obtain the Banach space version of Johnson's result, we need only 
observe that a Markusevic basis is 0-shrinking ( as defined in this section ) 
iff it i s shrinking (as defined earlier). Another consequence of theorem 
4 . 5 . 5 is 
COROLLARY 4.5.7. The following are equivalent . 
(i) X -is quasireflexive with de.ficiency n. 
(ii) X has a shrinking~ n- bounde.dly complete Markusevic basis. 
(iii) X has an n- shrinking~ boundedly complete Markusevic basis . 
(iv) For some k (0 s ks n) X has a k- shrinking~ (n-k) boundedly 
complete Markusevic basis . 
Proof. (i) ~(ii) . If X is quasireflexive, then X and X* are 
WCG. By the renorming theorems of chapter three, X is strongly smoothable, 
and hence has a shrink ing Markusevic basis . By theorem 4 . 5 . 5 this basis 
must be n-boundedly complete . 
(i) ~(iii) . Renorming if necessary, we may suppose that X = Y* , 
where Y i s also quasireflexive with deficiency n. By what we have just 
shown , y has a shrinking Markusevic basis (y . ' X.) & & Put f · = TTY (y ·) & & 
then (x . , f .) will be a Markusevic basis for X. Furthermore 
& & 
Q = sp(fi) = TTY(Y) has codimension n in X* = Y** So the basis is 
n-shrinking;, hence boundedly complete . 
{(ii) or (iii)}~ (iv)~ (i): Obvious . 
. 
' 
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